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ABSTRACT
This study examines the construction and reproduction of rhetoric concerning water futures
amongst the agricultural community of the Middle Rio Grande River Basin. It discusses the
reification of potential alternative futures as envisioned through interviews with regional
agricultural producers. These interviews center on facilitating the connection between their
current decisions and practices as they align with their vision of the future. Also, the interviews
will serve to provide the descriptive material needed to construct foresight narratives. Analysis of
the foresight narratives collected will be dependent on how farmers perceive uncertain water
futures as it affects the building elements of the foresight narratives. These building elements are
self, society(others), and the environment. Farmers will feel interests and concerns over these
building elements at different intensities which will indicate how their values are reflected in
anticipation of the future. Additionally, the fourteen foresight narratives will be joined to see
how the agrarian ideology influences the cohort’s interpretation of future water uncertainty. As a
group, do they deny or address the issue of a foreseeable water problem. The primary goal of this
work is to capture a shared or fragmented vision of uncertain water futures as perceived by the
agricultural community of the MRGRB.
Key words: farmers, water futures, sustainability, foresight, agrarian ideology, denial,
ethnographic methods
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INTRODUCTION
Many problems in the foreseeable future will be directly related to water availability
issues. These impacts, felt through water, will drastically affect vulnerable populations. Past
decades have witnessed perpetual drought and increasing desertification around the world
(Sayers et al, 2017). Such events have revealed an extremely serious looming problem in
environmental and social justice issues (Wada et al, 2016). The urgency to address this
foreseeable problem varies greatly between sovereign states. Including all the traditional
systemic, political structures, and governance obstacles that may hinder water management there
are additional challenges concerning the future of global water. These challenges include
meeting increasing demand and the strain on water resources. Growing populations and massive
movements towards industrialization exacerbate this decrease of the freshwater supply. Equally
important is the maintenance of water quality for different usages. Additionally, the unstable
effects of climate change fuel the decline in water availability that is projected to chronically
worsen. For the area of study, the Middle Rio Grande River Basin (MRGRB) all the
aforementioned challenges are currently threatening to exhaust water resources in the near future
(Ward, et al., 2006, Hargrove, & Heyman 2020). Tackling this impending regional catastrophe is
dependent on undertaking several phases, which are: identifying and researching the water
problem; engaging in participatory research with impacted communities and peoples; producing
sufficient data and proposed solutions; presenting findings to local political actors and a global
audience for areas with similar climatic conditions and problems; and implementing solutions to
develop sustainable water usage for future generations.
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Throughout the years semi-arid and arid regions like the MRGRB, have seen changing
climate conditions and growing water demands. These environmental pressures have revealed
inadequacies in the water management frameworks charged with supervising transboundary
surface and groundwater sources (Ingram, 1999). A declining water supply throughout the
hydrological pathway can have devastating effects in this desert region. Currently, the
interwoven hydrology of the MRGRB is threatened by a series of factors including
anthropogenic interference, changing climatic conditions, and inadequate transboundary water
management (Parcher, Woodward, & Durall, 2010). Water is vital to the estimated 2.4 million
people, various industrial sectors, and the many native species of flora and fauna found in the
MRGRB. As a common pool resource that connects three states and two nations, water is a key
component for the long-term survival of the region. A common pool resource is one where all
users can access the resource but the use by one user affects the quantity or quality available to
others (Hardin, 1968).
An industry which relies heavily on the widespread availability of this resource is
agriculture. Within this agroecological system, the rampant hyperconsumption of water has been
spearheaded by water-intensive cash-crops foreign to the region and other unsustainable
practices (Hargrove, & Heyman 2020). For the agricultural sector, shifting climate conditions
could mean the disappearance of a longstanding regional industry. The main goal of this study is
to encourage a discourse about the future of water in the area. I seek to reveal a vision of the
future of water in the MRGRB that is manifested and reified amongst water users. The chapters
of this thesis will be presented in the following order, Chapter One: Background and
Significance, Chapter Two: Literature Review, Chapter Three: Methods, Chapter Four: Results,
and Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion.
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Chapter 1 will set the scene in the area of study and expand on the importance and history
of the location. Commencing flow from the San Juan Mountains of Colorado, the Rio Grande
follows an intricate pathway as it weaves through New Mexico and South Texas, defining an
international boundary between nations, and finally spilling into the Gulf of Mexico. For the
purposes of this study, the area of focus will be on only one section of this extensive water
system, that of the Middle Rio Grande River Basin. The importance of the MRGRB section of
the Rio Grande Watershed is its location within the Southwest North American (SWNA) region.
The SWNA term was coined by Carlos G. Vélez-Ibañez and is the amalgamation of the northern
region of Mexico and the southwestern United States (Vélez-Ibañez & Heyman, 2017). This area
includes both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border and is the best representation of the shared
ecology, hydrosocial interactions, and longitudinal continuity that distinguishes this location.
There are conflicting designations of the term Middle Rio Grande River Basin; for this
study, the area labeled MRGRB will be comprised of the following major points of interest: the
Rio Grande; Elephant Butte Reservoir; and the Hueco and Mesilla Bolsons. A noteworthy
characteristic of the MRGRB is the historic conjunctive usage of surface and groundwater
sources. Utilizing one source over the other guaranteed a steady water balance in the region, as
water from one source supplemented the other. With the extenuating stress being placed on
surface sources of water the practice of conjunctive water use has only increased the dependency
on groundwater sources, threatening the water supply throughout the entire region (Hargrove, &
Heyman 2020).
Chapter two will review the relevant literature and will explore the three theoretical
frameworks applied during analysis of the foresight narratives as well as the broader implications
and water paradoxes articulated by producers of the narratives. In this thesis a foresight narrative
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is understood to be a description of the constructed vision of the future using the building
elements of self, society (others), and the environment. “Building elements” is a term introduced
to the literature in these piece of work to help understand the proximity by which producers
construct their foresight narratives. The three frameworks serving as theoretical grounding to
analyze these narratives are Roy Amara’s and Norman Henchey’s (1974, 1978) “Futures Fields”,
William Flinn and Donald Johnson’s (1974) “Scale of Agrarian Attitudes”, and Kari Marie
Norgaard’s (2006) theory on the “Social Organization of Denial”. Lastly, I provide a small
overview of the implications these frameworks have in a broader context, i.e. water paradoxes
associated with Garrett Hardin’s (1968) dilemma "Tragedy of the Commons”, William Stanley
Jevons’ “Efficiency Paradox” (1866), and Elinor Ostrom’s (1990) work Governing the
Commons. The initial phase of scientific assessment and risk analysis of water in the MRGRB
branches from findings and data produced by a larger project at the University of Texas at El
Paso, in conjunction with a United States Department of Agriculture funded project 1 to which
this study is contributing.
Following the acquisition of scientific data and information phase, findings were
presented to stakeholder groups. Developing sustainable solutions depends on the input of
stakeholders beyond the academic sphere. Individual acts are the building blocks to the inner
workings of society. Their involvement in the research process incorporates other forms of
knowledge surrounding the issue at hand (Lang, et al., 2012). Reconciling their disparate
ideologies and collective conscientiousness of precious regional water resources requires direct
contact through this transdisciplinary anticipatory approach. Being able to engage and

1

This material is based upon work supported by the United States Department of Agriculture under Grant No. 201568007-23130. The USDA grant is titled, Sustainable Water Resources for Irrigated Agriculture in a Desert River
Basin Facing Climate Change and Competing Demands: From Characterization to Solutions
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communicate with the multiple stakeholder groups present in every society represents an
opportunity for transformative solutions and participatory decision making.
By focusing on agricultural producers, their collective insights can help inform a
conversation about regional water futures from the agrarian perspective. Amongst sustainability
research studies and practices, sustainable futures are discussed and understood thoroughly by
local stakeholders (Cameron & Potvin, 2016). The incorporation of stakeholders in an
anticipatory method has the potential to develop into joint strategies and solutions which
consider their foremost interests and concerns over a long period of time. In this study, the
anticipatory method applied is used in the construction of foresight narratives. These foresight
narratives are structured in the stakeholder’s descriptive interpretation of scenarios depicting
uncertain water futures, along with their behavioral responses to these conceivable scenarios.
The value of foresight narratives is in their problem-solving ability, as foreseeable
outcomes are an interconnected trajectory of the issues at the forefront of our lives. The
definition of a narrative varies between disciplines. The narrative definition used in this study
was derived from definitions found in the field of foresight and futures studies. Such narratives
can bridge the past and present storylines to conceptualizations for an alternative future
(Milojević, 2014). Foresight methodologies and future studies are part of an emergent body of
literature and research centering on people’s relationship with time and projected events. The
future is a tangible and foreseeable space where people often envision possible, plausible,
probable, and preferable events, thereby, evaluating the impact of these events in their lives,
society, and the world. The future space of these narratives dictates individual behaviors and
actions as they align with these constructed visions of the future (Slaughter, 1996).
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Due to the short lifespan of the field, foresight methodologies and future studies on
agricultural producers are limited. Additionally, a minimal number of research studies exist on
perceptions of agricultural producers (Kuehne, 2014). These studies have been largely conducted
using quantitative methods with a focus on their current perceptions of climate change and the
immediacy of their adaptation to these fluctuating conditions. Though I was able to find
published research using a qualitative approach, no research to my knowledge explored the
discursive construction of the future by agricultural producers, and/or the implications their
foresight narratives have on patterns of change, approaches to uncertain water futures, and
anticipatory action.
Agricultural producers often represent a sector of the population that is in constant
interaction with common-pool resources such as land and water. According to William Flinn and
Donald Johnson’s (1974) “Scale of Agrarian Attitudes”, agricultural producers hold and
reproduce collective values and practices. The descriptive nature of foresight narratives provides
a crucial understanding towards investigating and changing behavioral patterns (Milojević &
Inayatullah, 2015). How agricultural producers envision the future of this shared resource is
directly linked to their current actions, attitudes, and decision making. Five tenets of Agrarian
Ideology are basic archetypes of farmers and shape the foresight narratives which illustrate a
shared and/or possibly fragmented vision of the future.
This intricately combined vision of the future is based on Kari Marie Norgaard’s (2006)
theory on the “Social Organization of Denial”. How producers approach water issues with
skepticism, denial, and solutions could be valuable in informing future water administration in
the MRGRB. Lastly, I consider a brief overview of the consequences these frameworks have in a
big-picture context i.e. water paradoxes. The narratives from agricultural producers are critical
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for purposes of outlining, projecting, and assessing what the appropriate anticipatory
management strategies could be and how they could be implemented to ensure regional
longevity.
Chapter three will describe the methodological approaches employed during the course of
this study. In this research and writing project, I used a semi-structured interview with
agricultural producers to generate a ranging spectrum of foresight narratives where their beliefs
and values were expressed in their overlapping concerns for self, society (others), and the
environment. The questions were designed to address the agroecological and socio-economic
conditions of producers using three different projected climate scenarios impacting their regional
hydrology. Scenarios are a common tool in foresight and future studies as they provide projected
examples of alternative futures for subject interaction and reflection (Mietzner & Reger, 2005).
The scenarios in this study took the form of line graphs generated by the Sustainable Water
through Integrated Modeling (SWIM) online platform 2. This model was developed at the
University of Texas at El Paso and is part of the same United States Department of Agriculture
funded project to which this study is contributing3.
These scenarios give the future a deeper meaning, as the scenarios presented to the
agricultural producers would drastically affect their production and in consequence other aspects
of their lives and identities. Additionally, the scenarios served to gauge subject reactions to
several foreseeable versions of the future by eliciting responses in the form of foresight
narratives. In this case, plausible, probable, and preferable alternative futures are used to
categorize the reflective self-awareness prompted in these interviews. Responses to different

2

https://swim.cybershare.utep.edu/home
This material is based upon work supported by the United States Department of Agriculture under Grant No. 201568007-23130. The USDA grant is titled, Sustainable Water Resources for Irrigated Agriculture in a Desert River
Basin Facing Climate Change and Competing Demands: From Characterization to Solutions
3
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projected climate scenarios will produce foresight narratives that will serve to evaluate
producers’ willingness to address the water issues, skepticism, and/or denial regarding uncertain
water futures in the MRGRB. Analyzing the foresight narratives produced by farmers was
conducted in the NVIVO 12 software, used to catalog the various and overlapping sub-categories
of the three theoretical frameworks.
Chapter four of this thesis analyzes the results from the interviews using the NVIVO 12
software, capturing references made in relation to the three theoretical frameworks. Firstly, I
present a quantitative itemization of the interests and concerns of producers with varying degrees
of intensity towards the conceptualizations of self, society (others), and the environment.
Secondly, I present the qualitative analysis through each sub-category in the theoretical
frameworks. A combination of factors including identity, location, and production-type may also
have an additional impact on the construction of these foresight narratives. As these factors
intersect, I hypothesized these interviews would reveal a myopic yet complex perception of the
future, one that overlaps with agricultural producers’ current understanding and position within
their landscape and their envisioned futurescape. The myopic nature of the foresight narratives
constructed is related to the temporal length by which agricultural producers will project into the
future. This hypothesis asserts that these projected visions of the future will range a short
timespan e.g. 1-5years rather than a long one e.g. 30-50 years.With a high probability, producers
narrate some specifics about their location, production, and interest in seasonality.
The theoretical grounding behind this hypothesis comes from the combined works of Roy
Amara and Norman Henchey on foresight methodologies and future studies. I draw on their three
future categories labeled the plausible, probable, and/or preferable futures (Amara, 1981,
Henchey, 1978). The categories are not mutually exclusive and were applied at varying points
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during the interview process. A negative water future for the MRGRB region and accompanying
scenarios produced by the SWIM model were presented in this manner. The plausibility of the
scenarios targeted individual concerns over water scarcity and placed them on a foreseeable
timeline 30 years into the future. The probable category follows through the reproducibility of
the narratives within this population, as similar trends in the foresight narratives amongst
producers would define and/or guarantee the probability of a specific future occurring. Lastly,
the preferable category is where producers can describe what an ideal future would be like and
the steps/actions needed to ensure this future.
Additionally, I hypothesized the cohort would reproduce similar narratives on water
futures, adhering strongly to regional agrarian ideology. According to a study conducted on
Wisconsin farmers in 1974 by William Flinn and Donald Johnson, farmers i.e. agricultural
producers align under a core set of values and attitudes, which led Flinn and Johnson to develop
a scale of agrarian attitudes (Flinn & Johnson, 1974). Their concluding discussion on the
agrarian ideology of agricultural producers describes the varying degrees by which farmers
subscribe to this creed. Though agrarian ideology can be expressed at different intensities,
producers with similar locations, backgrounds, and characteristics will reproduce popularly held
agrarian values. Subsequent studies on agricultural producers have been reproduced to support
this conclusion. I expect that the regional agrarian ideology amongst agricultural producers in the
MRGRB will influence their responses. Therefore, I also hypothesized agricultural producers
would have a performative or actual naïveté towards water usage and sources; this could be
attributed to the agroeconomic interests of producers or rhetoric reproduction amongst this
population.
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Parallel to this, they would exhibit disengagement and reduced motivation in the adoption
of alternative technologies and water management strategies. The attitudes communicated in
their narratives were explored through a nexus of water paradoxes and the effects of these on
common-pool resources, specifically transboundary resources such as those found throughout the
MRGRB. In their study, Ward and Velasquez (2008) concluded the adoption of efficient
irrigation strategies and water conservation subsidies would not decrease water depletion in the
Rio Grande Basin. Such paradoxes will be exemplified in the advantageous consumerist notions
of water held by producers within their agro-economic sphere. Contemporary practices and
measures taken by agricultural producers serve to organize and contextualize them with their
respective visions of the future.
Farmers exhibit a limited range within the collected narratives where they stray from
their subscription to the values and beliefs held by the majority of producers within their region.
Here I will employ Kari Marie Norgaard’s theory on the social organization of denial. Her
framework is a key element needed to unravel the positions being conveyed by the subjects in
this study (Norgaard, 2006). The MRGRB agrarian ideology could be a core component behind
the social organization of denial amongst producers, as this collective avoidance affects the
efficacy of scientific communication, formulation/reproduction of future narratives, and
ultimately applications of anticipatory action. Given the innate variabilities between agricultural
producers, there is a significant possibility of outliers and one or more disproven hypotheses at
the conclusion of this study.
Chapter five contains the discussion and conclusion portion of this work and final
reflections drawn from the study. The purpose of this study is to provide insight into the shared
vision of the future held by the agricultural community of the MRGRB. Using the foresight
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narratives from a small cohort of regional agricultural producers, I hope to contribute to the
growing literature of anticipatory action research in the formation of a viable water management
strategies through the inclusion of local stakeholders, i.e. farmers. This study aims to capture the
way these foresight narratives align their present practices with visions of alternative futures
(Aim 1). Additionally, it aims to contribute the information and knowledge from the study into a
broader project with the intention of producing a tailored regional water management plan of
action that considers how those population sectors at higher risk for water insecurity and
sustainably adjusts to their water needs (Aim 2).
Changing the natural state of the environment is inevitable to acquire the resources
humans demand. Agricultural producers and farming are an ancient profession that has
maintained a consistent connection with land and water. Beyond their own agrarian ideology,
agricultural producers are often perceived as stewards of nature. The depletion of natural
resources often fuels blame towards producers, as they are actors in direct connection with these
common-pool resources. Nevertheless, it is an illustrative exercise into the core values and
knowledge that exists outside of academic experts and scientists. It also presents a unique
opportunity to give voice to this group of stakeholders therein materializing transformative
spaces that encourage envisioning and constructing alternative futures doubling as a
methodological approach that can be utilized for the advancement of comprehensive, inclusive,
and sustainable strategies (Inayatullah, 1998). This practice will construct a future that
recognizes the current behaviors and approaches to agricultural production taking place in the
MRGRB. Understanding what is done in the present can guide producers to consider a
triumvirate of outcomes defined as the plausible, probable, and/or preferable futures.
Contemplating the future through the narratives of agricultural producers does not determine a
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definitive outcome. These narratives can be labeled in various forms such as speculations or
imaginative depictions in an infinite range of possibilities.
The purpose of this study is to provide a window into the minds of farmers in the Rio
Grande River Basin. This will be accomplished by documenting their interpretation of SWIM
model outputs projecting uncertain water futures. Understanding their perspectives and current
practices allows for an improved approach to future discourse and policymaking for the
transboundary hydrologies that supply the region. The issue of transboundary hydrologies is a
key consequence of the irregular guidelines in place for agricultural pumping and irrigation, and
the increasing demand being placed on them. Agricultural production requires significant access
and quality of water. Overexploitation of these water sources with insufficient recharge will
guarantee the death of agriculture as a way of life and increase the cost-of-living in the major
urban centers. Cooperation amongst the various states and both nations who utilize these water
sources is crucial to ensure water security for all sectors of the population, for many years to
come. The ultimate aim of this project is to promote anticipatory action and thinking to aid in the
sustainability and conservation of the surface and groundwater sources found in the Middle Rio
Grande River Basin.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
“-an arid climate, the presence of poverty, rapid population growth, aging infrastructure, an
international border, and laws in both countries that were put into place in earlier times under
different circumstances are just a few of the potential roadblocks.”-Good Neighbor
Environmental Board, 2005.
1.1: The Rio Grande River Basin
Known as the Rio Grande in the United States, and as the Río Bravo del Norte in Mexico,
this river is a vital water vein pumping throughout the MRGRB region. As the fifth-longest river
in the U.S., this river body begins in Colorado and empties into the Gulf of Mexico. More than
half of the river’s 2,000-mile stretch flows through overwhelmingly arid and semi-arid
conditions along the Southwestern U.S. and Northern Mexico, about 1,000 miles of the river
form a natural boundary between the U.S. and Mexico (Parcher, Woodward, & Durall, 2010). An
estimated 10 million people live on the river’s banks and 2.4 million of which live within the
Middle Rio Grande section of the river. Water flow downstream depends on snowpack in
Colorado. Water diversions are found at every stage in the river corridor and are heavily
administered. The river and water from the river have been heavily contested between the two
countries and three states it traverses. A number of pieces of legislation and treaties have been
passed to establish some form of governance to this transnational water body. Deteriorating river
health in terms of water quality and quantity has been a growing concern in the past decades.
Though the water from the river has been diligently divided and over-allocated there is no single
management entity or authority responsible for the condition of the river. Irrigation for
agriculture is the largest user of the Rio Grande’s water, and there are significant allocation and
supply challenges facing producers with a declining river.
Since the early settlements of Pueblo Indians and the arrival of Spanish in the 16 th
century, the Rio Grande River basin has seen an extensive evolution of irrigation systems
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(Scurlock, 1998). While being the primary source of water in the desert region, the past 100
years have seen extreme modifications and industrial impoundments along the stretch of the
river. Several dams and reservoirs can be found in the course of the Rio Grande-Bravo
leveraging this key resource. In New Mexico, the largest reservoir is Elephant Butte. Historical
water treaties have been negotiated between indigenous groups, states, and nations to measure
set amounts for the allocation of water. The 20 th century witnessed the designation of senior and
junior water rights, state compacts, and national treaties of surface water in the region, ensuring
the sustainable continuation of amicable transnational relations is dependent on water availability
in the Rio Grande Watershed.
1.2: The Middle Rio Grande River Basin (MRGRB)
In the MRGRB region, the Rio Grande, together with two aquifers, is the main source of
water for the population of more than 2.4 million people found in the cities of Las Cruces, New
Mexico, El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua (Figure 1.1) as well as a for a major
irrigated agricultural region (Scurlock, 1998). The Rio Grande River Basin (Figure 1.1) consists
of approximately 182,000 square miles of arid land, where it flows from the United States into
Mexico.
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Figure 1.1: Rio Grande River Basin
Source: Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Biennial Report to
the 85th Legislature (FY2015-FY2016),SFR-57/6, Austin, TX, December
2016, at
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/comm_exec/pubs/sfr/057_16/SFR057-16-X.pdf.
With an average of 8 inches of annual rainfall, water in this desert region is highly
organized and over-allocated. Regulated river basins such as the MRGRB require systematic
management of water resources. As a transboundary water source, this management is a central
element of meeting both sociopolitical, agricultural, and ecological needs. Conjunctive use of
surface and groundwater has been historically used to supplement the insufficient water supply.
Groundwater in the MRGRB is obtained from the surrounding alluvial aquifers and deeper
bolsons, the Hueco Bolson and the Mesilla aquifer (Sweetkind, 2017). These are separated by a
gap between the Franklin Mountain Range and the Sierra de Juárez that traverses the area of El
Paso and Las Cruces into Mexico. This section seeks to provide a brief overview of the current
water management strategies and policy structures that have been implemented in the MRGRB.
The passage will cover the modern history of the river, policy and projects, and agriculture along
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the river corridor. The study area is in the middle portion of the basin that is referred to as the
Middle Rio Grande River basin (Figure 1.2), this section is comprised of parts of southern New
Mexico, far west Texas, and the northern part of Chihuahua, Mexico.

Figure 1.2: Study Area of the MRGRB
Source: Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Biennial Report to
the 85th Legislature (FY2015-FY2016),SFR-57/6, Austin, TX, December
2016, at
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/comm_exec/pubs/sfr/057_16/SFR057-16-X.pdf.
Beginning with the key points within the area of study, these are the Rio Grande River,
Elephant Butte Dam, and lastly the Hueco and Mesilla Aquifers. Identifying the limitations in
each segment along this hydrological pathway may stimulate collective discussion amongst
policymakers, agricultural producers, scientists, and water managers. These continue to raise
awareness of the obstacles faced by various stakeholder groups in the region attempting to
develop transformative solutions and strategies that fit within the constraints of current
sociopolitical boundaries, hydrologic jurisdictions, and water management institutions. Without
coordinated, integrated, and sustainable management of surface/groundwater, downstream
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delivery, and water releases will be drastically impacted. A key component for sustainable
assessment and policy design is adopting an incorporated long-term perspective. Consideration
of water usage in the MRGRB landscape could reveal water strategies that satisfy quality and
quantity water needs for both upstream and downstream users. This would include understanding
the relationship of reservoirs, irrigation practices, and conjunctive surface/groundwater usage.

For the arid region of the MRGRB droughts are a periodically recurrent phenomenon.
Additionally, global climatic changes reveal an ongoing long-term drought trend within these
recurring events. Projected annual decreases in snowpack throughout the 21 st century resulting
from regional warming will present a major challenge in runoff availability for the Rio Grande
River (Ward, Mayer, Townsend, and Gutzler, 2019). Droughts are not the only issue that
currently affects the future survival of the region. Coupled with pervasive dry spells in the past
twenty years and growing demand from the major urban centers, the Rio Grande River alone
does not meet the water needs of the MRGRB (Sheng, 2013). Lacking surface water places the
burden on groundwater resources. Conjunctive use of groundwater to supplement this water
insufficiency during times of drought has resulted in decreasing water tables. With the increased
dependency placed on these underground sources, aquifer recharge remains a slow process as
minimal progress has been made to preserve the integrity of these natural reservoirs.
Acknowledging the importance of groundwater and transboundary aquifers by incorporating
sustainable strategies to protect these essential resources that are shared by the U.S. and Mexico
is vital within the river basin management framework. Water quality also threatens both surface
and groundwater resources as limited supply has led to increasing salinity. Changes in water
quality and quantity in combination with shifting climatic conditions are presenting adverse
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impacts on water availability for municipal, industrial, and agricultural sectors found in the
region.
1.3: Geopolitics of the MRGRB
Governance refers to the formalized institutions which utilize their power and authority to
enforce the rule of law. These are abstract ideas that manifest in brick-and-mortar agencies, with
people who act on their behalf to guarantee social order and promote collective action (Stoker,
1998). The rapid depletion of the various water sources in the region has created a shared
dependency on the Hueco Bolson and Mesilla Aquifer by the multiple states and nations above
these subterranean water bodies (Hardberger, 2004). Even with the presence of several regulating
agencies at the state and federal levels, there has been little progress made in the form of policy
to ensure an amicable and sustainable use of the aquifers.
The concept of governance involves the interlaced relationships of various stakeholder
groups, and the ways these influence the ordering of society. Stakeholders are comprised of
government officials, both public and private sectors, grassroots movements/NGOs, and the
citizens themselves (Franks & Cleaver, 2007). Water governance focuses on the ways these
stakeholders and other processes construct access to water (Gerlak, 2015). Effective water
governance depends on joint practices and strategies to resolve issues related to the vital
resource. A major challenge to successful water governance is the multi-boundary nature of the
region through which the various sources of water flow. Another challenge for governance is that
one specific resource, groundwater in Texas, is left entirely to the individual landowner and there
is no higher level of governance. The issues for water governance in this region surpass basic
obstacles of functionality and become struggles within the powerful political sphere.
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Part of the MRGRB runs along the United States/Mexico border, a section that often
experiences water supply and quality complications. Treaty-obligated deliveries to Mexico’s
bordering north are threatened by decreasing runoff and streamflow, which in turn creates a
massive problem for both Mexican irrigation and food production. The United States is obligated
by treaty to deliver 60,000 acre-feet of river water to Mexico, except in years of “extraordinary
drought,” so climate change possibly threatens this water. Shared hydrologies such as those of
the MRGRB are riddled with significant obstacles. A report generated by the Good Neighbor
Environmental Board diagnosed various challenges for water management in international
watersheds (GNEB 8th Report, 2005). Collectively, the surface and groundwater sources of the
MRGRB water have been providing water for a growing population spread over three
municipalities, an expanding industrial zone, and an agricultural sector.
Social issues are prevalent in this transnational region, and water issues are shared on
both sides of the border. Constant waves of migrant populations, the construction and
militarization of the border, as well as socioeconomic interdependency on both sides complicates
matters further. Both the U.S. and Mexico have infrastructure disparities and large numbers of
marginalized populations in the outskirts of the city. Though the U.S. has arguably been able to
mitigate these environmental injustices much better than their Mexican counterparts, institutional
structures have not been able to completely resolve the issue of water insecurity or long-term
sustainability in the region. Tension between upstream users and downstream users is present in
all water systems and shared hydrologies; this becomes additionally complicated by the
transnational bifurcation of these shared resources.
Water in the MRGRB is conjunctively used within a rigid set of legal constraints,
including the Rio Grande Compact, and several federal water projects. The International
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Boundary and Water Commission is the binational body charged with the U.S.-Mexico boundary
and transnational water sources (Rister, Sturdivant, Lacewell, & Michelsen, 2011). Through an
intricately engineered system of reservoirs, diversions, and irrigation canals the river corridor
serves as the primary source for usage in irrigation, municipal, and industrial sectors. Water use
and conveyance between upstream and downstream users are threatened by competition over
limited resources. Competition is exacerbated by the lengthened periods and severity of
droughts, and increasing demand for water resources.
Governance refers to the formalized institutions which utilize their power and authority to
enforce the rule of law. These are abstract ideas that manifest in brick-and-mortar agencies, with
people who act on their behalf to guarantee social order and promote collective action (Stoker,
1998). The rapid depletion of the various water sources in the region has created a shared
dependency on the Hueco Bolson and Mesilla Aquifer in the multiple states and nations is
interlopes (Hardberger, 2004). Even with the presence of several regulating agencies at the state
and federal levels, there has been little progress made in the form of policy to ensure an amicable
and sustainable use of the aquifers. Water governance focuses on the ways these stakeholders
and other processes construct access to water (Gerlak, 2015). Effective water governance
depends on joint practices and strategies to resolve issues related to the vital resource. A major
challenge to successful water governance is the multi-boundary nature of the region through
which the various sources of water flow. The issues for water governance in this region surpass
basic obstacles of functionality and become struggles within the powerful political sphere.
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1.4: Agriculture in the Region
For the purposes of this study, the stakeholder group of interest is the agricultural
producers who have been living the nuances of water governance and confronting the realities of
water inaccessibility. Limited water resources are especially significant to this stakeholder group
as agricultural producers continue to compete with growing urban populations and other regional
sectors for water (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Agricultural Area of the MRGRB
Source: Freedgood, J., M. Hunter, J. Dempsey, A. Sorensen. 2020. Farms Under
Threat: The State of the States. Washington, DC: American Farmland
Trust. Usage of data issued by the AFT's and CSP's development and
ownership of the data and reference the Farms Under Threat project as
directed by AFT. https://csp-fut.appspot.com/
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Climate change and planting of thirstier but more profitable crops has stressed river water
supplies. Farmers feel threatened by the potential of cities to take water, though this transfer has
not actually yet happened. In the MRGRB, estimated water usage for the agricultural sector is
around 75% with some estimates as high as 87.5% (Robinson, 2010). The rapid urbanization of
El Paso and Las Cruces the major urban centers have seen a loss of arable land for development
(Mubako, Belhaj, Heyman, Hargrove, & Reyes, 2018). Surface water is the primary source of
irrigation for agricultural production, which presents an emerging problem in terms of access.
Decreasing surface water supply forces agricultural producers to rely on groundwater sources.
The reliance on groundwater is not without cost, as pumping has additional expenses that
are not present in surface water such as equipment and fuel. These irrigation constraints are
further aggravated with uncertain surface water flows, dropping water tables, and declining
aquifer levels. Crop production, irrigation, and planning amongst agricultural producers directly
impact the environment around them, and society often places the burden of stewardship on
producers to ensure the sustainability of both land and water. Indeed, agriculture uses most of the
river water and the Mesilla Bolson water, and a substantial share of the Hueco Bolson water.
This poses a major threat to the already shrinking agricultural sector and the subindustries they
sustain, including farm equipment and repair, seed and chemical distributors, labor opportunities,
and the processing and manufacturing of products (Hurd & Coonrod, 2008). Heavy reliance on
water availability for irrigation and depleting water sources in the region encapsulates an
uncertain future for agricultural producers and their role in the MRGRB.
1.5: History of Water Management on the Rio Grande Basin
The water of the Rio Grande has been disputed for a major part of its modern history.
Between the 1830s and 1840s, the Rio Grande was at the center of a boundary dispute between
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the then Republic of Texas and Mexico (Henkel, 2014). Both states argued the location of the
border with Mexico marking it at the Nueces and the Republic of Texas placing the border at the
Rio Grande. Animosity escalated and was a source of provocation in 1846 when the U.S.
invaded Mexico. After two years, the Rio Grande was established as the definite border between
the countries as it remains to this day. Between the decades 1870-1890, agriculture boomed in
the San Luis Valley of Colorado (Henkel, 2014). As demand upstream grew for irrigated
acreage, this led to shortages for downstream users in New Mexico, the El Paso area, and into
Mexico. Shrinkage of the Juarez agricultural sector led to increased binational tensions and
discontent from Mexican farmers. U.S. response came in the form of the Harmon Doctrine of
1895 which proclaimed complete ownership of the river’s water within U.S. territory and a lack
of obligation to release water beyond the border. This doctrine was quickly replaced by the
Treaty of 1906 which guaranteed a yearly water delivery of 60,000 acre-feet to Mexico from the
Rio Grande (Rister, Sturdivant, Lacewell, & Michelsen, 2011). The central aim of the treaty was
to relieve years of discord river flow and water rights. Thus began the construction of the
Elephant Butte dam and reservoir to manage water in accordance with the agricultural needs
below the Mesilla Valley and into the cities of El Paso and Juarez. However, this treaty was only
a binational solution, and states along the river corridor still had allocation issues to resolve.
Construction of the Elephant Butte dam was authorized by the U.S. Congress in 1905 and
officially began in 1911. By 1916, the 301-feet high and 1,674-feet long concrete dam was
completed. The EBR is a storage reservoir with an estimated capacity that is over two million
acre-feet (Herting, Farmer, & Evans, 2004). It was built on the Rio Grande with the purpose of
storing and controlled-releasing the river’s flow (Coppedge & Gray, 1968). Further
channelization of other sections along the course of the river accomplished this task. These water
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management strategies developed avenues for irrigation channels and improved flood control
(Owen, 2012). Located in South-Central New Mexico, the Elephant Butte Reservoir (EBR) is
one of several major structural impoundments that has dramatically affected the movement of
transboundary water in the Rio Grande Watershed. One such impoundment is located 15 miles
downstream in Caballo Dam/reservoir, where water released from the hydroelectric system in
Elephant Butte Dam is stored. Working in conjunction, both dams and reservoirs serve to
regulate the steady release of river water. Previous years have seen a steady decline in amount of
water that can be found in the reservoir. In 2018, the EBR was at a staggeringly low amount
of 94,096-acre feet of water which is only about 4.8% of the storage capacity in the reservoir.
Today, the EBR is filled at 17.1%, or roughly 335,459 acre feet 4. These numbers reveal the
uncertainties of water availability, divided into fixed percentages to each unit. They are also
incredibly worrisome for the river’s vulnerable downstream populations. During the dry season,
water from Caballo can be discharged for irrigation agriculture downstream, and it also serves to
supplement lost capacity in Elephant Butte.
Both reservoirs are invaluable components of the water storage system that exists along
the Rio Grande and are crucial for the delivery of a predictable water supply (Zamani Sabzi,
Abudu, Alizadeh, Soltanisehat, Dilekli, & King, 2018). The completion of Caballo dam in 1938
solidified the water allocation strategies that were laid out in the Rio Grande Compact of 1938.
The Rio Grande Compact of 1938 divided the water amongst the states of Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas. By the compact requirements, water is allocated based on availability,
divided into fixed percentages to each unit, with Mexico’s 60,000 acre feet taken out first (except
during years of exceptional drought). Allocation of the river’s water has historically been

4

https://waterdatafortexas.org/reservoirs/individual/elephant-butte
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overestimated from what is actually available in the river. Gaging stations along the river
corridor from Colorado to New Mexico measured the flow and provided increased accuracy for
the water deliveries guaranteed by the compact. Once water entered the state of New Mexico and
the Elephant Butte Reservoir the provisions set between Texas and Mexico would be ensured.
Since its implementation in 1938, the Rio Grande Compact has only been amended twice, and
remains in effect to this day.
Due to irregular river levels, the U.S. and Mexico developed a subsequent treaty which
was signed in 1944. This treaty established a binational sharing of the Rio Grande, the area
below Fort Quitman to Brownsville Texas was allocated to Mexico. Mexico from Fort Quitman
onward delivers a fixed amount of water to the United States, just as at Juarez the United States
by treaty delivers a fixed amount of water to Mexico. Inadequacies in transnational water
management due to social, institutional, and infrastructural frameworks have become
increasingly apparent in times of uncertainty. The most recent of these times occurred in the
drought of the 1990s. The drought drastically challenged the border region and the allocation of
shared water resources. Infrastructural development in Mexico is juxtaposed by the U.S. and the
1992 drought had disproportionate effects in the northern Mexican states (Mumme, 1999).
Drought conditions exacerbated the unequal divisions of water between nations and led to the
agreement of 1995 where both countries agreed on a system of water loans and repayments.
Mexico would be able to receive additional water supply during times of intense drought which
would then be required to be returned as conditions improved. Uneven distribution of the impact
(these adverse drought effects along the border region) demanded binational cooperation.
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1.6: Sharing Water
Future sustainable development of urban and rural areas such as those present in the
MRGRB is dependent on the health of its most important natural resources, water and soils.
Historically, the agricultural sector has been the longest standing industry in the region.
Agriculture is the largest consumer of water from the Rio Grande with more than 80 percent of
flows downstream diverted for agricultural use. With increasing demographic pressures from
sprawling urban centers, there are escalating threats to the agricultural lifestyle (Schoik, Brown,
Lelea, & Conner, 2004). Competition between the urban and agricultural sector is more
pronounced than ever before. The changing landscape patterns have been transforming over the
decades as the need for water and soil increases with the expansion of housing and other
industries that generate economic growth. Access to these valuable resources varies depending
on the state or country one finds themselves.
The mid-20th century saw the proliferation of water over-allocation through diversion and
irrigation projects along the Rio Grande (Robinson, 2010). In the state of New Mexico, where all
water in the state belongs to the public, usage of water was allocated according to a water right
hierarchy. The top tier are senior water rights, including the indigenous reserves,
environmentally protected areas, military bases, and some heritage farming enterprises
(Robinson, 2010). These users have priority in the allocation process and can demand a full
supply independent of the needs of other water users during extremely dry years. Below are
junior water rights holders who have a more recent claim to their land/water and will not have
the same priority as those with senior water rights. During times of low water flows water users
with only junior water rights will receive little or no water for the growing season. Delivery
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requirements from the Rio Grande Compact enforce the precedence of senior rights. Such water
rights are not a constraint in the state of Texas as the water on the land belongs to the landowner.
Typically, agricultural production places a heavy burden on water and soil resources. The
consumption of water resources is further increased in a desert environment, usage of flood
irrigation and sowing water intensive crops contributes to the unsustainable depletion of surface
and groundwater sources. The calculations utilized for water distribution downstream for water
rights and subsequent compacts were based on metric from moist periods of that time, resulting
in an overestimation of available water supply. Resulting in an issue of scale and governance as
water is determined in a regional overview within the compact, those affected the most are the
locals along various points of the river corridor. In an arid environment like the MRGRB,
producers have to make difficult decisions to maintain steady production. These include which
crops to plant, water usage, irrigation methods, and soil types on their land.
Of the traditional crops that are grown in the region few have survived the battle against
the surmounting challenges faced by agricultural producers on both sides of the border. Shifting
market trends, international trade treaties, and changing environmental conditions have
transformed the crops grown in the MRGRB. In 1996, the major crops grown in the state of New
Mexico were corn, wheat, alfalfa, sorghum, beans, cotton, cottonseed, and peanuts (Skaggs,
Gorman, Gardner, & Crawford, 1999). Alfalfa was the most lucrative on the list due to its
connection with the booming dairy industry within the state. Another variation of crop
commonly grown in the state was chile, however, market fluctuations and competition from
Mexico have since severely hindered the New Mexico chile industry. This has forced many chile
producers to alter their production efforts or seek better opportunities beyond the local region
(Skaggs, Decker, & VanLeeuwen, 2000).
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Aside from these staple crops, pecan production has been rising substantially in the past
decades. Pecans are not native to the region and require copious amounts of care and a lot of
water. Orchards for pecan production require an intense investment in both capital and other
resources. Flood irrigation is the primary and most trusted form of irrigation to guarantee quality
production (Miyamoto, Fenn, & Swietlik, 1995). Within the MRGRB, both the state of Texas
and New Mexico are major national producers in pecans. As of 2002, the state of Texas had an
estimated pecan acreage of 180,719 acres, with an estimated production of 61 million pounds
(Lillywhite, Crawford, Libbin, & Peach, 2007). Respectively, New Mexico has 37,763 acres of
pecans with a production of around 50 million pounds (Lillywhite, et al, 2007). Within the
agricultural ranking of the state of New Mexico, pecans come in at fourth behind the dairy
industry, beef, and grass feeds. Surrounding the city of Las Cruces is Doña Ana County, which
has nearly 68 percent of New Mexico’s pecan acreage.
Overall, the rise in these crops and production presents a major constraint on decreasing
water sources. Additionally, the salinity in the Rio Grande is increasing. Salinity affects the
quality of drinking water but also the expected standard for the production of valuable
horticultural crops such as those main staples previously discussed (Cox, et al. 2018). The
importance of water quality and quantity is made plain in an intensely water-dependent crop like
pecans. Without the ensured amounts of decent water, the delicate and costly pecan orchards
suffer from stunted growth, low production yields, and even tree death. This is a drastic problem
for agricultural producers and their long-term investment of the high-value crop. To mitigate any
unforeseen gaps in water availability, agricultural producers turn to their next best alternative,
groundwater.
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1.7: Transboundary groundwater
Water is a precious resource in the MRGRB, and though surface water issues are still
recurring, they are largely managed within the existing legislation. However, this is not the case
for groundwater and the basins which flow freely across borders. With water insecurity and
growing urban demand for irrigated water, most sectors and especially farmers are increasing
their reliance on groundwater sources. A lack of protection of these groundwater basins shared
between both countries achieves the same effect on both sides: depletion. The multigenerational
shift from subsistence agriculture to other forms of production and revenue has transformed the
water balance naturally available in the region (Tidwell, Passell, Conrad, & Thomas, 2004).
Dropping water tables and shrinking aquifers are the result of high usage and very low recharge.
Due to the scant precipitation, extreme temperatures, and high evaporation rates that can
be found in the Sonoran desert environment, these factors hinder the restoration of water taken
for anthropogenic purposes (Granados-Olivas & Monger, 1999). Over allocation in the river’s
upstream sections in conjunction with extended periods of drought has eliminated massive
amounts of water from the hydrological system. Consequently, the availability of surface supply
decreases substantially, impeding the systematic recharge of the regional aquifers. In the
MRGRB, the regional aquifer system has been historically replenished by the constant
southeastern flow of the Rio Grande-Bravo. This process was interrupted by the solidification of
the U.S.-Mexico Border, as the concrete lining of the river in 1968 limited the river’s ability to
recharge the aquifer system (Heywood & Yager, 2003). The two main aquifers discussed in this
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study are the Mesilla Bolson, also known in Mexico as the Conejos-Médanos, and Hueco Bolson
shown in (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Transboundary Aquifers in the Study Area
Source: Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Biennial Report to the
85th Legislature (FY2015-FY2016),SFR-57/6, Austin, TX, December 2016, at
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/comm_exec/pubs/sfr/057_16/SFR057-16-X.pdf.

Recent decades have witnessed the rapid depletion of these groundwater sources as a
result of two main factors: anthropogenic interferences and changing climate conditions
(Hanson, Ritchie, Boyce, Ferguson, Galanter, Flint, & Henson, 2018). Working in tandem, both
factors have drastically reduced the water supply naturally stored in the aquifers. Limited surface
water supplies rose from the establishment of several structural impoundments and increasing
populations on both sides of the border placing escalating pressure on an already water-stressed
environment. Groundwater governance impediments are directly related to jurisdiction at
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different scales that are fragmented between state rights, federal oversight, and international
agreements needed to negotiate this shared underground resource.
In 1973, the International Boundary and Water Commission organized Minute 242 signed
by both U.S.-Mexico. The major aim of the addition to the 1944 treaty was to reduce
groundwater consumption from both countries and engender a binational commitment to the
future management of groundwater sources. 47 years have passed since the signing of Minute
242 and little progress has since been made to create a comprehensive form of legislation.
Stephen Mumme (2000) attributes the stagnation of Minute 242 to three political and ecological
reasons.
Firstly, due to the disconnect between state and federal governments in the U.S., Minute
242 could not be carried out without political support. Incorporating opposing styles of
legislation on groundwater usage amongst states was a major obstacle to overcome. Within the
US states in the MRGRB, New Mexico has groundwater usage rules based on water rights of
landowners and in Texas, landowners can utilize as much water as they desire. A lack of
consensus between states also prevents any form of groundwater treaty with Mexico. The second
reason was concerning quality, more specifically that of increasing salinity in the groundwater.
Over pumping will and has quickly depleted the freshwater available in the aquifers, allowing for
the infiltration of brackish water and rising levels of salinity.
Lastly, Mumme argues that both the Treaty of 1944 and Minute 242 were too ambiguous
and not forceful enough to encourage any specific strategy or plan of action (Mumme, 2000).
This issue is especially relevant to the sister cities of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez which are both
pumping from the Hueco Bolson. As the main source of drinking water for Ciudad Juarez, the
aquifer is critical for the city’s survival and its population of about 1.3 million people. On a
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similar note, the city of El Paso also has a significant dependence on the Hueco Bolson though
the city is not entirely reliant on the bolson as it has access to surface water from the Rio Grande.
Estimates of the current pumping rates for the Hueco Bolson limit the recoverable freshwater
supplies to the year 2052. The possible collapse of the Hueco Bolson extends beyond the sister
cities and further north into New Mexico. With the Mesilla Bolson on the western side of the
Hueco, the complexity of transnational groundwater sources becomes even more apparent. It
presents a major geopolitical problem without a superintending authority to effectively manage
and enforce a long-term sustainable solution. The contiguous but differentiated nature of this
shared hydrology will continue to be a difficult reality for years to come.
1.8: Significance
The contemporary water-stressed environment of the MRGRB region is an amalgamation
of several political and environmental events that have drastically depleted the flow and
availability of water. These events present surpassing challenges to regional stakeholders and
water managers on both sides of the border. Escalation of the challenges is happening in different
stages. Firstly, global and especially regional climate change is already impacting water flows in
the MRGRB. Such effects are being expressed in water and climate projections forecast overall
warming throughout the Rio Grande-Bravo watershed, decreasing snowpack levels, and a
reduced amount of spring runoff water (Hargrove, Borrok, Heyman, Tweedie, & Ferregut, 2013).
Additionally, without expected water amounts and deliveries, state and international treaties will
be threatened by the combined effect of increasing water demand, changes in climate, and water
scarcity.
Lastly, understanding and developing transboundary collaboration for improved water
management is crucial to the long-term success of the region and must take a reformative look at
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the historical policies that have shaped hydrology in the MRGRB. By focusing primarily on the
agricultural sector which holds many prior appropriations to both surface and groundwater
sources, this thesis is working to discuss the issues presented in this section with agricultural
producers. Adjusting for the various emerging demands in the region will ultimately change the
landscape of the region along with the distribution and usage of resources. Due to the impact
these factors would have on growers and different aspects of their lives, it is valuable to discuss
how producers perceive these foreseeable threats in uncertain water futures. The next section will
expand on the three theoretical frameworks being applied through the course of this work.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1: Theoretical Grounding
Water is perceived in both intrinsic and extrinsic manners; the elements of water usage
are directly linked to the values held by a society. A dichotomy exists where this resource is
considered a socioenvironmental necessity but also valued by economic and political factors.
This section sets out to define and explain existing research on the theoretical work informing
this study. It will provide a brief discussion of the theoretical frameworks being utilized to
analyze the data gathered from agricultural producers in the MRGRB. These three frameworks
are Roy Amara’s (1974) “Futures Fields”, William Flinn and Donald Johnson’s (1974) “Scale of
Agrarian Attitudes”, and Kari Marie Norgaard’s (2006) theory on the “Social Organization of
Denial”. Lastly, a small overview will be provided of the implications these frameworks have in
a broader context i.e. water paradoxes associated with Garrett Hardin’s (1968) dilemma
"Tragedy of the Commons”, William Stanley Jevons’ “Efficiency Paradox” (1866), Elinor
Ostroms (1990) work Governing the Commons. The agricultural producers in this study are
actors within their landscape which they will impact in a variety of ways, such as water
depletion, increased salinity, and environmental contamination for generations to come. Their
attitudes and concerns about water futures are reflected in the actions and practices they employ
in their present day to day activities.
Collecting these foresight narratives is invaluable to the understanding of this stakeholder
group. It connects producers to bigger issues that directly affect them through the lens of
foresight, which exposes a gap in understanding of their agro-ecological engagement and their
role in it. As a type of anticipatory action research, foresight narratives seek to provide an
inclusive space where future problems can be identified by various stakeholder groups and use
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different forms of knowledge to generate inclusive and transformative management strategies
and solutions (Stratigea, Grammatikogiannis, & Giaoutzi, 2012). Discussion of the frameworks
applied in this study will ideally clarify some of the jargon mentioned throughout the work and
an explanation of the reasoning behind the three frameworks. Frameworks chosen for this study
are set to build off each other from the individual level of foresight narratives within the limits of
possible, plausible, probable, and preferable. Foresight narratives originate from the way
producers perceive the intensity of uncertain water futures.
I shift the analysis then to a regional level with elements from incorporating the works of
Flinn and Johnson, and Norgaard. Both the five tenets of agrarian attitudes as well as
organization of denial are comprised from a constructed collective rhetoric and understanding.
The scale of agrarian attitudes is based on five core tenets: agrarian fundamentalism, agrarian
naturalism, independence, hard work, and the family farm. These tenets emphasize agrarian
attitudes in individual farmers but also values and beliefs mutually reinforced amongst regional
producers. Additionally, regional perceptions of producers can be socially organized to maintain
their own interests through their reactions towards uncertain water futures: do they want to deny,
be skeptical, and/or address the water issue. Whether it be due to their identity, location, and/or
production their adaptation to foreseeable challenges is directly connected to the broader
community they participate and create. In the face of wide-spread scarcity, growing demand, and
warming climatic conditions, reevaluating existing water perceptions in the MRGRB can result
in the development of innovative objectives and solutions for better water futures. Attitudes,
values, and perceptions held by agricultural producers provide a useful source of both on the
ground knowledge and avenues for change in current agricultural practices.
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2.2: Future and Foresight studies
Throughout the history of mankind, people have been interested in the future. Practices
for predicting upcoming events can be found in cultures all around the world. Beyond gazing
into a crystal ball, or reading a deck of cards, the study of futures/foresight has evolved into a
legitimate field of alternative potentials. Although the future cannot and will never be
predictable, it exists in a space based on reality and these alternative potential futures can be
linked to decisions/events in the present. This becomes a major opportunity and responsibility in
assessing alternative potential futures associated with the environment. Futures/foresight is a
fairly new field of study, and this section aims to provide a small glimpse at the history and
theoretical framework by known futurist Roy Amara and later contributors that is informing this
study. In a place like the MRGRB with its own set of established challenges, anticipating their
exacerbation or the rise of other challenges can be useful in ensuring the long-term viability of
the region.
Foresight as applied in this study was first used by English novelist H.G. Wells. He
discusses the need for schools of thought which anticipate the myriad of possible future
outcomes that threaten our realities (Wells, 1932). A response to this absence in anticipatory
research and understanding came from German professor Ossip. K. Flechtheim also credited
with the term “futurology” in 1943 (Malaska & Virtanen, 2009). Contextualized in the aftermath
of World War II, Flechtheim’s writings center on focused action: whereby tackling and
eliminating global issues such as food insecurity, war, and environmental degradation would be
on the forefront of future studies (Flechtheim, 1966). The post-World War II era saw the
development of the modern future studies field that is known today.
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There are two components to the term ‘foresight narratives’, therefore it is imperative to
define each word separately and jointly. As defined by Lum (2016) foresight is the “insight into
how and why the future will be different from today”. Exercising foresight depends on
identifying and anticipating places/conditions susceptible to deterioration. Foresight contains
elements of anticipatory and participatory research and cannot be accomplished without the
incorporation of various types of knowledge. Narratives consist of “thick descriptions of
potential events and conditions through the use of scenarios” (Milojević & Inayatullah, 2015).
By joining both of these concepts into the term ‘foresight narratives’ that is used in this study we
form a systematic, participatory, future-intelligence gathering narrative-building process that
aims at enabling present-day decisions and mobilizing joint actions for water futures in the
MRGRB (Becker, 2002; Fuller et al., 2006). Gathering of intelligence and knowledge, based on
the involvement of agricultural producer stakeholders is therefore at the ‘core’ of this future
study. Structuring complex issues within the scope of a rapidly changing environment and
presenting them in manageable formats can generate better and more informative foresight
narratives.
A spectrum of typologies for future studies have been developed with the intention of
devising strategic planning for desired futures. Many of these future typologies suggest a
different exploration of the future, following a similar structure used to describe the future. The
most notable typology that lay the theoretical grounding for this study belongs to Roy Amara’s
1974 Futures Field typology. Futures Field is divided into three distinct categories visualized in a
cone as seen in (Figure 2.1); the possible, the probable, and the preferable. An additional
category of the plausible was proposed by Norman Henchey in his 1978 work, “Making sense of
future studies”. The plausible, probable, and preferable categories encompass narrowing domains
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within the realm of the ‘possible’ futures category. As such the classes used in this study to
categorize potential alternative futures is as follows:


Possible: “what may happen”



Plausible: “what could happen”



Probable: “what is likely to happen”



Preferable: “what should/want to happen”

Figure 2.1: The Futures Cone
Source: Inspiration for figure from Hancock & Bezold (1994),
https://thevoroscope.com/publications/foresight-primer/
Defining the subtle differences between the classes of potential alternative futures is
important due to their production of informational and cognitive knowledge within the cohort of
agricultural producers. Firstly, the possible futures class which embraces innovation and even
challenges the realm of possibility. The possible is the visionary category in that it can include
technologies or ideas that are not currently available but imaginable such as those seen in sci-fi
movies or television. Given the unlimited nature of possible futures, this category will not be
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used to categorize or analyze the foresight narratives. Under the wide-ranging umbrella of
possible futures, are the plausible, probable, and preferable.
Firstly, plausible class is contained in the alternative futures that can happen given the
current knowledge and systems that are currently in existence. Secondly, the probable futures
class builds off the continuity of present trends, knowledge, and systems. Probable futures are
more analytical and focus on obvious outcomes rather than the imaginary/visionary. Lastly, the
preferable futures class embraces an individual’s subjective desires and wants. This class is
heavily dependent on the emotional and varies largely from person to person. Values, beliefs,
decision-making are all at play in the preferable futures and can be a strong motivator for
participatory movements and action as the preferable future is consciously strived for. Joining
the visionary, analytical, and desirable elements from the three classes of alternative futures
allows for the development and organization of an integrative foresight process known as
scenarios.
By the mid-1960’s the futures field had grown in popularity and early futurists like
Herman Kahn and Anthony Wiener successfully introduced the term scenario into strategic
planning. Kahn and Wiener defined scenarios as a, “[set of] hypothetical events set in the future
constructed to clarify a possible chain of causal events as well as their decision points (Kahn &
Wiener, 1967). The scenario concept has been a source of much contention within the field, in
this study the term scenario is applied broadly to denote the set of data projections from the
SWIM model and associated questions which are presented to agricultural producers. This set of
outputs illustrates projected water futures in an ‘Intermediate Stress Climate Scenario’ for
agricultural producers in the MRGRB region to construct a foresight narrative within the
parameters of plausible, probable, and preferable. Agricultural producers will see scenarios of
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the future, thereby providing a descriptive foresight narrative on water that can be linked to their
present actions and attitudes. In this way, they can participate in collectively envisioning the
problems and solutions needed for a sustainable water future in the MRGRB region. The use of
scenarios ensures forward thinking feedback from agricultural producers and involves an active
interpretation of the future and their role in their foreseeable potential future.
The visual nature of the SWIM scenarios added a dimension to the research approach.
Through the SWIM scenarios producers could place themselves in the conditions being
presented and project themselves into that alternative future. This component of the foresight
exercise was an envisioned scape. Scapes are conceptualized from anthropologist Arjun
Appadurai’s (1990) idea of spaces where social phenomena exists. Such spatial connotations
inform on relational patterns and connectivity between practices, entities, and local places. This
piece of work builds on Appadurai’s concept of the landscape by incorporating the vision of
potential alternative futures from which agricultural producers have an anticipated reality and
defining it as a futurescape. As noted by Appadurai the scape is heavily dependent on the
individual’s point of view, and every interpretation of the scape in potential alternative futures is
constructed in an idiosyncratic way by the agricultural producers.
There is no mention of futurescapes as applied in this work in the available literature.
Instead, I have introduced the term to identify how the social-geographic arrangement of
imagined futures akin to present scapes in Appadurai’s work. However, there is a different type
of scape established by Müller-Mahn and Everts (2013) called riskscapes that could provide a
supplemental understanding of futurescapes. Riskscapes as defined by Müller-Mahn and
Everts are, “viewed from different perspectives and by different actors, are partially overlapping,
intrinsically connected and at the same time often controversial socio-spatial images of risk”
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(2013). These riskscapes are constructed by different points of view on risk and are reliant on
multiple perceptions to configure interactions and spatializations of risk. This is unique to the
individual or cohort’s region, experience, and knowledge. Their concept of
the riskscape transcends the visionary space or the imagined world and is entrenched in the
effects of human activity. What practices are being enacted within a riskscape defines what is
interpreted by a person and a collective as a risk. Much like riskscapes, futurescapes incorporate
current practices and interactions with the landscape of agricultural producers in the MRGRB,
but these actions are then translated temporally into a projected vision of the future.
Futurescapes incorporate some of the core understandings of riskscapes without
emphasizing the concept of risk. Instead, futurescapes focus on foreseeable or projected
trajectories with which the individual can evaluate their actions and their potential eventualities.
Through the use of scenarios, subjects i.e. agricultural producers will be able to place themselves
in the potential alternative future being presented and visualize themselves in this scape.
Futurescapes are a part of the foresight narrative exercise that facilitate visualizing the spectrum
of potential alternative futures. By placing themselves in the future they will visualize the
content of the future whilst constructing foresight narratives which is the form of talking about
the future. Due to the constraints in time and the parameters of this study on foresight narratives,
the exploration of the futurescape concept will be limited to only the analysis portion of the three
potential alternative future categories, in the result sections of plausible, probable, and
preferable. Yet, futurescapes remain a tangible space that requires further investigation in other
projects.
Foresight and future studies are a valuable field of study into a society’s long-term
aspirations, values, and worries. Potential alternative futures can provide insight into the
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expected outcome of current structures, social processes, and practices that are in place today,
opening a space for discourse between different sectors of society such as, the general public,
stakeholders, researchers, and decision/policy makers. Thus, shifting discussions of the future
into anticipatory action is an efficient way of organizing and participating in a shared vision of
the future that can be made into an eventuality. The three different classes of potential alternative
futures serve to inform where collective concerns and idealistic objectives can be explored.
Understanding the interwoven nature of the three classes is central to this study on agricultural
producers and uncertain futures in the MRGRB.
2.3: Agrarian Ideology
The agricultural industry in the MRGRB has an extensive history preceding the arrival of
Spanish explorers to the Americas. Over the centuries, irrigation methods have been developed
to tame the waters of the Rio Grande and sustain the growing agricultural industry for new
settlers in the region. The agricultural industry in this region is under constant stress from
external socioeconomic pressures. These pressures range from local production uncertainties,
changing consumption trends, and competition in a globalized world. Additionally, the
agricultural system is now threatened by warming climatic conditions, urbanization, and
population growth. In these pressing times, exploring and understanding the behavior of
agricultural producers is a determining factor in evaluating a systems’ adaptability and continuity
(Feola, Lerner, Jain, Montefrio, & Nicholas 2015), largely due to agricultural producers being
the major water user in the MRGRB.
Currently, much of the research available on agricultural producers is conducted using
ambiguous theories and detached methodologies that do not engage with the intricacies of
producer behaviors. The overwhelming lack of participatory research on agricultural producers
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has led to numerous tone-deaf policies and inadequate resource management strategies
(Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). Previous quantitative methods applied in understanding
producer behavior are ineffective in capturing individual motivating factors and collective
decision-making process behind their practices. I suggest that within these driving forces are
agrarian interests and ideals that are held by agricultural producers in the MRGRB. Defining
agrarianism is highly contested as it can vary widely from region to region and also within scale
of production. Different regions have contrasting concerns and values, and the same goes for
small family-owned farms or big agricultural enterprises. This study is applying a very western
interpretation of agrarianism, and the themes that are covered under the term are emblematic of
the traditional American agricultural lifestyle and the American identity (Beus & Dunlap, 1994).
William Flinn and Donald Johnson’s (1974) five tenets of agrarianism are the theoretical
basis for my study on the agricultural producers of the MRGRB. I use these tenets to inform my
analysis on self-strategizing and group-planning that pervades the production of foresight
narratives and their perceptions of water futures in the region through the lens of agrarianism.
The five tenets of agrarianism established by Flinn and Johnson, are based on various
sources that describe the agrarian lifestyle. These sources included previous research on farmers
and also symbolic values/rhetoric surrounding this way of life. Their case study was twofold in
purpose as it aimed to formulate an agrarian scale based on past constructions of American
agricultural characteristics and to test the validity of this scale on Wisconsin farmers (Flinn &
Johnson, 1974). Flinn and Johnson’s scale/index of agrarian attitudes has five core tenets:


Agrarian Fundamentalism: Farming is the foundation of society.



Agrarian Naturalism: Agriculture is the most natural profession and best life for
people.
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Independence: Farmers should be economically independent and capable of
making decisions for their farm.



Hard work: Working hard is a constant requirement for the virtue of a farmer.



Family farm: The family farm is embedded with the ideals of democracy.

These tenets highlight agrarian attitudes and values in both the individual producer and
the collective region. In their survey, the tenets are described in a 1-5 scale format that defines
how intensely each tenet is adhered to by cohort of 303 farmers. As explained by the researchers,
the intensity by which an individual adheres to each tenet is connected and the individual can
subscribe to the tenets/ideas in varying degrees without consistent pattern (Flinn & Johnson,
1974). It is valuable to note, the eleven questions on the survey and the five tenets in general are
not independent of each other as they are all interwoven within a similarly ideology. Therefore,
overlap in values and beliefs that influence farmers’ responses is inevitable. However, it is
imperative to understand the differences between the tenets and the nuances that can arise during
data analysis stage of this study.
Firstly, agrarian fundamentalism which can be understood as: farming/agriculture uphold
the rest of society and society would not be able to sustain itself without this industry. Therefore,
all other sectors of industry are dependent on farming and the farmer. Secondly, life on the farm
is natural and good which is used to describe agrarian naturalism. This second tenet also goes
beyond the farm life to condemn the city life as artificial and bad. Independence, the third tenet,
encompasses the can-do attitude associated with farmers. It also has an economic dimension to it,
as independence means that the farmer does not rely on government or other forms of aid and
can resolve his own problems. The tenet of independence as a virtue continues to infiltrate
political rhetoric today. Closely aligned to this tenet of independence is that of hard work. Hard
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work is a virtuous trait in a farmer, as it is necessary to have a successful farm. Hence, a failing
farm is a reflection of one’s work. Lastly, the family farm tenet, that not only is agriculture the
basis of society but in America small landholders i.e. farmers are the building blocks of the state.
This tenet is also describing the main characteristic of an American farmer, as a father and
protector of both his farm and the nation. Due to the lengthy history of agriculture in this
country, it is not inaccurate to perceive traces of these core agrarian tenets engrained in the
American identity.
The major value of these agrarian tenets is their influence on agricultural producers in the
MRGRB. In what sense if at all, is each tenet expressed and guiding their current decision
making or perceptions of the future of water in the region. National rhetoric surrounding
producers ranges from the steward of nature to a ruthless plunderer (Buttel, & Flinn, 1977). Such
discourse can alienate this population from policy makers or researchers attempting to devise
sustainable solutions. Collecting and understanding their agrarian values is vital to environmental
issues. Varying degrees of concern from agricultural producers in regards to their environment is
directly connected to the agrarian ideology they prescribe to and reproduce. Without the input
and knowledge of agricultural producers to present their driving motivations or reasoning behind
their actions, it can be difficult to construct/envision a potential alternative future which
addresses uncertain water futures in the MRGRB.
2.4: Social Organization of Denial
Water in the MRGRB is threatened by various compounding factors, including growing
population, decreasing river and aquifer supply, and warming climatic conditions. Such threats
directly impact the agricultural sector, which is the largest regional water consumer. This sector
is composed of individual actors and overseeing agencies working collectively towards
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functional water management. The persisting changes in water availability and decreasing trends
present a significant problem to previously established water management strategies. Uncertain
water futures pose the single largest threat to the long-term survival of the MRGRB. As more
research is conducted and published to understand and attempt to mitigate this potential outcome,
anticipatory approaches are employed to analyze behavioral patterns, decision making, risk
analysis, and social action in the region. However, the outpouring of information regarding
declines in water supplies and a warming climate has had a varying reaction amongst
stakeholders in the MRGRB.
Amongst these stakeholder groups are agricultural producers who are in direct contact
with their environment. Given the nature of their profession, it is this group that has a living
memory of the waxing and waning of water quantities throughout the years. Due to this shared
experience of fluctuating water, agricultural producers often participate heavily in the social
organization of denial (Norgaard, 2006). Kari Marie Norgaard’s theory focuses on the interaction
between emotional reaction and reduced motivation failing to manifest into a broader social
movement. For agricultural producers in the MRGRB this collective avoidance towards
uncertain water futures rests on an interpretation as a natural environmental process rather than
shifting climatic conditions.
Norgaard based her theory off Stanley Cohen’s (2001) work on denial, where he
identified three distinct types: literal, interpretive, and implicatory (Cohen, 2013). Although
Cohen’s theory is not directly speaking about climate change, breaking down his types of denial
is an important part of understanding Norgaard’s theory. Firstly, literal denial, this type is the
most obvious form of denial as it encompasses the textbook definition of what the word denial
means. Literal denial is the notion that something did or could not have occurred. Independent of
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the motivation behind literal denial, people who express this type are actively refusing to accept
the information being presented to them. Secondly, interpretive denial, which acknowledges the
information provided but constructs an alternative meaning to the implications of the
information. Shifting the meaning of information can effectively manipulate and transform the
rhetoric surrounding a particular issue and minimize it.
Similarly, the last type of denial aims to minimize and even erase the consequences of a
particular issue. Implicatory denial confronts and accepts the information being presented but
will reduce the nature of the issue facilitating a disregard of the issue. People can agree that an
issue exists but do not have the urge or knowledge on how to approach the issue. Cohen’s
typology of denial is based on the way an actor rejects, rationalizes, or justifies their response to
the information they are being presented. Denial is an active cognitive practice within the
individual, apathy and nonmobilization are behaviors directly linked to an individual’s type of
denial. From Cohen’s typology, Norgaard has shifted the focus from the individual and their
conceptualization of denial to a larger group context which constructs and reproduces an
implicatory form of denial.
Her work on the Social Organization of Denial is part of social constructionist literature,
in the most obvious sense how communities construct denial (Norgaard 2006). She identifies the
political economic context that plays a major role within this construction of climate change
denial. Aside from this motivating factor, Norgaard also recognizes a spectrum of regional
emotions attached to this issue and the responses each emotion invokes from a community. Her
fieldwork in Norway centered on producing qualitative data that demonstrated the normalization
of the effects of climate change amongst members of the same community. Though residents of
the Norwegian town of Bygdaby did not deny the information concerning climate change, such
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as changes in weather patterns or climatic conditions in recent years, they were incapable of
converting this new-found awareness into action. As noted by Norgaard, Norwegians are very
different from Americans in both a sociopolitical context and an economic one. Climate change
and environmentalism are not a major source of contention amongst Norwegians as they are in
the United States. Climate skepticism is not a prevalent or well-funded movement in the country
of Norway as it is in the U.S. These major differences between both countries are less
pronounced when actual climate change response and action are considered. Acknowledgement
of the issue does not signify cooperation or mobilization towards transformative solutions.
One of her most recent publications outside of the Norwegian lens, argues for a need in
ecological and sociological imagination (Norgaard, 2018). Both of these imaginations are closely
aligned with foresight practices, in that they necessitate a visualization of our current practices
affecting ecological systems and other issues in society. The social imagination addresses the
constraints which occur within the social structure, these include the perpetuation and
reproduction of climate change skepticism and denial. Such social constraints invoke a sense of
overwhelming helplessness that actively hinders an individual or community’s ability or
willingness to respond to the issue of climate change. This resounding need for cooperation
amongst individuals, communities, and states demands accepting undesirable climate
information and transforming the political economic structures that society depends on.
Amongst agricultural producers in the MRGRB, the dominating social structure is the
regional agrarian ideology they subscribe to, and the political economic context is their
agricultural production. This involves comprehending farmer behavior and creating strategies to
battle denial-based apathy, uncooperative attitudes, and nonmobilization in the face of uncertain
water futures. Previous studies on farmers concluded that farmers exhibit high levels of
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skepticism in regards to climate change. A large study by Donelly et. al, found that from the 750
Australian farmers surveyed, only 28% agreed that climate change is caused by human activity
(Donnelly, 2009). However, qualitative data from the farmers revealed that even though the
majority did not accept man-made climate change they did acknowledge that the climate was
changing. In fact, 80% of the agricultural producers surveyed believed that food production
would be affected by climate change (Donnelly, 2009). These conflicting sentiments reveal the
extent of denial and skepticism amongst the farmers that would prevent them from cooperating
with possible solutions.
Research conducted on the willingness to address environmental issues threatening
farmers has shown agricultural producers will reject cooperation techniques without information
about the behaviors of other producers (Liverani, 2009). To motivate producers into more
sustainable practices, there must be a collective collaboration amongst producers, which presents
a challenge when we consider Norgaard’s social organization of denial. The way denial is reified
amongst a community can be identified in the MRGRB agricultural producers’ narratives and
behavior according to preliminary field research. Additionally, failure to take action in
addressing the issue of water or to change the behavior of the individual/collective is also heavily
influenced by their perceptions of the future and the regional agrarian ideology they subscribe to.
2.5: Water Theories and Broader Implications
The uncertainty of water futures in the MRGRB is one of the greatest challenges to the
long-term survival of the region. This challenge is further exacerbated by the presence of several
competing bodies over this shared resource. Transboundary cooperation is necessary to assess
and develop sustainable strategies for the public good. The asymmetrical relationship between
nations, and amongst water users with water rights and without hinders the application of
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common-pool resource theory to consider this shared hydrological issue. Beyond the theoretical
frameworks being applied in this study, it is imperative to analyze the larger paradoxical
implications associated with unsustainable water usage. These will consist of William S. Jevon’s
paradox, Garrett Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons”, and Elinor Ostrom’s work “Governing
the Commons”. Water usage by the agricultural sector is a determining factor in socioeconomic
and environmental health of the MRGRB. Their combined usage of both groundwater and
surface water sources, demands an understanding of the common-pool resource frameworks that
can eventuate devastating consequences. As a key player in water usage, the agricultural sector
presents a valuable component in the region to encourage broader water management decisions
and policy. A large scale analysis within these frameworks can lead to integrated development
and solutions on both sides of the border.
Water management policies and institutions encourage the adoption of efficient irrigation
technology and practices. Such policies are designed to decrease the amount of irrigated water
usage while maintaining the same current rates of crop production and yields. Previous studies
on agricultural producers in the Rio Grande Basin reveal the shortcomings of technology and
policy in the face of water scarcity (Ward & Pulido-Velazquez, 2008). This paradox of the
increase of water efficiency resulting in an increase in usage supports William Stanley Jevons’
groundbreaking observation (Jevons, 1866). Jevon’s paradox notes the continuous exhaustion of
resources perpetuates and can actually increase with improved efficiency of the resource. In
Jevon’s analysis, increased efficiency makes more resource available to expand production even
more. There are several possible outcomes of Jevon’s paradox in the MRGRB, and they have
unintended but severe consequences to water usage of this resource. Firstly, the prevalence of
high-revenue water intensive crops like pecans. Agricultural producers increased efficiency
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through drip irrigation or other alternative irrigation technologies to supply pecan orchards
resulted in greater amounts of water usage (Ward & Pulido-Velazquez, 2008). Secondly, the
cement lining of irrigation canals which leads to higher levels of river water supply and irrigation
but prevents sufficient aquifer recharge. Lastly, “use it or lose it” water rights policies
implemented in the state of New Mexico that result in increasing water consumption for
irrigating previously unused land. Efficient irrigation technologies and policies are crucial for the
adoption of improved water management strategies. However, they must be closely monitored to
prevent overconsumption of water arising from newfound efficiency consequently decreasing the
water supply in the region.
The lack of regulation over these shared common pool resources is an inevitable
downward spiral in water consumption which provides the basis for Garrett Hardin’s dilemma
"Tragedy of the Commons” (Hardin, 1968). This conceptual framework argues that common
pool resources will ultimately fall victim of overexploitation, due to each individual’s perception
of a minimal impact on the resource. Yet taken together, multiple users/interests and open access
to water guarantees overuse and a decreased longevity of the shared resource. Groundwater is
particularly vulnerable to this exploitation because of lacking oversight and binational
agreements on usage. Without appropriate measurement technologies and nonexistent
groundwater management policies, depletion is difficult to monitor or prevent. Hardin’s tragedy
is heavily dependent on individualism and self-interest to occur. Therefore, Hardin’s proposed
dilemma was not without its critics, one of the most noteworthy being Elinor Ostrom.
Ostrom was deeply concerned with the implications of Hardin’s idea, and proceeded to
develop an alternate approach that was not as tragic and self-prophesying. Ostrom’s work
focused on combining rational action, collective choice, and constitutional choices. These
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became her three different worlds of social behavior. She applied these worlds in the famous
book, Governing the Commons, where she expands on the success of collective rationality on
common pool resources and natural systems (Ostrom, 1990). For water in the MRGRB
especially the groundwater aquifer system, Tragedy of the Commons is almost a self-fulfilling
prophecy. For example, one domestic well may not make any significant impact, however, the
strain will be magnified with a dense collection of wells. In this case, it is up to the collective
rational proposed in Ostrom’s work to prevent devastating water scarcity from occurring and
create avenues for improved management.
The three common pool resource frameworks serve to contextualize the fragility of the
hydrological system of the MRGRB. Local interests, such as those of agricultural producers must
be considered within the entire transboundary system to promote mutually beneficial water
management strategies and policies. Understanding and making visible one’s individual and
collective impact on a major water unit can reify their relationship to water and their usage. The
involvement and knowledge of agricultural producers can produce efficient and collaborative
efforts that sustainably address the compounding socio-environmental pressures in the region
and water supply (Campbell, Koontz, & Bonnell, 2011). Harnessing this ability relies heavily on
understanding current and future behavioral drivers that are behind the decision-making of
agricultural producers, and ways to bridge their interests/concerns about water with their
individual and collective actions.
Uncertain water futures, become increasingly intertwined with broader socioeconomic,
political, and environmental issues. Model projections reveal a trend in major declines in the
water supply, guaranteeing a decrease in agricultural productivity particularly for farmers with
low-revenue crops (Villanueva-Rosales, et al 2017). The possibility of desalination offers a
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possible yet expensive short-term solution that further excluded the most disenfranchised water
users in the region. Unfortunately, the most promising alternatives for long-term sustainability
directly conflict with current individual and collective behaviors. Agricultural producers in the
region are a crucial sector of the stakeholders present in this arid region, and they must reflect on
their water usage in a way that recognizes water scarcity as a major threat to their present and
future way of life, future generations and society, and the environment.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
3.1: Capturing Narratives
The aim of this study is to capture foresight narratives about uncertain water futures in
the MRGRB from agricultural producers. In this thesis, a foresight narrative is understood to be a
description of the constructed vision of the future using the building elements of self, society
(others), and the environment. Developing foresight narratives is a key component of future
studies as it is transformative, inclusive, and participatory in gathering knowledge from
stakeholders to address present day decision making into collective action (Becker, 2002). As a
stakeholder group, this population represents a massive water user in the region and would be
drastically affected by periodic and directional changes in water availability.
Engaging this population with a participatory approach bridges academic and agrarian
knowledge towards transformative solutions in water sustainability. A total of 14 narratives were
captured throughout the course of this study beginning in March of 2019 and ending March of
2020. Fieldwork for in-person interviews was suspended early due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These 14 narratives help inform regional water issues in different scales. They provide
qualitative support for the theoretical frameworks presented in the previous section, but they also
express a set of interests/concerns at varying intensities to the building elements of the self, to
others, and to the environment. This section will discuss the multiple stages of research and
analysis that occurred during the course of this study: pilot interviews, questionnaire revisal, a
second round of interviews, and NVIVO 12 data analysis.
3.2: Pilot Interviews
Initial fieldwork began with pilot interviews conducted with six agricultural producers in
the MRGRB. The interview was held in semi-structured fashion in three phases centered on the
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questionnaire: initial background questions, graph response and interpretation, and explanation
and data presentation questions. Initial background questions contextualized the producer’s
location, production, water usage, and preconceived interests/concerns about water regionally
and in general. The second phase consisted of presenting producers with two climate scenario
outputs generated by the sustainable water through integrated modeling or SWIM model. these
were: the ‘moderate climate stress scenario’ and the ‘simulated observed inflows + extended
drought’ (Vargas-Acosta, Chavira, Villanueva-Rosales, & Pennington, 2018).
The SWIM model was developed under the same USDA grant as this research project. It
allows users to generate different scenarios and visualize the hydro-economic future of water in
the region. A myriad of variables is available to provide users with an engaging and educational
experience. This model aims to take the user's individual interests, questions, or concerns about
water and present them with outputs that can offer some understanding of water processes and
futures in urban, agricultural, and ecological settings (Vargas-Acosta, et al 2018). Different
aspects of water are taken into account, treating it not only as a resource but also as a
commodity. Cost and risk analysis outputs can be generated within a projected timespan, and for
the purposes of the narrative aspect of the project, these become major points of evaluation. The
goal of the scenario portion of the interviews was to gather information helpful to strengthening
the meaningfulness of SWIM model data by presenting two sets of scenario outputs and seeing
how farmer-users would respond to them; it is a stage in participatory methods before full, openended access begins. Besides helping the SWIM design team, it served double duty for my
research as a “prompt” for discussion of water futures.
The last phase of the pilot interview was the explanation and data presentation questions.
This phase focused on understanding the extent by which agricultural producers were engaging
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the data presented and reflecting on their initial perceptions and ideas about water issues and
usage within their lives. Measurement of data engagement by agricultural producers used a
taxonomy developed by Narges Mahyar and his team in 2015. Their taxonomy is inspired by
Bloom’s digital taxonomy for quantifying the user engagement and sensemaking at different
levels. Their proposed levels build on each former level to inform the degree of engagement with
information visualization. The taxonomy consists of five levels: Expose, Involve, Analyze,
Synthesize, and Decide (Mahyar, Kim, & Kwon, 2015). These levels go as follows:
1. Expose (Viewing): the user knows how to read data points.
2. Involve (Interacting): the user interacts with the visualization and manipulates the data.
3. Analyze (Finding Trends): the user analyzes the data, finds trends, and outliers, etc.
4. Synthesize (Testing Hypotheses): the user is able to form and evaluate hypotheses.
5. Decide (Deriving Decisions): the user is able to draw final decisions based on
evaluations of different hypotheses.
Data gathered from the 6 pilot interviews did produce an array of narratives that differed
from previously hypothesized responses of the farmer pool. Complexities of futures thinking,
motivation, and avoidance were identified from answers given by the cohort. These farmers all
vary in ethnic background, location, production, and scale of production, hence the presence of
idiosyncrasies found in every interview. Yet these factors played a limited role in comparison to
their adherence to the regional agrarian ideology. Shared concerns over regional water allocation
e.g. the amount of water assigned to the producer, were salient with little to no regard for water
usage and projected water scarcity. Data presentation was met with significant apathy and
disengagement. Possible reasons behind this reaction were difficulties in assessing the materials.
The pilot interviews were originally conceived to link a structural approach to a behavioral
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analysis. Within the three phases of the interview, producers would be aware of their position
within the sociopolitical and hydrological structures of the region (structural approach) and their
decision-making responses to the presented model outputs (behavioral analysis). Given the
arrangement of the questionnaire agricultural producers would be expected to synthesize the
information being provided to them (i.e. SWIM model outputs) and consider their own impact
within the major hydrologic unit they participated in. Despite the thought-provoking results
generated by the pilot interviews, the questionnaire failed to recognize regional and structural
constraints of producers or delivered an inadequate consideration of future water quality and
quantity in their lives.
One of the main goals of this study was to encourage and incorporate the participatory
approach into the research that took place and recognizing that key stakeholders like agricultural
producers would display denial or skepticism to the projected SWIM scenarios with minimal
openness to address foreseeable water issues was a troublesome finding. In response, the results
from the pilot interviews were used to revise the questionnaire and address the emergent
observations gathered from the six agricultural producers. This included framing water issues
using the elements of self, society (others), and the environment, thereby, contextualizing the
influence of current regional agrarian ideology, and prompting an in-depth discussion of water
within a perceivable timeline. The revised questionnaire applied in the second round of
interviews was designed to raise key issues in relation to the agricultural producer’s situated
positions within the regional hydrology.
3.3: Second Round of Interviews
The second round of interviews followed the same structure of the pilot interviews: initial
background questions, explanation and data presentation, final questions. The three different
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phases of the questionnaire were expanded to provoke active contemplation of water issues and
agriculture in the MRGRB. As with the pilot questionnaire, the first phase is a set of initial
questions to build rapport and provide background information from the subject being
interviewed. Additionally, the first phase was divided into three sections: self, agriculture, and
water. Personal political affiliations or environmental beliefs can greatly impact the way
foresight narratives are constructed (Stratigea, Grammatikogiannis, & Giaoutzi, 2012). These
three sections sought to provide insight into the interviewee’s internal tendencies, personal
perceptions, and previous knowledge of regional water sources and recognition of personal
impact on water units before the presentation of SWIM data outputs. It also allowed the
researcher to contextualize the subject and tailor certain follow-up questions accordingly. The
second phase is the presentation of specific scenario outputs from the sustainable water through
integrated modeling or SWIM model. Unlike the pilot interviews, interviewees in the second
round were presented only one climate scenario. This was an effort to lessen previous difficulties
with apathy and disengagement of the data outputs. It was also adjusted in accordance with
feedback received questioning how “realistic” the scenarios were to their lived experiences.
Therefore, data presentation in the second round was shifted to solely presenting the
‘Intermediate Stress Climate Scenario’ during the second phase of the interview.
As defined by Kahn and Wiener, scenarios can be presented as hypothetical event
sequences used to focus attention on causal processes and decision points (Kahn & Wiener,
1967). The ‘Intermediate Stress Climate Scenario’ will give subjects a variety of projected water
futures for the evaluation of the plausible, probable, and/or preferable. Additionally, questions
were tailored to their own interests and concerns with production and livelihood. Still, it utilized
Mahyar’s (2015) five levels: Expose, Involve, Analyze, Synthesize, and Decide. This phase was
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focused on generating discussion over the material being presented, as an effort to gauge the
level of understanding and interpretation from the subjects. Elements of risk-analysis and costto-benefit distinctions related to time were expected during this phase of the interview to
transition into the final phase of the interview. The final phase of the interview was also revised
from the original questionnaire and it consisted of three sections: past, present, and future. This
phase was designed to understand and trace the congruency between their descriptions of the
future and current practices.
In the parameters of this study, interviews collected from agricultural producers in the
region provided the source of material used to develop foresight narratives. The purpose of the
foresight narrative aspect of the project is to identify how subjects interpret projected climate
scenarios with their vision of the future. As a participatory approach, the closing set of questions
asks the subject to consider how personal choices made over time can shape the future of
tomorrow.
3.4: Data Analysis and Aims
Collected interviews from fieldwork comprise the qualitative data to be analyzed using
the NVIVO 12 tool, a qualitative analysis software program. The main focus in the data analysis
stage was to identify how producers perceive uncertain water futures affecting them, society
(others), and the environment. Superseding code words (i.e. super codes) were developed
following these three building elements of foresight narratives in a set hierarchy of interwoven
relationships linked to the agricultural producers. The super codes words are those of self, other
people/society, and the environment. All statements expressed by the agricultural producers are
confined within these building elements of foresight narratives and used as super codes in terms
of interest and concern with varying levels of intensity and some common overlap amongst the
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codes as shown in (figure 3.1). Content analysis was applied by tagging statements with code
words related to the sub-categories of the theoretical frameworks.

Figure 3.1 Foresight narrative building elements i.e. supercodes used for data coding.
A total of 11 sub-categories were used as codes to categorize the coded statements from
the interviews, thereby, identifying patterns of thought, interest, and action as related by the
agricultural producers. That is, how do they interpret, understand, and explain the topics
addressed in the different phases of the questionnaire. Also, can they synthesize what they are
seeing in the SWIM data outputs. The agricultural producer expresses interest or concern to a
sub-category and the proximity of the statement to the supercodes (Table 3.1). The coding stage
consists of searching through the textual data collected during the interviews and finding the
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relationships between super codes and sub-categories. The supercodes are building elements for
the construction of foresight narratives.
Table 3.1. Producer Relations with Supercodes and Sub-categories
Supercodes and Sub-categories in
Foresight Narratives
Supercodes

Self, Others,
Environment
Subcategories

Foresight
 Plausible
 Probable
 Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
 Agrarian Fundamentalism
 Agrarian Naturalism
 Independence
 Hard work
 Family Farm
Social Organization of Denial
 Address issue
 Denial
 Skepticism
Table 3.1 provides one way of seeing these relationships. In the above table all the
emergent categories were put into meaningful relationships with each other, building on the
futures cone presented in the previous section. The theoretical framework sub-categories were
used as codes to categorize the statements of producers. Agricultural producers can assert
relationships between the sub-categories and super codes being used to analyze the interviews.
These relationships can vary in exclusivity and are more often interconnected amongst the
supercodes and sub-categories. An example of these relationships would occur as follows. The
agricultural producer exhibits concerns about the cost of drip irrigation in their production (self)
or concerns about the effects of drip byproducts on the soil health (environment). Also the
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statements can be related to the super codes at varying intensities or none at all depending on
how the agricultural producers are discussing the concepts. (Figure 3.2) visually represents the
construction of narratives through the futures lens and the conceptual processes of the building
elements i.e. supercodes. Interview analysis is the first step in the production of foresight
narratives. Followed by the organization of the data within the venn diagram of three concepts
including areas of overlap between the super codes.
The coding of qualitative data such as the one gathered from the interviews is not found within a
single sentence but revealed in the ideas and intentions expressed by the subjects interviewed.

Figure 3.2 Uncertain Water Futures Cone and Foresight Narrative Construction
The aim of this exercise and data organization is to enrich the quality of foresight
narrative construction when discussing the future of water in the Middle Rio Grande River
Basin. Implementing a participatory approach such as the one used in the fieldwork provides
insight into agricultural producers as a stakeholder group. These findings can be used
strategically to bridge academic knowledge with agrarian knowledge and understanding.
Additionally, it allows for internal/external objectives to converge with escalating levels of the
decision-making process. The three super codes in data organization are representative of major
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internal concepts related to proximity and the position of the agricultural producers
“Understanding of “Self””, “Understanding of “Other People””, and “Understanding the
“Environment””. These internalized understandings can encourage a broader awareness of the
interests and concerns of agricultural producers as a stakeholder group. It can also aid other
stakeholders and policymakers to consider accommodating objectives when addressing the issue
of uncertain water futures with the agricultural community.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
4.1: Plurality of Subjectivities
The perceptions of farmers are valuable for their incorporation into broader decision and
policy making strategies to address uncertain water futures in the MRGRB. Having the insights
from one of the largest sectors of water users in the region can facilitate the consolidation of
knowledge and the resolution of competing interests. This section will present results in two
forms. Firstly, quantitative results from the data analysis tool (NVIVO12). Secondly, an in-depth
qualitative view of the 14 semi-structured interviews. As mentioned in the methodology section,
two different questionnaires were applied during the course of this study. Initially, the pilot
questionnaire was to discern the producers’ ability to understand, analyze, and synthesize the
SWIM scenarios being presented to them. Similar trends reproduced in narratives amongst the
cohort were then utilized to narrow the interests/concerns of agricultural producers when faced
with two projected scenarios produced by the SWIM model. The six pilot interviews revealed
three distinct motivations behind their practices and production styles. Feedback obtained from
these initial findings was used to formulate a second questionnaire for the subsequent wave of
interviews. The second focused on validating the three theoretical frameworks which were
identified as major drivers for producers.
Due to the prevalence of similar themes gathered from both sets of interviews, NVIVO12
analysis was applied in the same manner. The 14 foresight narratives collected during the course
of this study have expressed multi-dimensional and overlapping interests/concerns when
confronted with scenarios of uncertain water futures. Water insecurity is a direct threat to life and
livelihood, as such their responses reflected their beliefs and values in their foresight narratives
using the building elements related to self, others, and the environment.
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Both rounds of interviews consisted of a semi-structured organization, the questions were
designed to guide the conversations, while at the same time removing constraints that would
result in predefined responses from producers. Hence, giving producers enough room to adhere
or deviate from the questions at their comfort. The same basic format was used during the
interview process, initial background questions, data presentation, and concluding questions.
Although different scenarios were presented during the first and second round of interviews,
each set of interviews generated similar trends amongst agricultural producers.
Overall, the cumulative experience and diverse backgrounds from the participants
delivered a small snapshot of the perspectives of MRGRB agricultural producers on uncertain
water futures in the region. A total of 12 men, 1 woman, and 1 non-binary individual compiled
the cohort of agricultural producers. Ages from the cohort ranged from 21 years of age being the
youngest to 78 years of age as the oldest. Agricultural producers in this cohort had varying levels
of experience from farmers with newly-acquired experience to farmers that were raised on the
farm they were operating. Nine of the farmers were working on their production part-time and
the remaining five were full-time farmers. Production scales amongst the agricultural producers
varied from urban residential to wide-scale farming and distribution center. Farmers engaged in
three different types of water usage for their style of production these sources were: irrigated
river water, well water, and municipal water.
It is clear from the two rounds of interviews, agricultural producers consider water as a
sine qua non for their lives and production. This process was an effort to identify what factors
about uncertain water futures were most important to agricultural producers and how they
narrated this interpretation. Foresight narratives collected from the interviews revealed a
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consideration of water issues stemming from a producer’s perceived proximity to the issue and
utilized the building elements of self, others, and the environment to construct the narratives.
Discussions on how they addressed and prioritized these ‘supercode’ categories were
then reviewed and analyzed under three distinct theoretical lenses. Drawing directly from the 14
foresight narratives captured during the extent of this study, this section aims to conceptualize
and operationalize the qualitative findings into a more coherent theoretical discourse. Beginning
with the theoretical framework of “Futures Fields” by Roy Amara (1974) and Norman
Henchey’s addition in 1978, the sub-categories of the ‘Plausible’, ‘Probable’, and ‘Preferable’.
The futures sub-categories will also incorporate a brief discussion on futurescapes as these will
highlight the constructed visions of the alternative futures presented that were expressed by the
agricultural producers.
Secondly, William Flinn and Donald Johnson’s (1974) “Scale of Agrarian Attitudes”, this
theoretical framework examines the landscape of personal values and livelihood goals within
which water is situated. The decisions made by agricultural producers are based on regional
sociocultural and economic considerations which can be understood in five subcategories;
‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’, ‘Agrarian Naturalism’, ‘Independence’, ‘Hard Work’, and ‘Family
Farm’. Lastly, Kari Marie Norgaard’s (2006) theory on the “Social Organization of Denial”, as
the cohort reproduces similar attitudes and knowledge about uncertain water futures. This
collective rhetoric indicates their willingness to adhere to the sub-categories of ‘Address’,
‘Deny’, and ‘Skepticism’. Relationships between the categories and supercodes will allow us to
define the multidimensional attitudes of users towards uncertain water futures. These have
outcome expectations affecting aspects of the farmers lives such as crop yields, or the family
farm, willingness to address the water issue. It is hoped that the exercise will provide a useful
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conceptual model that can be further elaborated and operationalized as needed. Ultimately, the
study found two major discourses being reproduced amongst the farmers. One where agricultural
producers deny or were skeptical of the existence of a water issue, and the other where they
considered solutions by which to address foreseeable water uncertainty. Theoretical grounding
for this study elucidates the social processes informing past, present, and future decision-making
agricultural practices and planning in the MRGRB.
4.3: Results from the Pilot Interviews
The first set of six pilot interviews elicited responses from 22 questions and 7 pairs of
graphs from SWIM. Graph outputs generated from two SWIM scenarios, these scenarios were
‘Simulated Observed Inflows and Extended Drought’ and the ‘Moderate Stress Climate
Scenario’. Graph outputs from both scenarios were presented in pairs to stimulate a comparative
interpretation from producers. Statements collected from the first round were aimed at
identifying themes and patterns in the responses of producers. Additionally, I utilized Mahyar’s
(2015) five levels: Expose, Involve, Analyze, Synthesize, and Decide when presented with the
SWIM graphs.
Scenario 1: Simulated Observed Inflows and Extended Drought, was negatively received
by farmers. They saw it as unrealistic and threatening to their production and livelihoods. Given
the low levels of water depicted in this scenario, a majority of the responses were less receptive
to the information being presented in the graphs. The extreme nature of the extended drought
directly contradicted and challenged the farmers’ previous understandings about water and their
role in the hydrological system. This scenario labeled the ‘doom and gloom’ scenario by one
farmer was deemed an impossibility by the six farmers interviewed. Most farmers upheld
varying versions of a similar belief in the variability/unpredictability of nature.
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Scenario 2: Moderate Stress Climate Scenario, was more popular amongst the
agricultural producers. A majority of farmers saw this scenario as a more probable and preferable
outcome to water in the region. Some were able to recognize aspects in the scenario which
aligned with the past according to farmers, for example the drought in 2008. This scenario was
perceived as more realistic amongst the agricultural producers. They could see an opportunity for
their future production and the amount of water they would have available. Although, they could
identify some dry years, there was enough variability to adapt or prepare for varying years of
wetness than the extended drought scenario.
The discussions aroused from the 22 questions and the two SWIM scenarios revealed
underlying beliefs and values among the agricultural producers. They expressed assumptions of
water futures, while adhering to a shared agrarian ideology and socially organized denial.
Though the production of the initial questionnaire prevented a direct exploration of these three
frameworks, they were still indirectly present within the responses from farmers. Foresight
narrative constructions considered the causal links between the factors determining the future of
water in the MRGRB and their current hydrological position within that system. Among these
core building elements were the different interests/concerns of self, others, and the environment.
Figure 4.1 below depicts the results of these ‘supercodes’ as quantified from the 6 initial
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interviews.

Figure 4.1 Pilot Interview NVIVO Supercode Results
A total of 141 aggregated references were coded in the NVIVO software, of these 91
were coded under ‘self’, 28 as ‘others’, and 22 to the ‘environment’. These results reflect the
intensity by which agricultural producers were interested/concerned with issues at different
scales. Perceived proximity to oneself is a clear driver behind these ‘supercode’ findings. Firstly,
that of the self, then concern for society-others (including their children), and lastly a concern for
the environment. However, this is just a blanket overview of the trends found in the responses
from producers. Figure 4.2 provides a breakdown of the motivations behind the farmers’
decision making as they align their perceptions with the future, their agrarian ideals, and
conceptions of denial.
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Figure 4.2 Theoretical Coding Outline of Pilot Round NVIVO Results
The following tables provide further itemization of the coding results from each
supercode and subsequent theoretical frameworks as depicted in Figure 4.2 Each table provides
the aggregated references from each supercode Table 4.2 from the ‘self’ category, Table 4.3 the
‘others’ category, and Table 4.4 the ‘environment’ category.
Table 4.2.
Self Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Family Farm
Hard work

8 Aggregated References
17 Aggregated References
14 Aggregated References
19 Aggregated References
3 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References
7 Aggregated References
11 Aggregated References
8 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
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Independence

3 Aggregated References

Table 4.2 contains the largest category that of ‘self’, with a total of 91 aggregated
references from each theoretical framework used to analyze the qualitative data in NVIVO.
Given the focus of the questionnaire on uncertain water futures, production, and current
decision-making agricultural producers in this pilot round expressed the most coded references
under the Social Organization of Denial category with a total of 39. From this total (20%) were
willing to ‘Address’ with new strategies or solutions regarding the outputs from scenarios and
questions they were asked. (43%) of farmers indicated a degree of ‘Denial’ to the materials and
questions. And (39%) of farmers were ‘Skeptical’ of changes related to the water in the MRGRB
region. In the category of Foresight only 22 references were made. (86%) of these references
were coded to as ‘Plausible’, meaning that within the provided realm of possibility agricultural
producers perceived some change to occur. (13%) of the coded references were from the
‘Probable’ sub-category, as farmers agreed to shifting condition over time. Lastly, none of the
questions or graph outputs elicited a ‘Preferable’ response from the producers. Coming in at a
close second, the ‘Agrarian Ideology’ category had a total of 30 references made. (23%) of the
subjects discussed the sub-category of ‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’ expressing a sentiment of
agriculture being one of the main components in a society. ‘Agrarian Naturalism’ had (36%) of
references made associated with the health and wellness of the agrarian lifestyle. (26%) of the
mentions from producers were concerned with the notion of the ‘Family Farm’ when analyzing
the materials provided. Only (3%) of the codes made references to the ‘Hard Work’ subcategory, when deliberating their personal impact on the major water units through their
production. Finally, (10%) of farmers considered the sub-category of ‘Independence’ during the
questionnaire.
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Table 4.3
Society (others) Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Family Farm
Hard work
Independence

6 Aggregated References
4 Aggregated References
2 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
5 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References
3 Aggregated References
5 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References

Table 4.3 represents the second largest supercode category that of ‘others’, with a total of
28 aggregated references. Similar to the ‘self’, the ‘others’ supercode category also had the most
coded references under the Social Organization of Denial category with a total of 12. From this
total (50%) responded in a shared responsibility with others to ‘Address’ in an effort to mitigate
water issues in the region. (33%) recognized a broader sense of ‘Denial’ amongst other people,
and agricultural producers perceived a coded (16%) of others were ‘Skeptical’ regarding the
extent of the problem. The category of Foresight had a total of 6 references made. A majority of
the coded references (83%) came from the ‘Probable’ sub-category as agricultural producers
heavily associated the materials and others with a strong potential for the presented eventualities.
The remaining (16%) of the coded references in the Foresight category of ‘others’ came from the
‘Plausible’ sub-category. Just as with the ‘self’, the ‘others’ supercode category did not have any
responses under the ‘Preferable’ sub-category. Lastly, the ‘Agrarian Ideology’ category had 10
references coded from the pilot interviews. The largest portion of the references made were in
relation to ‘Agrarian Naturalism’ with a total of (50%) of references made discussing others and
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the quality of life achieved through farming. ‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’ had (30%) of the coded
references about agriculture and others being the foundation of society. Both sub-categories of
the ‘Family Farm’ and ‘Hard Work’ received (10%) involving others and the materials
presented. The last sub-category of ‘Independence’ had (0%) of references coded in the ‘others’
supercode.
Table 4.4
Environment Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Independence
Hard work
Family Farm

2 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
5 Aggregated References
4 Aggregated References
4 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
4 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References

The smallest category from the supercodes category was that of the ‘environment’, with a
total of 22 aggregated references as depicted in Table 4.4. Unlike the two previous supercode
categories, the ‘environment’ had the ‘Foresight’ category as the largest section with 9 references
coded from interviews with producers. Within the ‘Foresight’ category both the ‘Plausible’ and
‘Probable’ had a (44%) of coded references about the environment. This means a major portion
(88%) gave responses to the materials and questions which perceived a strong possibility of
events taking place. Surprisingly, (11%) references were coded under the ‘Preferable’ subcategory, this reference was made by Farmer A.G. when discussing the future of the Mesilla
aquifer. The ‘Preferable’ sub-category comprises events that are desirable, in this case for the
Mesilla aquifer to remain at the levels being presented in the graphs. The Social Organization of
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Denial category had an aggregate of 8 references made. Interestingly, the largest number of
references came from the ‘Skepticism’ sub-category with (62%) expressing a sense of doubt
towards shifting conditions in the environment. (25%) exhibited an inclination to ‘Address’ with
alternative approaches for the environment. The ‘Denial’ sub-category had (12%) coded
references made. Lastly, the ‘Agrarian Ideology’ category only had 5 references made, this could
possibly suggest a lack of association between agrarian beliefs and values with issues regarding
the environment. On a similar note, the largest portion of coded references was (80%) under the
sub-category ‘Agrarian Naturalism’, meaning references made linked to the inherently beneficial
aspects of agriculture and the agrarian lifestyle. The remaining (20%) of references came from
the sub-category of ‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’ and there were no other coded references for the
other sub-categories.
Findings from the NVIVO12 coding on the first set of interviews revealed the strongest
motivations behind the current decision making of the agricultural producers in the setting of
uncertain water issues in the MRGRB. The semi-structured format of the interview provided a
customizable space for the approach producers would take when responding to questions and the
materials presented. Questions and materials from this first round were aimed at garnering
specific interests/concerns regarding uncertain water futures and their response to the SWIM data
outputs. Therefore, the questions were meant to have producers reflect on their production styles
and impact on the major water units they have access to. Thus, coded references in NVIVO can
be used to indicate the extent and position of the producers’ primary interests/concerns about
water futures. Numerically speaking, the supercode of ‘self’ received the most coded references,
which could mean that the main impulse behind their practices and decision-making in their lives
is primarily focused on themselves and their productions. This is not a negative critique of the
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six farmers interviewed, but a simple observation of businessmen navigating the possibility of
changing conditions from perceived threats to their way of life. Evidence for this deduction can
be seen in within the leading coded theoretical framework under ‘self’ which was that of Social
Organization of Denial.
In this framework, the sub-category of ‘Denial’ was the most coded reference made,
suggesting a strong sentiment of denial amongst the farmers towards the materials and questions
about uncertain water futures. The category of others also had the Social Organization of Denial
framework coded the most times. However, unlike the ‘self’, the ‘others’ category had the
‘cooperation’ category with the most references. This could possibly signify a lack of personal
responsibility to adapt or change but a willingness or an impulse for a larger portion of the
population to do so. Unlike the two previous supercode categories, the ‘environment’ received
the least amount of coded references and also did not follow the same trend. The most coded
framework for the ‘environment’ was ‘Foresight’, which is not surprising given the nature of the
questionnaire and SWIM outputs. Such material required farmers to consider the eventualities of
water in the MRGRB in terms of causality and certain processes they participate in. Initial
responses from the first set of interviews laid the groundwork for the subsequent reformulation
of the questionnaire for implementation during the second round of interviews. It also aided in
solidifying the theoretical grounding applied for the qualitative analysis of the data in the study.
4.4: Results from the Second Round of Interviews
The second round of interviews used a questionnaire that incorporated findings from the
first round of interviews. Second round interviews were tailored to address the established
focuses of agricultural producers when discussing uncertain water futures. Therefore, the second
questionnaire is not a product of previously established theoretical frameworks, or the
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researcher’s own experiences and biases. Rather it is a reevaluated approach to reflect the initial
perspectives collected from the six farmers. The second set of interviews consisted of a longer
questionnaire that stimulated responses from the trending statements identified in the first round,
i.e. time/future, agrarian ideals, and shared denial. Hence, the questionnaire followed the same
semi-structured format but was expanded as producers were asked a total of 42 questions and
were presented with 7 SWIM graph outputs. In an effort to remedy the critiques from the first
round, the 7 graph outputs were also adjusted and limited to one scenario, the ‘Intermediate
Stress Climate Scenario’. The key objective behind the change was to present a scenario with
enough variability to retain a sense of realism that was lacking from the dubbed ‘doom and
gloom’ scenarios presented in the first round.
Scenario 3: ‘Intermediate Stress Climate Scenario’, had varying responses from
agricultural producers. Unlike the two previous scenarios, farmers were moderately receptive to
the information being depicted in the graphs. They could see and agree with the variability being
shown which echoed their own experiences with water in the region. Only two of the eight
subjects completely rejected the scenario and scenarios in general, these were farmers Y.H. and
J.I. These subjects had entirely different backgrounds in both age, education, experience, and
production style. Y.H. distrusted the concept of modeling and scenario development in general,
as he believed the data could be manipulated to the researcher’s preference and benefit. J.I. did
not have confidence in the validity of the SWIM graph outputs because the model did not act in
accordance to his own lived experience and knowledge of the agricultural landscape in the
MRGRB. However, even with their hesitations, both farmers provided feedback on the scenario
graphs.
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The second round of interviews resulted in a substantial amount of qualitative data;
several factors contributed to the larger total of coded references. Most significant were the
increase in the number of questions, the method of qualitative data collection, and the number of
interviews. There were 42 questions in the second questionnaire instead of the original 22 from
the first. Also, unlike the first round of interviews, the eight interviews completed in the second
round were recorded and transcribed for the qualitative data analysis process. Eight foresight
narratives were captured in the second round instead of the initial six. Nevertheless, these
differences did not affect the trending similarities that were expressed by the agricultural
producers. Repeating the same type of analysis on the second round as the first communicates
the various interests/concerns in relation to the supercodes of ‘self’, ‘others’, and the
‘environment’. Figure 4.3 below displays the references made to the three ‘supercodes’ as
generated from the eight agricultural producers.

Figure 4.3 Second Round NVIVO Supercode Results
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As depicted in Figure 4.3, the total number of aggregated reference made to the three
supercodes was 762. From this total 380 were coded regarding the ‘self’, 290 for ‘others’, and 92
under the ‘environment’. These findings follow the same pattern as the first round of interviews,
with the leading supercode category being that of the ‘self’, then ‘others’, and finally the
‘environment’. As with the first round of interviews, Figure 4.3 is simply a broad outline of the
main interests/concerns as perceived by the farmer’s position. Furthermore, Figure 4.4 provides a
detailed summary of the producers’ responses in accordance to the frameworks with which they
are most closely affiliated.

Figure 4.4 Theoretical Coding Outline of Second Round NVIVO Results
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The information from Figure 4.4 is further developed in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, these
tables delineate the aggregated references made under each supercode and theoretical
framework. Each table has the breakdown of their respective coding values, Table 4.5 for the
‘self’ category, Table 4.6 for the society (‘others’), and Table 4.7 for the ‘environment category.
Table 4.5
Self Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Independence
Hard work
Family Farm

61 Aggregated References
46 Aggregated References
21 Aggregated References
36 Aggregated References
38 Aggregated References
38 Aggregated References
19 Aggregated References
38 Aggregated References
27 Aggregated References
31 Aggregated References
22 Aggregated References

As the largest category for aggregated coded references in the second round of
interviews, Table 4.5 details the ‘self’ supercode which contains a total of 380 references. From
this total, the ‘Agrarian Ideology’ category had the highest number of references made at 137.
The sub-category of ‘Agrarian Naturalism’ had (27%) of references made meaning farmers
expressed a strong sentiment for the benefits of the agricultural life. (22%) mentions made by
farmers were related to the ‘Hard Work’ sub-category, linking the agrarian lifestyle to one of
considerable effort. (19%) of remarks were coded as the sub-category of ‘Independence’ wherein
farmers had control of their production. (16%) of the coded remarks of the farmers were centered
on the ‘Family Farm’ sub-category and leaving behind something for their children. The smallest
sub-category from the ‘Agrarian Ideology framework, was (13%) in the sub-category of
‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’. With a number of references almost equal to that of the previous
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framework the Social Organization of Denial framework had a total of 131 aggregated codes. Of
this total, (46%) of the statements made were in support of ‘Address’. (35%) coded references
exhibited a sense of ‘Denial’ to the questions and SWIM graph outputs presented. The
‘Skeptical’ sub-category received (16%) of mentions tabulated in NVIVO. Lastly, the Foresight
framework had a total of 112 references made. Statements from farmers coded a (32%) of
references made as the ‘Plausible’ sub-category. The other two sub-categories in the Foresight
framework, those of ‘Probable’ and Preferable’ resulted in the same percentage of (28%) of the
coded references made by the agricultural producers. When summed together, these two subcategories comprise more than half of (56%) of the references made in this framework. This
could be an indirect response to the difference between the scenarios presented, giving an
indication to the importance producers attribute variability with realism in terms of water
availability.
Table 4.6
Others Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable
Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Independence
Hard work
Family Farm

69 Aggregated References
33 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
46 Aggregated References
20 Aggregated References
18 Aggregated References
33 Aggregated References
29 Aggregated References
12 Aggregated References
15 Aggregated References
14 Aggregated References

The ‘others’ supercode received a total of 290 references. As itemized by Table 4.6 it
yielded interesting results because the frameworks of Social Organization of Denial and
‘Agrarian Ideology’ had the same total of 103 aggregated references. This could point to a
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correlation between the farmers’ perceived social processes and the role of agriculture within
these structures. The agricultural creed is a value and belief system reproduced and constructed
by the regional agricultural community, discourses about water in the present and future are
cycled in these similar channels. On a similar note, in the Social Organization of Denial
framework, (66%) of coded mentions were under the ‘Address’ sub-category. (32%) of the
references made were linked to the sub-category of ‘Denial’ as perceived in the ‘others’
supercode. Slightly less than (1%) of the coded statements touched on the ‘Skepticism’ subcategory. As previously noted, the Agrarian Ideology framework had a total of 103 references
made. The largest sub-category of this framework was that of ‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’ with
(32%) of the coded references discussing the value of agriculture to society. ‘Agrarian
Naturalism’ had (28%) of remarks from farmers that associated the supercode category of
‘others’ with the paybacks experienced from an agrarian way of life. (13%) of the statements
linked ‘others’ with the idea of the ‘Family Farm’. (14%) of references were associated with the
‘Hard Work’ sub-category. Only (11%) of the coded references touched on the sub-category of
‘Independence’ during the interview process. The Foresight framework had a total of 84
references made. (54%) of these references were coded to as ‘Plausible’. (23%) of the coded
references were from the ‘Probable’ sub-category. Lastly, (21%) of comments given from
producers were attributed to the ‘Preferable’ sub-category.
Table 4.7
Environment Supercode
Social Organization of Denial
Address
Denial
Skepticism
Foresight
Plausible
Probable
Preferable

8 Aggregated References
2 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
25 Aggregated References
14 Aggregated References
8 Aggregated References
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Agrarian Ideology
Agrarian Fundamentalism
Agrarian Naturalism
Independence
Hard work
Family Farm

3 Aggregated References
27 Aggregated References
1 Aggregated References
2 Aggregated References
0 Aggregated References

Table F details the smallest category of the three supercodes that of the ‘environment’,
with an aggregated total of 92 references made to the frameworks used in the study. Similar to
the first round of interviews, the ‘environment’ supercode in the second round of interviews also
had the highest number of coded references under the theoretical framework of Foresight with a
sum of 47 references made. This was a significant improvement from the first round as it attests
to the proper shift from the previous scenarios to the one used in the second round of interviews.
(53%) of these references were coded as ‘Plausible’, indicating the coded references coded from
farmers saw a strong likelihood of the projections occurring. (49%) of the coded references were
from the ‘Probable’ sub-category, suggesting a confidence in the fluctuations of water over time.
The ‘Preferable’ had (17%) of the responses to the questions or graphs had a positive reception
from farmers as they would favor some of the outcomes presented. ‘Agrarian Ideology’
framework had a total of 33 references made. At (81%) of references made, ‘Agrarian
Naturalism’ was the highest coded sub-category from the framework, as producers mentioned
the advantages of agriculture for the environment. (9%) of the codes discussed the sub-category
of ‘Agrarian Fundamentalism’ in relation to the environment. (6%) of the references were coded
under the ‘Hard Work’ sub-category. Only (3%) of the remarks were considered in the subcategory of ‘Independence’ associated with the environment. (0%) of the statements linked the
sub-category of the ‘Family Farm’ when evaluating the materials and questions provided.
Finally, the least coded framework was that of the Social Organization of Denial with a total of
12. From this total (66%) of stated comments were related with the ‘Address’ sub-category,
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signifying a willingness to implement some degree of change to their current practices. (16%) of
remarks contained an inclination towards the ‘Denial’ sub-category. And (8%) of references
from producer responses were coded under the ‘Skepticism’ sub-category.
The application of the NVIVO12 coding software evidenced comparable trends taking
place in both sets of interviews. Although these trends were indirectly discovered in the first
round, they became more pronounced during the focused approach in the second round of
interviews. Their clear motivations detailed by the three supercodes of ‘self’, ‘others’ and the
‘environment’ prompts further research to better understand and document the relation between
agricultural producers and uncertain water futures. Additionally, there was a significant change
in the percentage by which the categories were referenced amongst the farmers. 1 st round 64%
self, 19% others, and 15% environment. 2nd round 49% self, 38% others, 12% environment.
Several variables can be attributed to this shift in references particularly in the significant
increase in references for the ‘others’ supercode in the second round of interviews. The most
prominent variables which could explain the similarities and differences in results from each set
are the expansion of the questionnaire, method of narrative capture, and the positionality of the
agricultural producers. Firstly, doubling the number of questions asked during the second round
of interviews is the most obvious explanation for the drastic increase in coding references made
in NVIVO12. Expanding the questionnaire in the second round also provided more instances for
farmers to reinforce the three theoretical frameworks applied in this study, whereas in the first
round these frameworks arose in an unprompted manner. Secondly, the method used to capture
the foresight narratives from producers was also altered in the second round of interviews.
Instead of documenting just the direct responses provided to the questions and graphs in the
initial set, the eight interviews conducted during the second round of interviews were recorded
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and transcribed as whole conversations. This prevented any loss of material during the
NVIVO12 analysis stage.
Responses from agricultural producers ranged in length from long monologues to brief
sentences, with many additional points and anecdotes in response to each question. Thirdly, the
positionality of the farmers, including gender, age, education, experience, and production
size/type of the producers interviewed, was more varied. More than half of the farmers in the
first round were males older than 50 years of age, with ranging levels of education, a lifetime of
agricultural experience, with larger areas of production on which their livelihoods depended on.
In the second round, five out of the eight producers had varying genders, an age range of 21-39
years of age, lower levels of education, recent agricultural experience, and did not engage in fulltime farming. The vast difference in profiles between both sets of interviews can explain the
drastic shift in the supercodes referenced, specifically the concentration of the ‘self’ at 64% in
the first round and 49% in the second. While the supercode for ‘others’ dramatically increased
from 19% in the first to 38% in the second round. This could signal a key difference in the way
older generations of agricultural producers perceive their personal access to water, whereas
younger generations think in a more collective usage of this resource. Though both supercodes of
‘self’ and ‘others’ reveal a generational shift in the value placed on the access and availability of
water, the supercode for the ‘environment’ remained within a similar range of 15% in the first
round and 12% in the second. Interestingly, the number of coded references for the
‘environment’ exposes the same degree of care, interest, or concern from both sets in addressing
the issue of uncertain water futures.
Therefore, as evidenced by the small cohort that participated in this study, there is still a
long road ahead in applying the anticipatory research method on agricultural producers in the
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MRGRB. More information is needed to project useful scenarios that may lead to improved
levels of cooperation towards a holistic management of land and water. The need to consider
alternative water futures and potential adaptive measures is vital for the survival of the region.
As a participatory exercise, it has also helped collect data on past and future trends within the
varying facets of the agricultural community. Results from the coded interviews demonstrate
possible avenues to engage in when incorporating this sector of the population into broad policymaking strategies and solutions regarding water issues in the region.
4.5: Foresight Findings
The development of foresight approaches in the agricultural sector of the MRGRB is
dependent on sharing knowledge and creating a dialogue between farmers and researchers. Input
gathered in the form of foresight narratives exceeded the researcher’s initial predictions, which
resulted in incorporating variables previously not thought of in the beginning. From the available
typologies in the field of future studies, the most appropriate for the methodology of this study
was the combination of Roy Amara’s 1974 “Futures Field” typology and Norman Henchey’s
1978 work, “Making sense of future studies”. Both works were developed with the purpose of
anticipating alternative futures and planning accordingly for desired outcomes. Amara’s “Futures
Fields” is limited to three distinct categories; the possible, the probable, and the preferable.
Henchey’s contribution to the conceptual framework proposed by Amara is the additional
category of the plausible category. The ‘plausible’ as with all other categories exists within a
subset of the ‘possible’ futures category. In the imaginable scope of alternative futures the
‘possible’ comprises the largest category in “what may happen” and all other categories can be
found in this space.
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NVIVO qualitative analysis resulted in an aggregated total of 280 references related to
the category of ‘foresight’. Agricultural producers generated informational and cognitive
knowledge that was sorted in the sub-categories of the ‘plausible’, ‘probable’, and ‘preferable’
under the main theoretical category of ‘foresight’. As defined in an earlier portion of this work,
there are subtle differences between the categories of potential alternative futures. The largest
category of the possible futures encompasses every outcome imaginable. Due to the structure of
the interview process, producers were constrained by the questionnaire and therefore were not
stimulated to produce any vast visionary solutions or possibilities that could be interpreted into
the ‘possible’ category. The degree of invested worry about the future alternated amongst the
group. Although not directly limited, the producers’ construction of foresight narratives that
exhibited an additional dimension of futurescapes.
Futurescapes are based on Arjun Appadurai’s (1990) conceptualization of spaces where
social phenomena exists. This thesis builds on Appadurai’s concept of the “scape” by
incorporating the vision of the future from which agricultural producers have an anticipated
reality. As noted by Appadurai the scape depends on the position of the individual. Therefore,
each interpretation or description of the futurescape will be unique to the 14 farmers. Uncertain
water futures are a foreseeable trajectory if current practices from various sectors, including the
agricultural, are not changed. Content from futurescapes will help focus and visualize the
foresight narratives collected from producers. This section will briefly examine the
futurescapes exhibited by the group of farmers as they were related in the sub-categories of
plausible, probable, and preferable.
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4.5 A) PLAUSIBLE
The ‘plausible’ sub-category of alternative potential futures only generated visions of the
future within the scope of current knowledge and systems in place. An aggregated total of 131
references were made in the ‘plausible’ sub-category. Classifying responses under the ‘plausible’
sub-category depended on the producers supporting or acknowledging the issue of uncertain
water futures in the MRGRB. This is due to the sub-category encompassing ‘what could happen’
in the realm of possible alternative futures. Given this understanding of the plausible, it is
unsurprising to find the majority of comments related to the ‘plausible’ sub-category were made
during the presentation of the SWIM Scenarios in both rounds of interviews. Farmers focused on
their current knowledge regarding the state of water in the region and reacted to the scenarios
presented with that information in mind. The scenarios provided during the two rounds of
interviews were projecting uncertain water futures in three different ways.
In the initial round they were two extremes dry and wet, whereas the second round had
alternating amounts of wetness that mimicked the perceived reality of farmers. Both scenarios
motivated the producers to consider potential water uncertainty in the foreseeable future.
Regardless of the data being provided within an estimated 40-year period, most farmers thought
of the plausible future in an immediate way rather than the long term. The overwhelming theme
amongst producers when discussing a plausible alternative vision of the future was adaptation
strategies that were or would be implemented. This constructed futurescape was interpreted in
separate ways as farmers considered their production and delegation of current water use. The
futurescape of plausible water futures and their approach to this alternative future was highly
dependent on three distinct factors which comprised the theme of adaptation within the
‘plausible’ sub-category, these were: round of interview, age, and production.
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Depending on the interview round in which the subject participated in responses that
were coded under the ‘plausible’ sub-category varied in length and complexity. The first round
of interviews had shorter responses than those of the second round. Content of the responses also
varied drastically between both rounds of interviews, this can be largely attributed to the format
change between the interview rounds. The questionnaire employed during the first round of
interviews was heavily focused on the perception of the agricultural producer as an individual,
whereas the second questionnaire invited them to consider others, and the environment beyond
the self. Therefore, many responses like that of interviewee D.S. were concerned with the future
of his job and his farm. Five out of the six farmers from the initial round had apprehensions over
the individual impact the plausible water futures would have on them. An example of this was
given by interviewee A.A.G. “Of course, time is important. I will have to move the plant to a
place with water if we run out. We have problems with water right now, not in the future,
everyone’s been pumping in the last 3 years.” This quote provides evidence for both the time
span and scope by which the farmers of the initial round were perceiving the threat of future
water availability.
Contrastingly, only four of the eight producers in the second interview exhibited concern
over the individual impact and were more overwhelmingly worried about the collective impact
of water uncertainty. Remarks regarding the collective impact were identified in all eight
interviews conducted in the second round. Of course, this is a direct result of shift in questions,
but there are also comments from the interviewees about the collective impact that were not
made when presented with scenario data. Unlike the short remarks made in the first round, the
second round of interviewees provided lengthier and highly invested comments on the collective
impact. One such monologue was provided by J.B. “It's everything. I mean, I, I want not only for
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my kids to, you know, live and experience life in all of its perfect tragedies, you know, and I
want other people to experience it too. So maybe we could like you know, move forth as a
society. I mean, you know, I want that to happen, I want us to be able to, you know, colonize
other planets and like, you know, we can't do that if we can't survive.” This passionate quote was
recorded from the youngest participant in the cohort and it brings us to the next factor, that of
age.
Age was a defining factor in the adaptation strategies farmers had for the very near
plausible futurescape. In the agricultural industry age is very synonymous with experience and
this was exemplified amongst the interviewees. Older producers exhibited an apathetic attitude
about the uncertainty of water futures, thereby perceiving it as a plausibility but not a major issue
to be worried about. 49-year-old O.F. had this reaction towards the projections being provided,
“We don't get as much there's been years [where] we get more. So this the surface water,
according to this, that's good. Because we're still going to be getting water.” O.F. also worked
with farmers and gave insight into the general discourse amongst farmers, “I can grow something
I know I can. So that's maybe the attitude that a lot of farmers have, that we've gone through this.
We've gone through water shortages.” On a similar note, 78-year-old R.A. contributed his
account for specific irrigation years “1985-89 had many irrigations due to [a] wet season, 2008
was a very dry year, 2016 received some water, and from 2017 to now has been steadily
decreasing.” R.A. also supported the idea of climate change affecting the fluctuation in the future
of water availability “Climate is changing but in cycles”.
Unlike their older counterparts thirty-year-olds in the group were not as carefree with the
decreasing trends of recent years. As expressed by 31-year-old M.H. “I worked 3 years in
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Socorro, used to water 8 times a year, this year [Socorro is] only going to water 2 times a year.”
On a more reluctant note, 34-year-old J.G. said, “This year had less irrigation water than last
year; water started later in the season”. He also said, “Not sure the climate is changing but
noticed the weather changes in the past years, does seem like it is changing.” The impact age has
in the plausible futurescapes impacts the decision making of the farmers. A bearable plausible
futurescape such as the one described by O.F. maintains the belief that farmers will be able to
grow under any condition. On the other hand young farmers like 21 year-old J.B. are aware of
the need for conservation strategies. His overconsumption of water had led to a reckoning with
his vision of the plausible futurescape which caused him to shift his behavior and align the two.
He said, “My production when I was a starting farmer, I would overwater a lot. And at the time, I
didn't care. But now I'm like, dude, I can't be wasting this. This is so vital for us. So now, I water
my crops, maybe three or four days. I'll water once, really good for maybe two or three hours.
And then I don't water for three, four days. I think I haven't watered in almost a week” This
sentiment reveals a clear behavioral shift in terms of irrigation and an effort to use less, instead
of the staying on the foreseeable course mentality that was exhibited by the older producer. Both
approaches will have lasting impacts in the region, and this struggle between age and experience
will determine regional water usage for years to come.
Lastly, the factor of production, how farmers described the plausible futurescape by
tailoring approaches based on their scale and crop type. Each farmer had a different approach
towards adapting their current production to uncertain water futures. These approaches vary from
transitioning to less water intensive crops to different forms of irrigation for their land.
Agricultural producer R.A. had already implemented both strategies on his production as every
year he, “Plans out the irrigation of his crop, will use water in limited quantities.” Due to an
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already scant amount of water available, R.A. also, “Used to grow Alfalfa but was not receiving
enough water, moved to Sudan grass because it uses less water.” As an older farmer, this is a
shorter term reaction to water shortages as the amount of waterings needed to maintain Sudan
grass crop is less than alfalfa. Both crops are also not highly-water intensive or long-term
investments. Understandably given his older age, R.A.’s crop shift reflects a closer vision of the
plausible future that is of importance to him. These yearly crops and the ease by which he has
transitioned speak to a lack of preparation for long-term crop production. His plausible
futurescape frames his production returns in the present or near future, not in 30-50 years.
A more standard example of an agricultural producer in the MRGRB is the case of
P.W.E. who has designed his family’s production to exist within a self-described comfortable
range that adapts to fluctuating water releases. He grows the two most common crops found in
the region, cotton and pecan in a 70:30 ratio. This ratio allows him to modify his annual crop
production depending on the amount of water being released. If it is a wet year, meaning
plentiful water for irrigation he can plant both cotton and pecan, if it is a dry year then he will
focus the entirety of his allocated water on solely the pecans as they are the crop of higher value.
In P.W.E’s own words, “I have a backup plan for my pecan trees. My number one crop. I
don't plant my whole land. I only plant 30%. So it's not really an issue [for] me. It's really not an
issue. Maybe a risk. It could be price at the time. It's probably more my risk is the price of pecan.
Because I'm set up 30%. But see, I still have the other land is cotton. So I get income from
that…” His strategy allows him to adapt to the available water any given year, and suggests other
farmers follow suit, “Yes. They have may have to diversify the crops and they may have to use
micro irrigation to save water. They can plant, low water usage crops and they can do intensive
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farming rather than broad farming. If they plant pecan trees, I think they're going to have issues.
Last year I saw a big field being planted full of pecan trees. It's a good crop but where are they
going to get the water? That kind of farmer may lose if he plants his whole field in pecan trees.
He's going to have good years, [and he’s] going to have bad years. Bad years could wipe him out
if he's doesn't plan correctly. And that's not because of nature, that's not because of the economy,
it's because of him not having foresight to know if you're going to farm fish you got to have
water, you're going to farm pecan trees you got to have water.”
P.W.E. has many of the classic characteristics of a farmer in the region. He is also on the
older side of the age spectrum of the cohort. Yet, his plausible futurescape reveals he is still
conscious and open enough to implement adaptive and transformative strategies regarding water
availability. Unlike R.A. who planted crops based on yearly water deliveries, P.W.E. maintained
a steady production style that aligned with the water available any given season. These are two
reactions to two plausible futurescapes extending at different lengths into the future.
The theme of adaptation identified is not entirely unexpected as it exhibits the producer’s
ability to envision the plausible future and react accordingly to the perceived changes/impacts
they can foresee. It would be almost impossible to maintain a healthy livelihood without
implementing adaptive changes, and yet there is still a pushback against innovative irrigation
technologies such as drip or switching to less water intensive crops. As entrepreneurs for their
production, they have acquired the ability to adapt within range to yearly fluctuations in water
availability and market conditions which will continue to determine what and how things are
grown in the MRGRB. This would explain the immediacy by which they construct the
‘plausible’ future and the lack of long-term interest in decision making for uncertain water
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availability. Reactions to the plausibility of water issues were echoed among all farmers as they
did not perceive a direct threat to their water availability. Yet, there were some reactive
adaptations from past water shortages, such as the one implemented by P.W.E., that speak to
recognition of plausible water uncertainty in the future.
4.5 B) PROBABLE
With an aggregated total of 84 coded references, the ‘probable’ sub-category of
alternative potential futures is constructed with an expected continuation of present trends,
knowledge, and systems. Unlike the ‘plausible’ sub-category of futures discussed in the previous
section, ‘probable’ futures have a more analytical approach to the future and foresee outcomes
that are more closely aligned with existing reality than imaginary/visionary possibilities. The
‘probable’ responses are what producers consider is likely to happen and the trajectory of
eventualities they perceive. This future sub-category had an overwhelming sense of pessimism as
producers were faced with the potential reality of decreasing water availability. Though there
were some mentions of the probable during the scenario presentation portion of the interview,
many of the responses classified as ‘probable’ were in response to questions about water. These
responses were heavily based on the producer’s own experience with growing trends of higher
temperatures and decreased water availability in the region. The ‘probable’
responses gathered from the farmers are largely focused on water rather than other aspects of
their production.
Descriptions of the ‘probable’ future varied from adaptation strategies to apocalyptic
wastelands, the farmers revealed they were acutely aware of the drastic effects to be felt
in conditions of uncertain water futures. However, the degree of invested worry about the future
alternated amongst the group. This section will examine two types of scapes exhibited by the
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group of farmers, one established by Müller-Mahn and Everts (2013) called riskscapes, and one
found lacking in the literature called futurescapes. Current practices and interactions with the
landscape of two agricultural producers in the MRGRB is translated temporally into their
perception of risk, and present their vision of the riskscape.
Both agricultural producers recognize the presence of time in the description of
their riskscape and it is directly a reflection of their roles. Though both are farmers, one is
also employed as a water manager, this role influences the timespan considered in
his riskscape and shortens it to months rather than years. It is important to acknowledge this key
characteristic of his riskscape as it traces his knowledge of water deliveries and availability with
a probable vision of the future. The other agricultural producer does not have a role as a water
manager and instead proposes a predictable cycle that is on a larger scale: years. Eleven years to
be exact. As this producer confirms a discernable sun pattern that dictates the water
availability any given year within the 11-year cycle. The riskscapes described by these two
farmers exhibit an expected ‘probable' future of water availability, the tangible quality of
this future dictates their current practices and behaviors. Whether it's a span of months or years,
they have created a false sense of relief that water insecurity is merely one bad event in
time rather than a series of deteriorating hydrological conditions.
D.S. provided a multifaceted riskscape as he is not solely an agricultural producer but a
member of the water management framework in the region. Due to the presence of these two
roles in his life, the riskscape he describes is fixated on monthly water deliveries and availability.
To D.S. the realm of the probable future exists in a space that is only a couple of months away.
He had a very methodical approach to constructing the probable future to an intense degree of
certainty. “Agricultural users need 35,000 for one month. Could get an additional 30,000-acre ft.
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from sewer treated water. Deliver water from the river from March to October to the city, water
tracks deliveries to weekend farmers, 2 acres or less up to 3,000 acres. Irrigation will not be
released this year till May to October”. As seen in this quote, the probable future is not up
for speculation but it is almost treated as fact. The confidence by which D.S. describes the
probable futurescape is dependent on his years of experience working in the institutions of water
management, but it is also a requirement to reassure agricultural producers in the region of
guaranteed water availability for the coming growing season. His dual position as an agricultural
producer and a member of the water frameworks gives him an insight into the probable future
that must appease both interests. His riskscape reveals the ways D.S. navigates switching
between roles, unlike the next producer P.W.E. whose only role is that of being a farmer.
P.W.E. believed that following a cycle of eleven years would alleviate the
unpredictability of water that is constantly plaguing farmers, as well as improving the design of
their production. In his words, P.W.E. “I believe agriculture will continue in this area for a while
longer, but farmers are going to have to be careful on what kind of crops they plant because there
is a water shortage every now and then. I would tell them that we have a drought every eleven
years. We've always heard of diversification, if they haven't we need to tell them. Diversification
is how they protect themselves from market changes or fluctuations. Water fluctuations. Okay.
And that's what we're doing.”
Due to this predictable cycle of eleven years, the riskscape described by P.W.E. had a
strong probability of coming into existence and his suggestion for farmers would be to
appropriately adapt to this cycle. Because the sun-cycle is expected P.W.E. places the burden of
failure on the farmers if they do not succeed in their production. Along with the cycle is the idea
of changing into more common and sustainable practices given the conditions of the region. If
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farmers were able to diversify their crops they would experience increasing success given their
new adaptive abilities to higher motivators like the production market. The failure to
accommodate one’s production to fluctuating water levels is seen as a lacking intrinsic value for
an agricultural producer. If one is not able to adapt to the conditions available then one is not a
good farmer. This analysis reflects on factors that are part of the five tenets of Agrarian Ideology
discussed in further sections of this work, including independence and hard work.
While both farmers envision riskscapes that are conceptually similar, they each had a
strong focus on the adversities felt by producers and challenges tied to water
insecurity. They each had confidence in the eventuality of the “probable,” which was a strong
drive advocating for better adaptive measures to the water available and channeling that
knowledge into their production styles. Within both of these riskscapes there is an understanding
of the relationship between practices and people. The landscape of the probable future that exists
in the minds of these producers takes place in a set timespace ranging from months to years. As
explained by Müller-Mahn and Everts (2013), riskscapes are built by utilizing multiple
perspectives based on both the individual and the collective. The relevance of riskscapes is found
in the collective construction which highlights the risks commonly perceived by the group. This
characteristic of riskscapes, reveals a collective need for adaptive anticipatory management
strategies at different scales. Together the riskscapes of both farmers form a broader picture of
the perceived threats that the agricultural community in the region is experiencing and
adaptive strategies that may become common practice amongst the
majority of producers. D.S.’s dual-role as a water manager and a farmer informs his riskscape by
seeing the changes in water levels but also having an awareness of the demand needed to supply
the agricultural sector. P.W.E. is solely a farmer and can only gauge the amount of risk posed by
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decreasing water levels from that vantage point, but presents a production style
which could be easily adjusted every irrigation season. These producers have a massive amount
of agricultural experience and knowledge which has identified a foreseeable pattern which makes
for a clear and probable future. Both agricultural producers have a vision of the future that exists
with a significant degree of probability that allows them to observe water related risks and
mitigate the appropriate approach to them.
In contrast to the previous farmers, the futurescapes described by the next two farmers do
not have a set pattern or relieving sense of predictability. Instead the probable futures that are
described in the futurescapes take on a more pessimistic tone of apocalyptic
eventualities based on their observed reality. Futurescapes allow producers to discuss the future
and this space in many dimensions and proximities. Dimensions being plausible, probable, and
preferable, and proximities include the self, others, the environment. Within these parameters is
the need to understand how farmers ‘speak’ about the perceived alternative futures of water i.e.
foresight narratives, but also how they ‘see’ the landscape of the future.
Within the discussion of various alternative futures the concept of futurescapes is most
applicable to the ‘probable’ future as this sub-category of alternative futures follows an
anticipated trajectory based on reality. The futurescapes from the next two producers are
describing what they perceive to be an inevitable result of current agricultural and societal
practices in the region. Consequently, these futurescapes are a constructed version of the future
that is felt to be the most probable given their knowledge and understanding. Production styles
and societal behaviors influence the way the future is described by both producers. Interestingly
enough the farmers are on the younger side of the spectrum from the cohort. They have
identified what they sense is an almost guaranteed agricultural and environmental deterioration.
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The first futurescape was collected from A.G. a 30-yearold producer who describes a probable future that traces the effect of people’s comfort on the
environment. They envision the future as, “living in a giant conditioned, air
conditioned hell. There's gonna be people just don't like going outside when it's really
hot. So it's gonna create more waste and more pollution because now we're like, relying on these
cooling units, which is really sad. Not too bad out here in the summer. If you're in the shade.
You have to acclimate yourself. I wish people would just would acclimate themselves a little bit
more, more proper clothing”. This vision of the future is based on the observed reality of the
producer. Right now people refuse to endure any discomfort related to their overall
surroundings and this collective avoidance of discomfort will probably lead
to increasingly unpleasant outdoor conditions. If, however, people would adjust to their location,
such as the arid weather of the MRGRB, then they would be able to enjoy and live more
sustainable lives.
J.B. has a similar interpretation of the probable alternative future that is based
on observed patterns in real time. He describes a practice where outside growers will infiltrate a
region with large opportunity and low-value land and destroy it. Once they have used all of the
resources available these growers will move on to the next location and continue with this unruly
cycle. J.B. contextualizes the status of the farmers in the MRGRB by saying, “I just think that the
people who have wells are going to run dry, they're going to mess up their soil, and they're going
to move somewhere else. Because it happens everywhere else. California farmers, they do that
all the time. They'll go, they'll use up their soil and they'll leave it shitty, unable for things to
grow. And then they'll move to Utah where it's not popular, there's probably more nature. That's
what happens here in New Mexico too. That's why a lot of farmers come here because the land is
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so cheap, compared to Los Angeles, they could buy a lot of land, when they'll just fuck it over
and then they'll leave. They'll go to another small little community and ruin their shit too.” The
probability of this occurring in the region is very high in the mind of producer J.B. because it is
based on a distinguishable pattern that is utilized by large-scale growing corporations.
The futurescapes from both producers provide different visions of decline in the
region. There is also a focus on the finite nature of resources, and a dutiful sense of value in land
stewardship that is highlighted in the futurescapes. This is a different vision from
the riskscapes collected, which centered on the plight of the farmer and water
insecurity. Merging the descriptions from both scapes about the probable future we can see
different levels and points of concern for the agricultural producers. Whether the driving force is
perceivable risks or observed decline, there exists within both types of scapes a strong sense of
eventuality. This tangibility makes these vision of ‘probable alternative futures.
4.5 C) PREFERABLE
The last sub-category of ‘preferable’ alternative potential futures was the least referenced
from the two previous categories with an aggregated total of 65 times. The wide disparity
between future sub-categories can be explained by conceptualizing the ‘preferable’ space of the
future. This futurescape encapsulates the desires producers are projecting on the future, and it
contemplates the question “what would you like/want to happen?”. Understandably, the
preferred future sub-category was least referenced given the line of questioning and
concentration in the interviews. There is little to be desired when addressing the topic of
uncertain/decreasing water futures with agricultural producers who are entirely dependent on
water. The first round of interviews did not actively tackle any aspect of a preferred future. As a
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result, responses tagged as the ‘preferred’ future subcategory were not included in this section
due to their brevity and lack of depth when considering this alternative future.
Consequently, during the revision of the questionnaire for the second round of interviews
producers were asked several questions that compelled them to actively envisage a preferred
futurescape, questions like “What does this region look like to you in 30 years?” or “Can
agriculture continue in this region?”. The majority of farmers from the second round of
interviews were optimistic in the long-term survival of regional agriculture. This section will
analyze three foresight narratives of preferred futurescapes captured from agricultural producers
in the MRGRB. They are complementary pieces of evidence that reveal the interactions amongst
different types of producers and the conflicting visions they have about the preferred future. First
is 30-year-old urban farmer A.G. who talks about the way age becomes a barrier for
sustainability. Secondly, is farmer 59-year-old O.F. whose confident outlook into the future
dictates his unsustainable production planning despite trending water decreases. Lastly, we
present 29-year-old Y.H., also an urban farmer, who perceives a balance between the two
schools of thought embodied by the other two farmers.
The exercise of discussing alternative futures serves to critically evaluate our current
practices and behaviors and trace the outcomes of those into the foreseeable future. In the case of
the preferable alternative future, preferences for a desirable outcome encourage people consider
adjusting to changes needed in order to guarantee the realization of the preferred futurescape.
However, how can one address current behaviors for a future they perceive will not affect them?
Such is the dilemma pondered by A.G.: “So there's a disconnect. But then you see these like
younger farmers who are passionate about conservation and and trying to change that model. So
it's a battle but you know, like the older people are more like got to use it. And then the younger
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generations we got to save it.” Given the proximity by which older farmers view the realm of the
future they do not consider optimizing their production towards a sustainable 30-50 year goal but
rather a beneficial one in the next 5-10 years. The next grower O. F. talks about the way the future
and how the current water management frameworks play into his production planning.
“Well, I mean that's how you make decisions on your farm. But we just assume we're
gonna have this water. You're putting trees in. You assume that the water is going to be there 50
years from now. Well, you know, obviously it's not that big of a deal. You just, you're putting in
pecan trees. I've already done [that]. I put a bunch in and I'm going to continue to do it. So is
everybody else. So yeah, we have confidence, maybe in our Irrigation District that we're going to
have that water. And that's, maybe that's not the best way to look at things, but we're doing it.
You just never know so, I want to establish that over the next, I don't know, 10 years. And that's
important to me. So, I guess mine is more of a short term, versus there's people that you know,
long range planners. I mean, I like to do that, but I got to get stuff done right now.”
This quote is almost a reply to the previous farmer A.G. in terms of how both use the
resources available to them. Again we see the influence future proximity to the person has in the
decision-making of the different producers. The futurescape they envision correlates with their
presence in it and the benefits they will reap in the foreseeable space. For the older farmers this
preferred future manifests itself into a myopic vision of the future and reiterating what O.F. said
in his response, he will continue planting water-intensive pecan trees for the next ten years
without any regard for decreasing water levels. The ‘use it or lose it’ mentality is a prevalent
ideology in the region. It exists within the water governance structure of water rights and is
engrained in the practices and behaviors of producers.
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Our last agricultural producer does not share either mentality from those presented above,
instead he straddles both styles of production. He sees merit in preparing and working towards a
sustainable future but also the value of staying on the current course. When asked about what he
could see in the future of agriculture Y.H. responded with this, “The state of agriculture, for the
most part, I feel so positive. I'm so excited for our future generations, they're going to have better
food. They're going to have food that's closer to what our great grandparents ate, which is actually
kind of real food. Our parents and our grandparents, they are already getting chemical soup. We
have to merge those differently. We have to use the best of science and technology. And the depth
of our ancestral wisdom was thrown out when we got science. When somebody threw miracle
grow on the ground in their plant blew up and got so huge…Yeah, I think it's going to be getting
way, way worse and a lot of ways getting way, way better. But there's these two communities
existing simultaneously until something big happens and kind of shakes it up again…We're getting
smarter. We're catching rainwater, we're building buildings, so that catches its own rainwater. So
that water everybody's drinking it's from the rain. And so there's ways to just design all this
properly and it's not hard. It just takes a little bit more elegance.”
Unlike the battle of the ages depicted by A.G. or the business-as-usual approach of O.F.,
Y.H. has found a balance between these two approaches, an approach which can merge the
advantages garnered by emerging technologies and the stewardship of nature that is central to
agricultural production. The vision of the preferable futurescape looks very different depending on
which agricultural producer is describing it. Preferable futurescapes amongst these farmers range
from conservation strategies, relying on similar conditions to remain, or to blend sustainable
practices and established behaviors in the foreseeable time. Ultimately, the agricultural community
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of the MRGRB must decide which futurescape they deem most preferable and what changes are
needed to guarantee that shared or possibly fragmented vision.
4.6: Five Tenets of Agrarian Ideology
Agricultural producers were specifically targeted for this study due to their proximity and
role in the decline of water resources. Producers are constantly interacting with the land and
resources around them; they benefit from the health and continuity of the resources available in
the region. There is a perceived claim of ideological and material power that is fueled by the
agrarian creed. Shifting conditions and availability of these resources threaten this claim as well
as their livelihoods, traditions, family, and other aspects of their identity. William Flinn and
Donald Johnson’s (1974) five tenets of agrarianism work to define agricultural producers at their
most basic level. Although the tenets are not strictly independent of each other and exist within a
similar form of thinking, they do not consider the intersecting tendencies and other nuances that
can affect producers in the Rio Grande. Understanding these complexities influences the analysis
of the responses categorized under the agrarian ideology sub-categories/tenets which are,
agrarian fundamentalism, agrarian naturalism, independence, hard work, and the family farm.
This is a unique portion of the population whose foresight narratives and perceptions of
water futures can be viewed through the lens of agrarianism. Using the agrarian ideology
framework as a bridge between the frameworks of foresight and social organization of denial, as
the tenets highlight values and attitudes from both the individual and the group. This section will
explore the ways growers are self-strategizing but also reproducing narratives amongst their
community and possible group-planning that arises from these agrarian ideals. The reproduction
of similar discourses within the community affects the ways producers envision and respond to
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the future. Understanding the how the tenets of agrarianism are embodied in the MRGRB can
inform motivations behind their foresight narratives.
4.6 A) AGRARIAN FUNDAMENTALISM
The first sub-category/tenet aptly named Agrarian Fundamentalism establishes a notion
that farming/agriculture upholds the rest of society; therefore, society would not be able to sustain
itself without this industry. Given this understanding, all other sectors of industry are beholden to
agriculture and the labor of the agricultural producer. The total coded references for this subcategory was 66, the majority of which came from the second round of interviews conducted.
Given the types of crops being grown in this region it was interesting to find agrarian
fundamentalism was embodied amongst the producers, because small producers growing
vegetables did not have a substantial production or distribution network that could supply a large
amount of people and large farmers were growing commodity crops such as pecans and cotton.
Even with these limitations producers still maintained and reproduced the rhetoric surrounding
agrarian fundamentalism. This section will analyze the ways agrarian fundamentalism presented
itself amongst the producers.
The first producer D.S. provides a classic example of American Agrarian Fundamentalism.
He maintains the idea that they of agricultural producers is to provide for the country and other
qualities that align with the agrarian image. He stated, “[I] know the love of the land and the reward
they feel from a successful harvest, they are very hardworking people. We need farmers to feed
the nation, imports from other countries do not retain that quality. Every time a farm is lost, that
crop production is lost.” This quote is the typical archetype for agrarian fundamentalism, and it
also touches on the other four tenets in only three sentences. The responsibility to feed the nation
is a patriarchal sentiment and is unsurprising given the heavily gendered nature of the agricultural
industry. D.S. is also a participating member of the water management frameworks in the region
and a farmer. Having interests in both sides of the water issue can explain his strong reverence for
the agricultural producers.
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Similar to D.S., both on the older side of the age group and high level of experience was
J.I. who commented on the industry as follows, “You have a better possibility of winning going to
Las Vegas. The risk in agriculture is constant, and producers are placing bets every day. The odds
are stacked against them and ready to make them lose. Unfortunately, we all need the basics which
are food, clothing, and protection. Sure we can get rid of the agricultural industry but then what
will you eat? Computers and phones? We need producers. Often times, the importance of
agriculture is minimized because people take it for granted. They think they have constant access
to produce. However, they don’t see how producers regulate the market and crop shortages.” J.I.
has lifelong knowledge of agriculture and particularly in this region, and his quote reflects the
conceptualization of agriculture as society’s backbone. He also touches on the hidden and intricate
networks of produce distribution. J.I. makes an interesting observation, when he mentions the
disconnect between people and their produce. This double-edged sword where distribution
networks work to facilitate supply and movement of produce. The proficiency of these systems
downplays our dependence on the agricultural industry around the world.
These distribution networks have a complicated role in the MRGRB as they intrusively
expel small local producers from the market. Agrarian fundamentalism is the idea that society
would cease to function without the presence of farmers. However, the theoretical grounding of
this tenet is somewhat dated and fails to consider the massive advantageous of multinational
corporations have over local producers. Our two previous farmers were older and had a classic
view of the agricultural industry’s role in society. Younger farmers with smaller productions do
not share the same experience when competing in the agricultural market. The youngest participant
in this study, J.B. had this to say, “No, I don't think so, I think through monopolies like Walmart,
Sam's Club, even Whole Foods and Sprouts. Even if they're selling organic, I think they take away
that local money. You know, local money stays local. And I think that's what affects the farmers
because we can't go to Yuma, Arizona and pick up our lettuce for 50 cents a pound. You know,
we actually have to grow it, sell it, we have to make sure that we're making our money off of it or
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else I can't. If I'm making just enough money to buy the seeds, what's going to happen with my
bills?”
J.B. expanded on the disillusionment experienced by young producers trying to be farmers
in today’s agricultural market. The image of agriculture as young farmers attempting to enter what
they perceive as agriculture does not exist to the extent they believe. Although agriculture may
possibly be the basis of society, the reality of capitalized agriculture does not benefit or support
local small producers to the degree it had before. Crop shortages are almost non-existent or at least
unperceived by the public as crops can be imported from around the world. Conditions of the
shrinking agricultural sector reflect these external pressures. Urban sprawl, disappearing farmland,
and water uncertainties are all interconnected producer L.R. noticed this process, “There's a lot of
farms that aren't farms anymore. In the Lower Valley, all that area was farmland at one time. And
now there's still canals in there and you still have your water rights, but it's usually just houses
there. That's probably the misuse I would say just not because I don't think they deserve it. Because
it's better use for the production of food than that just for watering your lawn to look pretty.” L.R.
is aware of this regional abandonment of agriculture and the way it has affected water allotment.
His quote connects the agrarian ideals behind agrarian fundamentalism and the uncertainty of
water futures in the region.
Agrarian fundamentalism values are still reproduced by agricultural producers in the region
of the MRGRB as evidenced by the responses presented in this section. However, the claim made
by characteristically older farmers does not represent the experienced reality in the region,
particularly for disillusioned small/younger farmers who have not been able to capitalize on their
efforts to the expected extent. This incomplete representation of reality minimizes the advantages
large highly capitalized farms have on produce supply/distribution and claims to resources. An
example of this is the Elephant Butte Irrigation district, whose board is entirely comprised of pecan
farmers. EBID releases water following the pecan season at the dismay of other crop productions.
The effect of factors like these have a negative impact on the long-term survival of smaller farms.
In the next section, we will explore how producers interpret the tenet of agrarian naturalism.
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4.6 B) AGRARIAN NATURALISM
As the second tent of the Agrarian Ideology theoretical framework, the agrarian naturalism
sub-category was the most referenced with an aggregated total of 114 references across both sets
of interviews. The bulk of these references was made during the second round of interviews which
is unsurprising given the structure of the interviews and the recording factor. Additionally,
references made to this sub-category were from agricultural producers reminiscing about farm life.
Agrarian naturalism establishes the idea that the agricultural existence/experience is the natural
and healthy way of living, especially when compared to city life. Within this definition of agrarian
naturalism are two core principles which will be used in the presentation of evidence given by the
producers. Firstly, agriculture is the natural and healthy vocation for people. Secondly, a rejection
of the city life and urban users. A total of four farmers will be used to support the agrarian
naturalism sub-category and its two core principles.
Producer J.B. provided an all-encompassing quote for the core component of agrarian
naturalism. He stated, “I feel the responsibility. We're already connected. I feel our responsibility
is to show that to people. My perspective is to provide local organic and healthy food. That should
be every farmer’s mission, to grow nourishing food to nurture people who need it with all walks
of life, not just a certain race or certain area of people, but everybody should have that care for
growing. You know you're getting [food] that is good for yourself and the environment.” J.B.
addresses the healthy “natural” quality of the agricultural life to a degree that makes it a
responsibility for farmers. He widens the original understanding of health incorporate that of the
environment as well as the health of the farmer/people. This is important when discussing
environmental health in the MRGRB as both river and aquifer health are in rapid decline.
Maintaining this conceptualization of the agrarian naturalism is our next producer who gives an
intimate description of the sub-category.
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“To me. Farming is a spiritual thing. It's an incredibly spiritual thing. I have to do more
dynamic movements to get to the plant instead of just bending over. Repetitive stress injuries are
huge issue for farmers. It varies depending on the farmer, that's for sure. But if you're asking me
personally, it's incredibly rewarding. And it seems to be a very honest profession. Because [I am]
connected to truth, to things that are really happening. And doesn't matter what ideas you have
about farming. At the end of the day, the plants are either going to do good or they're not going to
do good. Everybody has their crazy ideas and theories and stuff. But at the end of the day, the
proof is right there. And I love that about farming, it's super tangible. Your results are right there.
I always want to grow my own food because I know I can grow it better than anyone else. And I
really believe that. There's something about being around your own plants that you grow. It's better
than if somebody else does it for you.” The way Y.H. manifests the agrarian naturalism tenet
reveals a different approach to the goodness/health aspect. Although, he does mention some
physical benefits to being an agricultural producer, he focuses on an abstract interpretation of
agriculture. “Connected to truth” follows a similar sentiment of the sub-category’s core principle
of agriculture being good and natural. Agrarian values are held at different degrees, but for Y.H.
he sees no other option than the agrarian way of life.
The next two farmers will discuss the second principle of the sub-category of agrarian
naturalism, which is agricultural life is better than the city life. This idea is not solely limited to
farmers, as urban dwellers may also believe this rhetoric of the idealized farm life. First, we have
L.R. who has found ways to capitalize on this romanticized perception of the bucolic scene. He
said, “People don't realize how much farmland is here when they come out. I don't think we're that
big. For them it's probably night and day. I guess because I've always been in the Ysleta area, I
didn't see the big transition. It's good to be here because what I do is we have a games set up for
the kids in the orchard, we have activities. I'm not charging to come in, you come in, enjoy your
day and leave when you want. You don't have to buy nothing from me if you don't want to. But
people enjoy just coming out. I will have vendors here. Enjoy your country day.” The comments
made by L.R. do not snub the urban way of life, but they do paint the farm life as an escape from
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the hustle and bustle of the city. Subtleties in the language he uses such as night and day, bridge
this idea of the wellness of the agrarian life in contrast with that of the city. Our last producer
conveys a similar comparison of these lifestyles but in a more diplomatic manner.
P.W.E. stated, “Well it's kind of exciting to go to the city and work. You work in the city,
it's kind of exciting to go out into the country and see what's going on. And you can kind of think,
Oh, this would be so neat. I don't have, that city's a rat race. In ways it is driving, parking, sitting
there for eight hours. Well, that's kind of the same thing with farming. So I don't know that depends
on the person. The farmer's responsibility is to farm, grow crops that will provide him with an
income and then he must also do it in a way that does not hurt the environment. And that is a
responsible method.” His comments link back to the ideas put forth by J.B. the first producer, they
both talk about the responsibility farmers have in terms of production and environmental health.
The sub-category of agrarian naturalism is vital to discussions about uncertain water futures in the
region because it can help link agricultural and urban stakeholders. Finding common ground on
the value of having an agricultural sector that is sustainably maintained can allow the industry to
continue without threatening the water supply of the city. This study is aimed at anticipatory
methods and this sub-category truly captures the inclusive and transformative solutions that could
be put forth by joining different stakeholder groups.
4.6 C) INDEPENDENCE
The tenet of independence as defined by the study of Flinn and Johnson (1974) emphasizes
economic independence of the farmer. The present study has expanded the definition of
independence for broader application and beyond the economic dimension to include the major
systems at play in the surrounding landscape. Due to the focus on water futures the systems being
discussed are mainly those which control the regional hydrology. Conjunctive water use is a longstanding practice which agricultural producers especially those with water rights in New Mexico
and all landowners in Texas. Given the existence and ambiguity of these water rights in the
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MRGRB, conversations of systemic independence serve to contrast how the tenet is perceived by
agricultural producers and the lived realities of the region. The sub-category of independence had
an aggregated total of 43 references, making it the smallest sub-category of the five tenets.
References made to the independence sub-category will be presented in two parts. Firstly, an
agricultural producer who exhibited loss of economic independence in agriculture. Secondly, two
producers who discuss issues of both economic and systemic independence pertaining to water
rights in New Mexico. Lastly, a lengthy observation from a Texas producer defending the
unalienable water rights of senior productions in the region.
The first producer A.G. discusses the way agriculture in the United States has been
corrupted from its original intention. They said, “Oh, I mean, I feel food is so integral in all aspects
of what we do. A lot of people take it for granted, I feel, because we expect to have food. And a
lot of [the] food that we get in grocery stores isn't the highest quality. People go in with integrity,
wanting to grow and feed people and then you get thrown into, how farming is subsidized. How
the government has such control and pricing, how you have to buy seeds from certain companies
you want to grow something is highly regulated.” This quote references other tenets from agrarian
ideology but it makes evident the significant loss of independence. The past fifty years have seen
a complete industrialization of agriculture, elements of the agrarian values and beliefs have been
lost since the study on which the theory is based. Economic independence is almost non-existent
given the degree of government involvement and regulation within the industry. Production scale
limits the number of choices and decision-making farmers can make, smaller productions like
A.G.’s are able to enjoy more freedoms than large scale corporate productions. Such intrusive
measures affect other aspects of the agrarian identity such as the viability of the family farm, or
the healthy nature of the lifestyle.
Loss of economic independence is a small price to pay for agricultural producers whose
main source of income is produce distribution. L.M. began as a farmer but has since shifted to
produce brokering and distribution. His decision to transition was partially due to a lack of water
on his property. L.M. has also found ways to skirt the regulatory agencies that supervise
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groundwater usage in the New Mexico area of the MRGRB. His indifference towards uncertain
water futures was evident when he stated, “Extreme drought would not affect [him] because they
don’t depend solely on agriculture to survive. He could not grow in 2002 and depends more on
import and export of produce. To fix this, I bought the plot next to mine for 28-acre feet with water
rights. I put in 1 well which was allowed but after using it I could tell the water was very bad, so I
got a permit for another well and was going to discontinue the other one, but I just left it. I put
another one deeper this time and away from the first one. The quality of the water was better but
still bad. I went back to get another permit and was told to discontinue my other wells, but I didn’t.
This time I dug another well and the water quality was much better. I built two more wells, the
man who does it refused but I told him it was fine, if anything were to happen, he would not be
involved. Soon the office of the state engineer came to tell me to discontinue my wells. I told them
I had permit for all my wells, but he said there was no record of them in the system. Luckily, I had
receipts for all of the wells except for the second well, the price of wells had gone from $5.00 in
2001, $25.00 in 2006, and $125.00 in 2010. The last three wells were $125.00 each, and they were
surprised I had the receipts, but they still told me to discontinue the other wells. I still get letters
from them, but I don’t pay them much attention.”
L.M’s testimony describes the lack of systemic independence producers have. In New
Mexico water rights are your only access to irrigation. However, there are governance and
oversight issues that allow agricultural producers to circumvent the ambiguity of these water laws.
As stated by L.M., he was able to buy a plot with water rights next to his production and move that
water onto his primary plot of land. He also installed several wells that were prohibited but
received no actual consequence beyond a small fine. L.M. can test the limits of the water
management agencies because although he is dependent on the hydrological systems in which he
resides, he could continue with his livelihood due to his economic independence from agriculture.
Not all producers have this luxury, and our next producer A.A.G. explains the dilemma
experienced by many New Mexico farmers who depend on water availability managed by the
water district and determined by water rights.
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Access to water in New Mexico is defined by the water rights attached to your property as
A.A.G. explains, “If you don’t pay, you can lose your water rights even if they don’t mean anything
anymore. They were worth something before when the irrigations were from 8-10 this year
possibly only 1, but you have to have them for the property value, even if you pay the same amount
for less water.” As trends in water levels continue to decrease each year, water rights and water
availability will become a major issue for agricultural producers in the New Mexico part of the
MRGRB. Issues of increased water cost and diminished returns from production could mean a
possible exodus of the smaller productions in the region. Leaving behind massive agriculture
corporations that can afford to cover the costs of water and buy land with water rights attached.
Independence is a complex tenet due to the nuances between symbolic independence and lived
realities of systemic water management. Our last producer is an embodiment of the symbolic
independence agricultural producers cherish but are often denied due to the establishment of
governmental agencies overseeing their productions.
O.F. presents some contradictory statements that uphold the symbolic independence that is
vital to the values of agricultural producers whilst being completely dependent to the water
management frameworks that allocate water. First, he discusses the role of the water district in a
positive light, “I think our Irrigation District does a very good, very efficient as compared to
Elephant Butte Irrigation District. The district owns wells, and they pump the water into the canal
when water short for the farmers. They pump it in and it helps out the farmer. It's not great water,
but it helps it out. Those are some of the things that people don't understand. Our Irrigation District
is very efficient. We conserve water really good.” The topic of water depletion causes him to shift
responsibility onto the city and its users. “So is there going to be less water? Yeah, but it's not
going to be because of us, it's going to be because of the urban user. There'll be a time where the
city of El Paso is going to try to go after this. You're talking to the wrong people. You need to talk
to the urban people. We conserve water very well.” This statement overlaps with the agrarian
naturalism tenet on the goodness and healthy nature of the farm life.
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O.F. then defends the water usage by agricultural producers and the rights to water attached
to senior productions in the region. “We get a lot of water but see, that's the nice thing about the
land in the valley, [and] water rights are tied to it. And that's a federal compact that happened a
hundred something years ago. And you know, all our grandparents, great grandparents on it, we
all paid for it, and in the Valle de Juarez, same thing, they have water rights. We have water rights.
It's very nice and I always tell you like we flood irrigate that's just because I have water rights.
And so yeah, water is very precious to us and we know what it does. as they say water is life. It's
true. I just want to ensure that they continue to follow the law which is water rights are attached to
the property. That's why you have that property. I think farmers get a black eye a lot of times, ah
those guys aren't good, they're just wasting water. But we conserve our resources. Well, I mean
that's how you make decisions on your farm. But we just assume we're going have this water.
You're putting trees in. You assume that the water is going to be there 50 years from now. That's
how water right owners feel, and they should feel that because they do own the water. That's maybe
the attitude that a lot of farmers have, but also the attitude is that we've gone through water
shortages. The big issue is, the surface water obviously, is what we want. We want the surface
water. We're not going to sell out. We're like hey this is our water. Well, this is what I would say,
that water’s mine not the city of El Paso. You know, I bought this property, water rights are
attached to it, my great grandparents, in a sense paid for this, paid for Elephant Butte, my great
grandparents and everybody else's. And the people up in El Valle de Juarez. And over here, we
paid for it, it's our water. We paid for that Dam. So I will tell you that's the way I look at it. The
city of El Paso buys land here in the valley that has water rights, they make contracts so that the
water still attached to the land. You can't get away from that law. But they use the water, but the
way I look at it is, it's our water. You can point the finger at agriculture. Say they're using way too
much water. Well, the reality is we have the water rights. We have a water rights the water is ours,
now the federal government wants to come in and take it away from us. Whatever. You know
that'll be another fight but we own the water. It's not that big of a deal. I'm putting in pecan trees.
I've already put a bunch in and I'm going to continue to do it. So is everybody else. So yeah, so we
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have confidence, maybe in our Irrigation District that we're going to have that water. And that's,
maybe not the best way to look at things, but we're doing it. The competition of the water is the
problem. Yeah, it could turn into a big ol’ fight. The reality is that surface water belongs to the
land. And those who own the land, that's our water.”
In his lengthy statement, O.F. touches on many aspects that are relevant to this study and
the independence sub-category. He amplifies the attitudes held by other agricultural producers in
Texas and the MRGRB. Independence is heavily tied to the agrarian creed and the remarks made
by O.F. reflect that conceptualization amongst producers. His comments are contradictory as he
both praises yet holds animosity towards the water district and the city. They proudly proclaim
systemic independence due to their ownership of water rights yet this is mostly independence in a
performative sense as they are still reliant on the decisions made by the water district. Claim to
land and water also influences the decisions he takes to the future, though there is not enough
evidence to suggest other farmers feel the same as this producer. O.F. sets himself as a voice for
other Texas farmers who will continue to plan their production regardless of declining water
availability. The sub-category of independence is symbolically experiences may have very real
effects on the decision making of farmers in the MRGRB who continue to plant water intensive
crops. Foreseeable declines in the water supply will continue and worsen if growers believe they
exist as an island unto themselves. Shared transboundary water sources require inclusive strategies
with all types of knowledge to develop comprehensive solutions that work for everyone including
agricultural producers.
4.6 D) HARD WORK
Farm work and labor is universally seen as synonymous with hard and strenuous work.
While this may be true in some cases, the reality in the MRGRB is very different. The classic
image of the farmer on the tractor is a rarity for the region. The hard work sub-category was only
tagged 50 times in the entire study, making it one of the least referenced sub-categories. Many
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factors affect the way growers discuss this sub-category. One defining factor was the size of the
production and the labor required to maintain. Scale of the production varies amongst the cohort
of urban and traditional growers. This section will discuss the interpretations three regional
growers have concerning hard work and the degree of involvement needed to meet their production
needs. The first grower has an urban farm and is aware of the intense demand the small plot
requires and the lack of reward there is given the amount of work.
A.G. “I don’t know I just kinda go with punches...now I've [been] full time farming for one
year. I can see myself doing it for the next five years. And I want to move up to food director
overseeing a bigger farm or like completely changing the direction of my field. Because it is so
labor intensive. I think my health. I get the stress from having to pay everything off is stressful.
Oh you're relying on your crops and what if a storm comes up and messes up your plants? Oh
gosh. Then not only that mental health, physical health. You're working non-stop you get up at
4:30 to be out there at 5 to start doing stuff and you get home when the sun comes down. That
wears on your body a lot. We come seven days a week to check our stuff. We come on the weekend
and be like, gotta check the plants. Gotta water. You can’t just let it fend for itself if you want to
make it productive. You have to give it so much attention. So much attention. Yeah, and the
economy is not good for small farmers because the amount of work it takes to grow an organic
vegetable, like how we do it, how people do it by hand, by actually taking care of the soil. Like,
we try to sell a carrot, a bunch of carrots at three bucks, when they really should be six bucks
because of the amount of work that goes into it. And, people just don't pay those prices it's hard. It
is hard the amount of work it takes. You don't get compensated the same. You're really doing it
out of love at this point. Yeah, I think it's just hard for a small farmer unless you have people
already wanting with accounts set up. Luckily, we're doing this for a nonprofit we grow for a
nursing home, and we sell our excess. [But] just having to rely on selling everything yourself is so
hard without having contracts already in place or agreements with reps, local restaurants and
companies. I couldn't do it. I know I wouldn't be able to. It's hard.”
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A.G. touches on two important components of the hard work sub-category, these are: cost
and demand. Cost here is understood in both the labor costs and the health costs of growing food
in an urban sized production. They are unsustainable in a grander scale and would be very difficult
to implement on larger productions without sacrificing something in the process. At the same time,
there is very little demand to offset the amount of labor that is being put into growing crops in this
manner. The homegrown image of farmers tilling away at the soil and growing food from a seed
is found amongst urban farmers who do not depend entirely on their production to survive. Both
A.G. and our next farmer J.B. had other sources of income to supplement their passion for farming.
Transitioning the urban model to the larger scale forms of production seems like a great
idea you take into account the amount of work this style of growing takes. In this quote J.B.
elaborates on his disapproval of the agricultural status quo. “If you think about it, should I just pay
five guys on a tractor to spray this? And you know, they could harvest it through the tractor, they
could spray their chemicals off the tractor, they could seed off the tractor, and they could do
hundreds and thousands of acres with five people versus hundreds of thousands of people on
hundreds of thousands of pieces of land doing each of them by hand. It really does add up, but
there is ways but they're just so embedded into it. Like don't fix it if it's not broken, but it's broken.
You just don't see it.”
Looking back at the past two quotes we can see a major departure from the hard work
characteristic of the agrarian lifestyle. The industrialization of agriculture has become an
incredibly effective machine of production, but there are major downsides for the mass production
of crops. An older and more “traditional” farmer explains who bears the burden of these downsides
and blames the exploitation that takes place to “Most of these big farmers. I don't think they've
been on their tractor in 20-30 years. You know, it's just the way it is. And our labor is an issue.
We're here right on the border, where it's always been tapped into Mexico for farm labor. People
don't want to work you know. [Because] you can work 60 hours a week and you're not going to
get overtime. And that's tough. The old timers, the old viejitos those that have been working on
farms forever. Those are the best because they work. They like to work, you know. But the reality
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is, they've probably been getting shortchanged all their lives. They can survive, but and we're
talking about here locally. Here locally, they can survive, but it's very hard to, see most farmers
are not used to working, the image you have of a farmer, you know, you get up and get on the
tractor, it doesn’t exist”
This quote is especially true for bigger growers, from other interviews, these growers were
the least likely to implement water saving techniques or even open to such strategies. Exploitation
of cheap labor is an inevitable and unfortunate reality of border living. Just as hydrology is
transboundary, so is labor and O.F.’s comments reflect that. Hard work is not a defining
characteristic of farmers, and this presents a challenge to the implementation of sustainable
solutions towards water conservation. Future studies are needed to prove precision farming
methods in the region. The sub-category of hard work was not referenced as much in the entirety
of this study, and this is not surprising given the state of labor in the region. In this region, hard
work has become an automated task passed off to cheap laborers. The pressures to work hard are
taken away as farmers choose paths of least resistance when it comes to crops, labor, and methods.
Many farmers have long-established growing routines for their production which do no include
investing additional time and effort towards ensuring appropriate water usage. Ultimately, this
relates back to the issue of sustainable agriculture for the region. As growers are not inclined to
take on additional work or practices that could prolong the life of local water sources.
4.6 E) FAMILY FARM
The final tenet of Agrarian Ideology is the sub-category of the Family Farm, which had a
total of 45 coded references across both rounds of interviews. Although this was not one of the
most discussed sub-categories, it was one that the majority of the growers touched on. Out of 14
farmers interviewed throughout the course of this study, 13 of the 14 made some remark about
their children and the farm. The farmer who did not make any comments about children was T.B
who did not have children or connection with generational productions. Children are a powerful
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motivator when considering desirable water futures, sustainable practices, and the family farm.
Out of the many quotes provided during the interviews with agricultural producers, the one who
spoke with full devotion towards his family and production was producer L.R. Producer L.R.
was a nut grower on the Texas side of the Rio Grande, his views regarding the sub-category of
the family farm reveal the various facets encompassed by this concept. He talks about the future
of water in the region, generational productions, the new generation of growers, and provides a
heartwarming glimpse into the life of an agricultural family.
When discussing the decline of water in the region he was not oblivious to the current
state of the regional hydrology. “It doesn't surprise me. It frightens me, for my kid's kids
probably. I don't really think it's gonna affect my kids too much, but maybe my kid's kids. But
hopefully. Every generation has a lot of smart, intelligent, smart people that come out. Mother of
necessity is the mother of invention. So, they'll put their minds to it and they'll be able to make
something either or help out in some way. Yeah, the water is pretty crucial for our farm. Most of
them want to have their kids inherit and so they want [water] in the future too. I think the only
time it doesn't [matter] is when you get into big business agriculture. Well, that's when they're
more greedy and take, take, take and don't worry about the future.” This is an optimistic outlook
on the future held by many people which minimizes the severity of the issue. Human adaptation
can only get so far. Given the capitalistic demand for infinite growth on a planet with finite
resources this mentality can serve to appease current worries but does little to mitigate
foreseeable issues. The quote also makes mention of an even bigger issue in the region which is
agribusiness.
This next quote by L.R. discusses the ability for people to maintain a larger level of
production without losing the connection to the family farm. It also provides an example of
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farms being passed down whilst expanding growth remaining competitive amongst the big
corporations. L.R. explains, “Even my buddy that picks up 2-3 million pounds, he has family
that he's invested into this, So he wants his daughters or his sons to continue. He's not a business.
He's a family business but a large scale. He wants [that] to continue. His grandfather was a
worker on the farm. He worked on the farm with his grandfather.” Speaking with other farmers
in this region, the practice of growing and maintaining a substantial production has become a
rarity. Unfortunately, family farms are being lost due to a lack of agricultural interest by the next
generation or the returns from the production are too expensive or laborious.
The new generation is a key factor in the sub-category of family farms and it is up to
current producers to entice their children into continuing the business. Though L.R. had been
farming his whole life, it was not until his father made the investment to purchase their current
farm that he had a farm to call his own. L.R. recalls, “this farm came up for sale in 2001. We
purchased in 2001. We've been doing it for 19 years. I don't know if [agriculture] is growing and
I would assume most farms are gonna sell off. The new generation, our newer generation [isn’t]
picking up farming. But that's what I can assume. There's no information to back it up. I would
like [my kids] to go out, do college, get a job, and then when they're ready to come back to the
farm. This is hopefully generational.” This quote does not provide financial information that was
mentioned in other parts of this thesis, where L.R. still needs more years to pay off the farm and
is constantly thinking of different streams of revenue to make ends meet. Farm life is incredibly
stressful and at times unsustainable for smaller producers and families without the capital
backing enjoyed by the larger agribusinesses. Such constant stresses can deter younger people
from this way of life to a simpler and more predictable livelihood.
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Even with all of the complex underlying issues associated with the family farm subcategory L.R. gushed when talking about his farm life, “I love it here and I was able to take both
my kids cutting the grass on the tractor and I pick them up both from school on the tractor. I was
able to enjoy all that and I would love to get to pass on those memories to their kids. It wouldn't
be a full-time job. Just a little more security for my family. But this is still 100% my intention.
[Pecans] take forever to grow. They usually say when you plant it, it's for the next generation
because it just takes that long for them to start producing. Mine are still growing. I'm not strictly
farming, I know that the farm wants to take all my time. But I need to have some time with my
family, my kids, my wife, things of that nature.” This moving recollection truly exemplifies why
agricultural producers in the region are so adamant about their productions and passing them
down to their children. Bringing in their children discussing the future of water forces them to
contend with a vision of the future where such memories will not be made. The family farm tenet
also overlaps with the agrarian fundamentalism tenet in the region of the MRGRB, people want
to continue farming and producing but they lack resources to continue. This is true for farmers
like L.R. who wants to pass the farm down to his children but has financial pressures and
possibly water accessibility issues in the future. This threat to their water could prevent future
farmers and small producers from entering agriculture entirely.
4.7: Social Organization of Denial
The final theoretical grounding used to analyze the data gathered from agricultural
producers in the MRGRB was Kari Marie Norgaard’s (2006) theory on the “Social Organization
of Denial”. In Norgaard’s (2006) study, she defines socially organized denial to mean “ignoring
information about global warming takes place in response to social circumstances and is carried
out through a process of social interaction”. Utilizing Norgaard’s work on communal climate
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change denial as a foundation for this study, we aimed to identify shared narratives and
ideologies pertaining uncertain water futures that were prevalent amongst the cohort of producers
interviewed. This approach branches from a similar form of thinking as the previous section on
Agrarian Ideology. The collective narratives and attitudes of the cohort are a valuable glimpse to
developing a tangible shared vision of uncertain water futures that constructs foresight narratives
and is reproduced by the broader agricultural community. As previously mentioned in earlier
sections of this work, the theoretical frameworks applied in this study build on each other.
Beginning with the individual level of foresight narratives, then the regional Agrarian Ideology
that captures the local behaviors and practices of the farmers. Lastly, the framework of Social
Organization of Denial which considers how the agrarian ideologies of the MRGRB serve to
reproduce local narratives that construct the approach to uncertain water futures and trending
decreases in the available water. This section will analyze all three of these sub-categories of this
framework which are to address, deny, and/or be skeptical.
4.7 A) ADDRESSING THE WATER ISSUE
The sub-category of cooperation had an aggregated total of 154 references made in the
NVIVO 12 software. In the theoretical framework of Social Organization of Denial, addressing
the water issue encompasses the individual and collective willingness to recognize the problem
and adapt/shift behaviors and practices to mitigate undesirable conditions associated with climate
change. This study utilizes a similar application to address the issue by questioning producers on
uncertain water futures instead of climate change and gauging their disposition. It is valuable to
note that the majority of producers especially those with bigger productions had some form of
contact with their supervising water authority. Thereby explaining why, the entire cohort of
producers was aware about the possibility of uncertain water futures or trends in decreasing
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water levels. Results from the interviews unveiled two distinct understandings producers hold
towards addressing foreseeable water insecurity. The first understanding being, how they
perceive water and water usage at the individual level. Secondly, understood in a larger capacity
as that of a shared resource and a collective responsibility for conservation. This portion of the
study will discuss both understandings as discussed by two agricultural producers. Limiting the
responses to two farmers exemplifies the duality of the “address” concept.
At the individual level, addressing the issue centered on different strategies producers had
implemented or were willing to implement to conserve water. Common strategies mentioned
were coconut coir, mulch, and drip irrigation (bigger producers). This type of response, which
holds a strong sense of personal responsibility, comprised a smaller portion of the cooperation
responses. The first set of examples presented portray the individualistic understanding of the
‘address’ sub-category. Production style had a significant influence in the producer’s willingness
to implement water conservation tactics and strategies. Farmers with smaller production had
already incorporated some practices into their production and were more inclined than bigger
producers. Although majority of farmers with larger production had not utilized such methods, a
couple were open to some form of conservation in the future. Interestingly enough, it was not a
lack of exposure to conservation methods that caused this disparity in implementation as all the
producers exhibited knowledge about these practices. Other factors influenced the lack of these
methods in bigger production such as cost, efficiency, and technology available. Therefore, the
responses from producers used in this section will include one producer with an urban sized
production and the other producer with a larger traditional style of farming.
Small urban farmers like A.G. recognize the importance of employing water conservation
methods in their production. As explained by A.G., “Yeah even our small production [has] a lot
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of water waste. So we try to do like little stuff. We collect the water and water plants. And then
when we rinse the veggies for market, like I do it in a in the bed, running off. Because this is
water intensive and it all adds up. It really does…we don’t use a lot of water I feel. Our
production, we mulch, we try to mulch everything. So yeah, even less watering, mulching has
helped a lot. We don’t plant water intensive things and we do intensive gardening so we plant a
lot of things together but we mulch everything so it's not using a lot of water. People like to baby
their plants and I kind of like fend for yourselves, if you don't maybe you don't make it this is the
water I'm giving you. You can you can train plants in a way [that] can acclimate them to water
usage sometimes. But I think a lot of people [are] growing for money so you want it to look
really good. The drip really helps because it's like .13 of a gallon/minute. So great [you] can
leave it on. And mulching helps incredibly, we mulch with straw that will just break down and
go back into the earth. Great soil builder, is an insulator, [and] plentiful around. But it's just, I
just want to tell more people about it like we need to be conscious of our water and how we plant
is very important.”
The inclusion of water conservation strategies in agricultural production seems to be an
obvious and necessary practice to producers like A.G. In the arid region of the MRGRB, it can
be beneficial and easily implemented by smaller productions to utilize water in different
irrigation methods or continuously add mulch to the soil. This approach is not easily translated to
a larger production due to added expenses, lack of efficacy, or general unwillingness to
incorporate. Agricultural producer L.R. has a pecan orchard that is a larger scale production than
the former producer and also cultivates a highly popular and water intensive crop in the region.
He elaborates on the obstacles that prevent him from using more environmentally-friendly
approaches.
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L.R. “I still have a loan payment for the for the whole farm. But I'm getting really close
to four years of paying off the loan. So after that any money that was payments to the loan, I can
start investing them on products out there [like] earthworm castings, the poop to fertilize, it is
supposed to be so much better. I really don't like putting anything. Like I said before, I want to
take care of these for future generations. So I don't like putting any unnatural. So usually I just
use a compost and the ladybugs. We're organic, but not organic certified. Because that's more
money. I think that's the best way to do it. It's a little bit alternating Yeah. Mr. –redacted- had it,
he installed not a drip irrigation but another small pump where he has a pipe system to every
tree. So it releases water cause it still needs to be flooded, but it's not a drip. It's like an inbetween. I think that's one of the best. But that's a big investment. So I know but now as a
farmer, older, more mature, I see everything that can affect me, the water shortages affect me,
the different crops affect me, money affects me all those are very intertwined.”
This declaration by L.R. perfectly captures the impediments that are felt by agricultural
producers and the complexity that comes with the perceived role of land stewardship. L.R. is a
pecan farmer that is willing to incorporate the appropriate measures to conserve water for his
production. From other interviews with other agricultural producers echo L.R.’s point about the
added cost these methods have on their overall production. Such costs prove to be
disadvantageous to the farmer regardless of the environmental impact created by water intensive
and other harmful practices. A different point that was not addressed by L.R. is the critiques
about the efficacy of these water conservation strategies, particularly drip which was described
as a constant headache due to clogged drip tape. This becomes an added expense for bad
performance is not a worthy investment for many pecan farmers. There is also the issue of
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farmers who are entirely unwilling to change their style of production regardless of water
availability or environmental consequences.
The quotes above express the first type of understanding that agricultural producers had
about addressing the water issue. Here we will see those same farmers describe the second type
of understanding, one that focuses on the macro-level of cooperation. Collective action is a
double-edged sword when it comes to issues of water conservation as it removes the direct
personal responsibility and action takes on a more passive approach. The statements from the
same producers presented above, A.G. and L.R., reflect this shift in accountability.
A.G. said “I wish you just having more educational programs available to the public on
residential and commercial. If the state sponsored some workshops or sponsored like some
information campaigns better. And workshops, people are interested in workshops, you know,
have it at a state funded facility. I think that opens up people to learning about different ways,
you know, to save water and how to use irrigation.”
There is a stark difference between A.G.’s first quote and the one above, the statement is
not incorrect when they say educating the public would be a good approach to mitigate water
depletion in the region. However, this response does not have the same degree of creativity or
tailored strategies that they expressed when discussing their own production style. Many of the
initiatives A.G. proposes are already taking place in the region. In the following quote by L.R.
we will see very similar recommendations for collective cooperation.
L.R. states “ just more knowledge, more programs and more knowledge of everything on
how to use it properly, how to conserve it. I was saying about when to water when not to water
maybe more regulation on that. So, okay, you know what, we're going to raise it for everybody
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now and then we'll stop it. If they have more availability to the graphs and things that nature they
should share with us so that we can all be on the same page.”
Aside from urban sized producers, all of the agricultural producers interviewed for this
study had contact with their water authority. The different water districts governing the producers
would send regular correspondence and held monthly or seasonal meetings to discuss water levels
available for the growing seasons and water releases. Some producers admitted to tossing such
correspondence into the garbage or blatantly ignoring it. Only a very small minority of producers
had any involvement in these events. Of that small minority, two producers were directly involved
with water management frameworks in the region. This is not a personal criticism aimed at A.G. or
L.R., but a result of the social organization of denial that occurs in the region. The understandings
associated with addressing the water issue shift from an active role to a passive one when the
responsibility over water is shared collectively. The next section will discuss the role denial plays
in further inaction when addressing water depletion in the region.
4.7 B) DENIAL
The concept of collective denial is the central focus of Norgaard’s theoretical framework
the Social Organization of Denial. The sub-category of denial received a total of 103 references
from the farmers who participated in the interviews. In this section, four agricultural producers
will demonstrate the various facets of denial as they are embodied within the agricultural
community of the MRGRB. Unlike Norgaard, the interviews with producers were aimed at
addressing depleting water levels in the region rather than climate change. Both issues follow a
similar thought process and are compatible for theoretical analysis, as the social processes that
are exhibited when discussing climate change denial in a community are the same as those found
in the interviews with producers concerning resource exhaustion. Denial requires direct action
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from the person or group. Following Norgaard’s methodology, this section will discuss two
distinct types of denial which were found in the interviews with the agricultural producers of the
MRGRB, these are: literal denial and interpretive.
The first type of denial is literal denial, in the sample of agricultural producers the denial
of water issues is presented in the continuation of unsustainable practices. Continuity of flood
irrigation, and unregulated pumping in the region with knowledge of the precariousness of water
is emblematic of literal denial. Farmers who responded with literal denial were those with larger
and more established production. Growing in the arid region of the MRGRB has given these
farmers expectations from the environment. These expectations have an awareness of previous
drought years and wet years, neither of which has been perpetual. Unfortunately, due to changing
climatic conditions, growing populations, and competing industries, the environment of the
region is not the same as previous years. Literal denial ignores the trending hotter and drier years
of the past decades. The next two farmers display literal denial in deliberate ways, the first by
completely ignoring the SWIM projections presented during the interview. The second producer
had an emotional rejection to the data. These reactions both consist of literal denial although the
intent is different.
Y.H. said “I think everything is going normally. I don't think it’s changing, but it's all
according to the way it needs to go. I don't think it's changing in a bad way. Yeah, like it's a
projection. I don't trust scientists. Yeah, that's what it comes down to. And most agriculture
people, a lot of them, especially if they're like me don't trust scientists. I don't believe in it,
because I know that they can make anything look like anything. Yeah. So if I was the one that
built that computer system [it] would be spitting out different data, than if a different person built
it. So that's what I'm realizing. I'm realizing that a scientist is a huge variable in all of this. And it
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takes a lot of trust…How do I know this is not 100% bullshit? Yeah, it's taking me a lot of trust
that they're factoring in all the important facts. I'm having to trust a lot to even want to use my
brain power to even try to understand this. I'm like is it worth it? Do I even want to know this?
Or is it all bullshit?”
Interviewer asks: “How do you envision the data I just presented to you affecting you,
your children, the community? And are there any major problems?”
Y.H. “The data? Oh, the data doesn't affect me at all. There's no problem for me.”
This exchange exists in a microcosm of a bigger global issue, the rejection of science.
Literal denial for Y.H. arises from his distrust in the scientific community and the political selfserving biases he perceives from scientists. By establishing a hidden agenda, he is able to
convince himself of the validity of his practices. Ignoring and even refusing to ponder the
implications of water uncertainty amongst the agricultural community prevents transformative
and inclusive solutions from being made. Rejection of the science is not the only form of literal
denial. There were other producers who rejected the data not because of what they saw but how
it made them feel, A.A.G. is one such producer.
A.G. said “But yeah. it’s hard to look at because you're looking at the facts.
disheartening.”
Although, this is a very brief quote from this producer it captures the reality of literal
denial. Many people do not actively reject science or other forms of information, instead it is the
level of discomfort this information brings. As with other issues such as war or famine, climate
change denial is an uncomfortable topic which is easier to ignore than to address. Foreseeable
water insecurity functions in the same manner, collective action or solutions are too difficult to
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even contemplate. Resulting in a socially organized process of continuing unsustainable
behaviors and denying the existence of the issue entirely.
As discussed in previous sections of this work, interpretive denial occurs when a set
community does not deny the information being provided but it is understood differently from
the intended message. Narratives that are reproduced amongst a community, in this case the
agricultural producers work to warp the message of information. The agricultural ideology
presented in the previous section touches on how the community works to construct the tenets of
agriculture denial functions in a similar fashion. Within these shared ideas about agriculture are
depletion of water resources and uncertain water futures which are acknowledged but not
perceived as threats.
When asked if he was worried about the future of water in the region producer A.A.G.
answered with this, “To tell you the truth not really, I already knew about the water shortage, and
I believe it is important to change our watering ways. Especially to drip. Interesting, it could be
true but nature has many variables, sounds interesting but unreliable.” The idea of fluctuating
conditions in the environment was expressed by other producers in response to the SWIM water
projections. Producers who reiterated the ability of the environment (river) to recover were older
and more experienced producers. Whether it is experience, hope, or interpretive denial this
subset of the producers was convinced that the region would never dry up regardless of the
climate trends.
Beyond simply deciphering the projections, these were also aimed at making farmers
consider the practices they were partaking in and how those actions affect regional water
sources. M.H. embodied interpretive denial by denying the issue with current agricultural
practices, “Does not see a pattern in the graphs as they keep fluctuating, believes farmers are
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more aware of conservation methods than what is being presented. Not really because he was
aware of a water problem.” Given the established premise that water in the region is under threat
of water insecurity, the idea that the practices of the agricultural region are not a contributing
factor is a constructed narrative to deflect responsibility. Narratives such as the ones presented in
this section are working along the same structures of the agrarian tenets discussed previously.
The agricultural community upholds and promotes ideas which are functioning to address water
issues or deny them entirely. There is one final that does not foment cooperation or denial about
water issue but skepticism.
4.7 C) SKEPTICISM
The sub-category of skepticism in the theoretical framework of Social Organization of
denial was the smallest of the two previous sub-categories, with a total of 44 references across
both rounds of interviews. This speaks to a general consensus about the impending water issues
in the region. Awareness about this issue is propagated by the water districts and the social
context of desert living. Skeptical rhetoric amongst the cohort was not about the legitimacy of
decreasing water levels. Instead they were skeptical of the SWIM projections presented and the
role of agriculture in the depletion of water sources. Farmers did not acknowledge relationships
between river/aquifer exhaustion and agriculture. They dismissed the data presented as “too
extreme” and “unlikely to occur”, especially farmers in the first round of interviews who were
presented with an extremely dry scenario. As producer A.A.G. said “I wonder why it stays
straight for several years, but the extended drought is too drastic, I believe people will adapt
accordingly. Interesting, it could be true but nature has many variables, sounds interesting but
unreliable”. The distrustful sentiment of the projections presented is reminiscent of the denial
quote by Y.H. used in the previous section. L.M. exhibited the same reaction to the graphs in his
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comment, “Don’t trust the graphics, nature can surprise us. I can see from the graphs how deeply
the district is affected but I am optimistic about nature and the future of water.” Skepticism and
distrust of science/scientists are driving factors in the denial of scientific information.
Aside from a contextual skepticism of the SWIM projections, some farmers were also
skeptical due to misalignment between graphs and their own knowledge and experience. Farmers
seemed to be looking for confirmation when presented with the projections and became skeptical
when the graphs did not display their expected values. This happened with mostly older farmers
who experienced both wet and dry periods in the region and were more optimistic about the
fluctuation water in the future. The farmers who were committed to comparing their knowledge
and the graphs were R.A., D.S., and P.W.E. These were very traditional farmers, and D.S. had a
role in the water management frameworks which gave him additional skepticism towards the
material presented. Remarks from R.A. and D.S. were too brief to be significant, but their
intentions were to verify their memory with the projections. R.A. focused on the droughts of
years past and specifically that of 2008 which he was able to see in the graphs. D.S. was keenly
aware of the trending decreases in the water and remained hopeful for wetter years in the future.
P.W.E. gave a more substantial comment that exemplifies the type of assessment being
made of the SWIM projections. He said, “It appears it doesn't really correspond to the 11-year
cycle. So much. See here is kind of we'll say low, that's eight, and then 20 years, a 12-year cycle
of low water, and then it gets high for a while. And then it's pointing to a 10-year cycle. It was
good. Then a 10-year cycle was low.” P.W.E. was adamant about an 11-year sun cycle that
determined the availability of water in the region. Immediately after being presented with the
SWIM projections he rejected those and presented the interviewer with a folder of data that
supported his 11-year cycle theory. This is not to say the SWIM projections are the ultimate truth
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or can predict the future. However, it is the behavior exhibited by different growers towards the
materials that reveals a disconnect in approaching farmers.
The sub-categories of denial and skepticisms reveal some of the limitations of discussing
water issues with farmers. There are complex and conflicting interests behind their responses and
beliefs projections concerning the future of water. I identified two types of naiveté being
demonstrated by the farmers, performative and actual. Performative naïveté was farmers
avoiding discussion about the issue of water or pretending the issue did not exist. This is a
worrisome finding as it supports the idea that the agricultural producers are actively organizing
to deny a foreseeable water problem. Actual naïveté is slightly better as this can quickly be
remediated with education of the agricultural producers. An example of actual naivete was
producers not knowing about the existence of transboundary aquifers and the overconsumption
of these water bodies. Both types of naivete present challenges in visualizing and constructing
foresight narratives.
Findings
The foresight narrative approach with local agricultural producers as exercised in this
study is novel both as an anticipatory trandisciplinary process and on the visualization of
potential alternative futures. This experience confirms the value of projecting current practices
onto a foreseeable space, and the possible challenges that may need to be addressed when
developing management strategies. Working with scenarios can be utilized to inspire selfreflection from the stakeholder group being studied. The compilation of results led to the
discovery of two prominent and parallel discourses being reproduced amongst the producers.
One discourse aims to deny/or be skeptical of the existence of the problem of uncertain water
futures. The second discourse is focused on creating solutions which address the water issue.
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Many of the sub-categories applied in this study are complex and overlapping theoretical
groundings that aim to untangle the two-discourse findings gathered from the farmers of the
MRGRB. This study does not aim to place the entire blame of water depletion on the agricultural
producers of the region, or to solve the issue of uncertain water futures. Instead, it aims to help
producers visualize a collective vision of the future. It is important to consider the future because
we can shift current practices to align to the future we want. By visualizing the outcomes of their
current production practices growers may recognize how their actions affect the water sources.
Analyzing the interviews centered on understanding how the group of farmers viewed the
future. Imagine the future as a puzzle and we all have a piece, the puzzle is only complete when
we all put our pieces together. The focus of my thesis has been to collect puzzle pieces in the
form of foresight narratives from farmers and see what that puzzle of a sustainable future looks
like. Because then we can make the necessary changes to guarantee that future. Ideally, it would
be a sustainable future where agriculture can co-exist with a healthy flowing river and a
maintained transboundary aquifer. The following section will review the entire study and provide
some concluding thoughts about the region and its growers.
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SECTION 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Research in foresight narratives points to strategizing the ways stakeholders engage with
the future and emphasizing the emergence of strategic solutions within the narratives (Milojević
and Inyatullah, 2015). Yet, much is still to be learned about the building elements behind the
constructions of these foresight narratives. In this work, the building elements took form in the
three categories of self, society (others), and the environment. I analyzed the extent to which the
cohort valued these overlapping categories through three theoretical frameworks: Roy Amara’s
and Norman Henchey’s (1974, 1978) “Futures Fields”, William Flinn and Donald Johnson’s
(1974) “Scale of Agrarian Attitudes”, and Kari Marie Norgaard’s (2006) theory on the “Social
Organization of Denial”. The value of these frameworks became evident in their influence on the
grower’s reifications of potential alternative futures.
One central contribution of this work is the outline of major interests and concerns of
agricultural producers which laid the foundation for self-reflective foresight narratives. This was
achieved by conducting a round of pilot interviews with six agricultural producers. Results from
this pilot interview served to tailor the structure of the interview/questionnaire to the broad
interests/concerns of the agricultural community on water issues. Informing the study through
the use of the pilot interviews expanded the types of knowledge and conversations had with
growers easing the transition from the first round to the second. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic
and limited number of participants, results attributed to the success of these approaches are
difficult to validate. Also, it is recognized here that such limitations in both cohort size,
binational accessibility, and interview structure do not enable a full exploration of the infinite
alternative future possibilities or those only focused on water futures. Agricultural producers in
El Valle de Juárez were not included due to COVID and violent conditions in this agricultural
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area. Therefore, further ethnographic research will be required to allow for a deeper
understanding of how agricultural producers align their practices with the future. A gap also
exists in the current literature and research on agricultural stakeholders and anticipatory methods.
Structuring successful projects in foresight narratives must include a design which allows for
inclusive knowledge contributions and effective communication.
However, the demonstrated insights captured in the subsequent 8 interviews of the
second round supported the core themes identified in the first round. Furthermore, conducting
qualitative analysis on the 14 interviews highlighted a plurality of subjectivities on uncertain
water futures in the region. These include the types of futures growers are visualizing, and
agrarian values that drive their beliefs and influence their visions of the future. Also, how similar
types of rhetoric are reproduced within the agricultural community and are the basis for their
willingness to address water issues or deny them. This section will focus on the experience and
methodology of foresight narrative capture by discussing and exploring some conclusions,
especially those related to the implications of these findings to complex problems and the
broader systems at risk. Lastly, the potential of foresight narratives as a potential teachinglearning tool is considered, specifically in the topic of uncertain water futures.
5.1: Foresight and Future Studies
In this thesis, I have outlined what could be the value of foresight narratives in participatory
research projects and then embarked in analyzing the foresight narratives captured during the
course of this study. The impact of these thought processes is understood in the elements from
which they are constructed that could unlock potential benefits for future projects and water
management strategies as a whole. Additionally, further work is needed to process and incorporate
the captured foresight narratives into policy recommendations. However, this study is initiating
the process in collecting foresight narratives for analysis of the core interests and concerns of
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formers given the proximity to the individual farmer. Using the combined works of Roy Amara’s
and Norman Henchey’s (1974, 1978) “Futures Fields” for the theoretical grounding of this study
designated the overlapping elements of self, society (others), and the environment. Then projected
into three potential alternative futures plausible, probable, and preferable. Two factors which
influenced the creation of foresight narratives during the interview process and emerged in the
analysis of the interviews were data interpretation skills and farming expertise.
Through the three sub-categories of the futures theoretical framework expectations and
eventualities were revealed with varying degrees of quality and intensity possibly linked to the
farmer’s data interpretation skills. Being comfortable interpreting the data presented during the
interview process posed a major hurdle throughout the study. This is not to demean the farmers in
any way, but instead consider the disconnect between scientific “expert” communication and the
general public. Due to this disconnect, there were conflicting interactions with SWIM data outputs.
Some farmers were quick to dismiss the graphs, others struggled to interpret the information, and
some questioned the validity of the data they were seeing. The education amongst the cohort varied
from high school to doctoral level and this did not have a significant impact on the way farmers
understood the graphs. SWIM data outputs were a scenario exercise to prompt agricultural
producers to link the practices of their production with the data being presented. As current
practices could potentially exhibit a misalignment with their ideal version of the future.
Accompanying the SWIM outputs were questions that prompted producers to think about
uncertain water futures without the constraints of technical graphs.
The self-reflective process allowed producers to contribute and consider potential
alternative futures in a less structured manner. Often, it led to an evaluation of their production
planning and decision making, where future expectations tended to downplay the severity of the
trending decline in both surface and groundwater sources. This was largely true for farmers with
higher levels of agrarian expertise i.e. older farmers. Given the amount of farming knowledge and
memories of previous irrigation years they possessed, these farmers had difficulties with
discussing potential futures where water would become unavailable. Construction of foresight
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narratives demands a liberation of the current/past situation to ease envisioning the future. An
interesting finding of this study was the lack of references made about the preferable future.
Results gathered through the qualitative analysis revealed an inclination for farmers to
discuss the plausible and probable sub-categories more than those of the preferable. This could
largely be due to the undesirable nature of uncertain water futures. It could also be due to how the
future is conceptualized and understood by the farmers. The plausible and probable sub-categories
hold a basis in reality that can be traced to present understandings of the world whereas the
preferable can be wishful thinking. As previously mentioned older farmers had trouble leaving the
present and imagining potential futures. This was one of the challenges of the anticipatory
approach, how to make projected futures 30-50 years from now desirable to an older farmer? The
old adage “you can’t teach an old dog new tricks” was particularly relevant to the older members
of the cohort who declared they would continue planting water-intensive crops and utilizing water
as was available. This is especially worrisome given the fact that older farmers tended to have
larger production in the region. It was evident that these discussions of the future would not sway
the current practices being employed in the MRGRB. The future was not a tangible space where
they could envision themselves, or any effects of projected water uncertainty.
Foresight narratives serve to make sense of the future and contextualizing individual acts
into potential alternative futures. Findings of this study confirm a gap in scientific
communication with data production, and a myopic view of the future amongst older producers.
Younger producers had an easier time envisioning the future and contemplating a future with
limited water access. However, this did not translate into any committed expressions of practice
change or mobilized action on their part. Aside from small scale conservation practices, both
groups were not inclined to modify their behavior in a way that would align with their desired
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visions of the future. Therefore, this makes descriptions of the plausible and probable future
more substantial as these are further solidified due to widespread inaction amongst the
agricultural community. Talking about the uncertainty of water supply in the region was not
isolated to scenarios, but also the integration of agrarian knowledge by the farmers. The next
section will discuss the foresight narratives captured in this study and deliberations of potential
alternative futures through an agrarian lens.
5.2: Agrarian Ideology
Construction of the foresight narratives used questions related to the elements of self,
society (others), and the environment during the interview process. Concern and interests for
these elements was exhibited at varying intensities by farmers. This was a deliberate effort to
make farmers consider the impact of uncertain water futures in other aspects of their lives.
Additionally, their identity as agricultural producers was also a factor that intersected with their
production of foresight narratives. As established by the study conducted on Wisconsin farmers
in 1974 by William Flinn and Donald Johnson, farmers i.e. agricultural producers adhere to a
core set of values and attitudes. These values and attitudes labeled the agrarian creed or agrarian
ideology serve as a second theoretical framework for this thesis and are divided into five tenets,
agrarian fundamentalism, agrarian naturalism, independence, hard work, and the family farm.
Regional idiosyncrasies also play a part in the manifestation of the agrarian creed; some
agrarian characteristics remain unique to the MRGRB. Given the similarities in background and
location, the cohort reproduced common agrarian tropes in their foresight narratives. As
expected, the regional agrarian ideology influenced their responses to uncertain water futures.
Additionally, MRGRB producers described specifics about their location, production, and
interest in seasonality. Producers subscribe to the set values of agrarianism with varying
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intensities, and the most prevalent of these found in this study were agrarian naturalism and the
family farm.
The agrarian naturalism sub-category had the highest number of references made. Agrarian
naturalism establishes the healthy and good nature of agriculture and the lifestyle whilst rejecting
urban living. As previously mentioned in the results portion of this work, the bulk of these
references was farmers reminiscing about farm life during the interview. However, the
conceptualization of agriculture being natural and healthy was distinctly applied during the graph
portion of the interview. As a group, producers in the MRGRB made brief passing remarks about
the role of agriculture as a contributing factor in maintaining the water sources in the region,
particularly the Hueco and Mesilla bolsons. They insisted water from irrigated fields would leach
into the ground and eventually find its way into these subterranean bodies. Agriculture was a
necessary and vital component of aquifer recharge.
The reality is very different as the agricultural industry in the region drains both surface
and groundwater. Industrial and farm wells are used to supplement decreased water surface supply
(Sheng, 2005). Aquifer recharge is further hindered by the expansion of cement canals and ditches,
a program spearheaded by the water district. The agrarian naturalism trope served to relieve
farmers of their individual participation in the depletion of water sources. Like the discussion on
lack of data interpretation skills explored in the previous section, this resulted in a dismissal of the
information being presented or general disengagement with the materials. The conjunction of a
lack of skills in data interpretation and an adherence to the agrarian naturalism tenet manifests
itself into performative or actual naïveté by the producers and discerning the two remains a
complicated task for other research studies.
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Unlike the agrarian naturalism tenet, reactions associated with the family farm tenet and
water futures were straightforward. Overall, the majority of farmers were concerned about water
futures due to the perceived threat it posed to their children and grandchildren. Envisioning
uncertain water futures through the effects it would have on future generations facilitated the
construction of foresight narratives for some in the group. One interview of the initial round which
sticks out was producer J.G. who conducted the interview with four of his five children present.
All of the producers with children and even grandchildren had a worried reaction to the SWIM
projections displaying trending water decreases. It is clear that the way to incentivize farmers to
address the issue of uncertain water futures in the region is by framing it in the context of the
family farm.
Concern for the future of water was incredibly nuanced amongst the group. The major
explanation of this is the agrarian identity and its connection to water. Producers have an obvious
dependence on the resource to continue with their production, but this dependence has the potential
of being threatened due to their continued usage of the resource. The agrarian values were
reproduced by farmers in the MRGRB. They reveal two contrasting visions of the future, one
where agriculture is good, natural, and should continue as usual and the other future that demands
immediate action to ensure a sustainable future for the next generations. Underlying agrarian
values create discrepancies in the foresight narratives that the producers must grapple with,
resulting in an organization of denial amongst the group. The next section will develop these two
parallel and conflicting discourses that were found amongst the group concerning future water
uncertainty. One that minimizes the issue of uncertain water futures and one that seeks solutions
to the issue.
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5.3: Social Organization of Denial
The final theoretical framework utilized in this thesis is Kari Marie Norgaard’s theory on
the social organization of denial. Previous sections have discussed the foresight narratives in the
individual and the agrarian values that shape these foresight narratives. A limited range in the
construction of foresight narratives uncovered two parallel discourses being reproduced in tandem
by the group of farmers. The first understates the extent of decreasing water futures. The second
focuses on the solutions needed to address the problem. This section aims to follow the parallel
discourses from the foresight narratives and how they materialize into mobilizations to deny or
address the water issue.
Skepticism and denial of uncertain water futures is the first discourse revealed by the
foresight narratives. As a whole, the group perceived yearly changes in water supply and the
impacts these changes had on their production. They acknowledge some degree of change in the
supply was happening. But a majority of them believed they would continue to have water
available for irrigation in the future. Certain factors that contributed to this organized interpretation
are scientific distrust, conflicting production interests, and fear. Scientific distrust was displayed
by several producers during the presentation of SWIM data outputs. Distrust of the data increased
in producers was mixed. For some the values in the graphs did not match their irrigation
experiences in previous years and for others the scenarios presented were too unrealistic to even
contemplate. Scientific miscommunication is a driving factor in other forms of denial, the most
prevalent to this study being climate change denial. Farmers are in direct contact with natural
resources, primarily those of land and water. Accepting an issue in the decisions they make for
their production can be perceived as a threat to their livelihoods. Many farmers would argue there
is no other option but flood irrigation for water intensive crops like pecans. Ideas such as this
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foment attitudes of skepticism and denial when discussing uncertain water futures. They bring
forth uncomfortable feelings primarily of which is fear. Fear of losing their production, their
lifestyle, impute further rejection and negate the issues at hand. The compounded effects of these
factors prevent any form of response to the problem.
Alongside denial discourses there was a willingness to address the water issue. Efforts in
cooperation towards sustainable strategies speak to the second discourse found in the foresight
narratives. At the individual level farmers overlooked/ignored detailed solutions that could be
implemented in their production. An example of this was farmers who grew water-intensive crops
like pecans and their many objections to switching from flood irrigation to drip. Instead, farmers
of all sizes advocated and focused on more holistic qualitative social changes. Some examples of
this were increased awareness about water conservation, public education programs etc. Although
farmers were inclined to promote a broader collective strategy when discussing the solutions and
approaches to foreseeable water uncertainty, there were outliers in the cohort. A few farmers had
already started to incorporate small scale conservation practices into their productions and others
were thinking about it. Though these practices do not solve the complex issue of water depletion,
small contributions in a large scale could make an impact in the long-term.
The two discourses identified after analysis of the foresight narratives and associated
theoretical frameworks were an unexpected finding of the study. On one hand there are farmers
who are denying the existence of a water problem and on the other there are farmers working
towards a sustainable usage of the resource. Their conflicting aims present a major challenge in
developing anticipatory action strategies that are necessary to mitigate the issue of uncertain water
futures. Future research studies on the consequences of having these two parallel discourses will
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be needed. The next section will briefly cover the implications findings from this study have within
water paradox theories and the bigger picture.
5.4: Water Theories and Broader Implications
Climate change, population growth, increasing demand, and other factors are placing a
major strain on the water sources of the MRGRB. Added complications such as transboundary
delegation, ambiguous water rights, and unregulated groundwater pumping increased the
potential for regional water shortages in the future. The agrarian ideology of the MRGRB served
to justify their perceptions and beliefs about uncertain water futures. While many farmers
accepted changes in the water supply and availability, they did not feel an imminent threat to the
long-term health of the water sources they utilized. This collectively organized form of thinking
could lead to the realization of water paradoxes mentioned in earlier chapters of this work. These
paradoxes would be Garrett Hardin’s (1968) dilemma "Tragedy of the Commons”, William
Stanley Jevons’ “Efficiency Paradox” (1866), and Elinor Ostroms (1990) work Governing the
Commons.
Hardin’s (1968) “Tragedy of the Commons” theory is well known and suggests common
pool resources will be inevitably over-exploited due to their common nature. In this work, I have
focused on the construction of agricultural foresight narratives regarding uncertain water futures
in the MRGRB. I also made mention of the impacts of the agricultural sector on the surface and
groundwater sources of the region. Current farming practices increase the strain on both the river
and the aquifers. The cheap cost of water and the ambiguity of water rights with little regulation
promotes the overconsumption of water and could result in a complete exhaustion of these
natural resources.
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Additionally, the possibility of William Stanley Jevons’ “Efficiency Paradox” (1866)
arises with the implementation of more efficient irrigation methods. This is particularly true in
the MRGRB where canals and ditches have been lined with cement to decrease water leaching
into the ground. This presents a problem, particularly for groundwater, as it decreases the amount
of aquifer recharge available. Increases in surface irrigation efficiency also do not necessarily
lead to less consumption of groundwater. This is a common trend in the Rio Grande River basin
as evidenced by the work of Ward & Pulido-Velazquez, they said, “irrigation technologies that
apply water at optimal times and locations in plant root zones increase crop consumptive use of
water and crop yield as irrigation efficiency increases” (2008). In the context of water demandsupply deficit of the MRGRB this raises serious concerns about the future of water availability
for irrigation. Research findings from this thesis show contradicting discourses in the foresight
narratives captured from agricultural producers.
A major critic of Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons” theory is Elinor Ostrom’s (1999)
work “Governing the Commons”. She declares proper oversight and management of commonpool resources would ameliorate the possibility these water sources being exhausted. The denial
discourse revealed in the foresight narratives rejects the potential future water depletions.
Performative or actual naivete to the issue and the presence of highly efficient irrigation systems
supported by water management agencies further complicate attempts to address this issue.
These barriers almost guarantee a fulfillment of Hardin’s theory and prevent inclusive or
transformative strategies for delegating the water sources from occurring.
However, the existence of the second discourse in the foresight narratives that focuses on
solutions to mitigate foreseeable water issues presents a glimmer of hope for the region. Small
adaptive behaviors initiated and implemented by producers on their productions could be a type
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of self-regulation described by Ostrom. These incremental changes in agricultural practices could
include sowing less-water and equally lucrative crops, irrigation technologies, or education
programs targeted at producers may produce the necessary changes to avoid over-exploitation of
surface and groundwater sources.
Foresight exercises such as the one utilized in this study are useful for other stakeholder
groups such as policy-makers and water managers to be well informed about the adaptive
strategies that would work for agricultural producers. Encouraging voluntary changes in
production practices to limit usage to only the amount required to grow their crop and
implementing water conservation strategies. Anticipatory research methods approach issues from
a preventative standpoint rather than a reactive one. Shifting current agricultural practices to
more sustainable ones is easier when there is still water available to be conserved.
5.5: Concluding Remarks
The issue of water is becoming more intertwined with concerns about future supply and
access, population growth, living resources, and climate change. Technologies like desalination
offer costly and short-term solutions, and further efforts are needed to make substantial
sustainable changes that promote water conservation in the MRGRB. Capturing and exploring
the behavior of agricultural produces is key to enhancing the current state of water in the
MRGRB. As actors in one of the most water demanding sectors on the hydrological system,
agricultural producers are invaluable in the implementation and adaptation of sustainable
strategies. Future discourse connects their existing practices with alternative outcomes that can
be rectified today. Their production is dependent on access to quality water sources, the
overconsumption of which will ensure the death of agriculture in the MRGRB.
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With this research I expected to collect the perceptions on water futures from agricultural
producers in the region. But this study became more than that, it revealed complex, overlapping,
and contradicting visions of the future of water. Through this work I have accomplished my
initial aim to capture the way the foresight narratives of agricultural producers align with visions
of alternative futures. And my secondary aim was to contribute my findings to a broader project
for the purpose of producing a regional water management plan of action which incorporates
population sectors at higher risk for water insecurity and sustainably adjusts to their water needs.
In the process, I have highlighted the transdisciplinary, holistic, and inclusive nature of
anticipatory studies. These are small contributions that will have the opportunity to reinvigorate
the participatory research methods and channel foresight exercises into future research projects.
In other words, simply thinking about potential futures will not change the world on its own, but
it is a good place to start.
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APPENDIX
CONSENT FORM

Consent Form: Interview
My name is Rebeka Isaac, and I am a researcher from the University of Texas at El Paso. We are
conducting a study of people’s perspectives on water and their use of water in the Rio Grande
region from Elephant Butte dam to the point just before the Rio Conchos enters the
river. My research is funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. As part of this study, I will
be asking you a few questions and showing you some graphs of water issues. This interview will
take approximately one hour. Your participation will provide the research team with information
about current and future use of water in this region, and how we can use our modeling tools
to improve water management in this region.
The benefit of participating in this interview is shared public improvement in the management of
water, and you will not receive an individual benefit. The risk of participating in this interview is
that you might inadvertently reveal something about your own water use or views that you prefer
not to disclose. These risks are minor, and resemble those in ordinary conversations. The only
cost to you of participation will be your time, which will not be compensated.
To prevent any harm, the information you will be providing will be treated with strict
confidentiality. All interviews, names, and locations will be coded with a number to protect your
identity. Only the number appears with the record of your interview, not any personally
identifying information. The research contact list will be kept separately from the numbered
interviews. Both interview records and the contact list will be digitally encrypted, in separate
files, and kept under lock and key (on an electronic storage device) in a secure room in the
offices of UTEP’s Center for Inter-American and Border Studies. Records will be retained for
five years after the end of the project for further analysis, then destroyed.
In any public document produced by this research project (publications, public policy
documents, etc.), we will not use your name, instead using a pseudonym, and change personal
details so you cannot be identified. If there are specific details that would unavoidably identify
your information/position, such as your membership, job, or other role in an organization, we
will provide you with a draft of what we will write that would represent you or your
organization’s information/position, and allow you to review, approve it, change it, or instruct us
not to use it.
Taking part in this study is strictly voluntary. You have the right to not participate, to refuse to
answer any questions if participating, to stop participation at any time, and to request that your
interview record be removed from the study and destroyed. You have the right to have answered
any questions about the research and the specific interview process. Questions should be directed
to Dr. Joe Heyman at the University of Texas, El Paso at 915-747-8745
or jmheyman@utep.edu .
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Sign below only if you understand the information given to you about the research and choose to
take part. Make sure that any questions have been answered and that you understand the study. If
you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, call the UTEP
Institutional Review Board at 915-747-7693. If you decide to take part in this research study, a
copy of this signed consent form will be given to you.
__________________________ _____________________________
Researcher’s Signature Participant’s Signature
__________________________ _____________________________
Printed Name Printed Name
__________________________ ______________________________
Today’s Date Time Today’s Date Time
PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE

Elicitation Questions

Initial background questionnaire:
1. What do you grow?
2. How long have you been doing this for?
3. How do you get water? For the farm/household?
4. What is the acreage of each source(s) of water?
--Follow Up—
 Do you have surface water rights? In which irrigation district (if
applicable)
 Do you have ground water wells?
--Follow up—
a. If in New Mexico, licensed on what volume?
b. If in Texas, don’t ask
 Do you have other sources of water?
 Do you use greenhouses, shade houses, or other new approaches?
5. What are your main questions, interests, or concerns about water?
6. Is there anything you have done or can do?
7. Do you think the climate is changing, and how?
Explanation and Data Presentation Questionnaire:
1. How do you interpret the data presented?
2. Can you identify in these graphs the irrigation district you belong to?
3. Can you identify a pattern that spans across the various districts?
4. Have you noticed any changes to water availability or crop yields in the last
10 years?
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5. Would you consider changing crop for something that utilized less water?
8. Do you have problems with drought years?
--Follow up—
 How do you respond? What measures do you take to counteract
these effects?
9. Do you consider the impact of the water availability of a major unit (water
district) on your own water availability?
10.Would projections based on your own water consumption creating output
data similar to the one presented be of interest to you?
11.In what ways can you see this affecting you if at all?
12. Are your main concerns about water based on availability, price or both?
--Follow up—
 How important is the long-term availability of water for you?
 Is time an important factor for you? Does the future play an
important role in your decision making?
13.From the various graphs presented, which scenario or graph made the most
impact on you?
14.After seeing these formulated projections, have your views or concerns
about water changed? How so?’
15. Is there anything that should be done more broadly?
PILOT SWIM SCENARIO OUTPUTS
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SECOND ROUND QUESTIONNAIRE AND SWIM SCENARIO OUTPUTS

Elicitation Questions

Initial background questionnaire
Self: Name, Age, Gender
1. How long have you been farming?
2. What is farm life like? Daily activities to general lifestyle and welfare?
3. Do you have children?
4. What are the responsibilities of farmers? To family? To society? To land?
–Follow upi.Can agriculture continue in this region?
5. How do you think the climate is changing if any, and how?
-Follow Upi.How do you think future generations (children) will be affected
by a warmer region?
ii.Who do you think has the most impact on the climate
changing?
6. What do you think about the current national economy? Is it benefiting
farmers?
–Follow Upi.Can other farmers survive with the way things are going?
ii.What would you change? Benefit others?
Agriculture:
1. How do you feel about the state of agriculture in the U.S. (or Mexico
depending)?
2. How are farmers seen in the country? Has this changed?
3. What do you grow? What have you grown in the past (successfully)?
4. How long have you been growing this for?
5. What would you like to grow?
6. What should be grown regionally?
7. How long can you keep doing this for?
8. What is at risk for you?
9. Do you use greenhouses, shade houses, or other new approaches? What do
you think of these in terms of production?
10. Would you consider changing to alternative crops and/or technologies?
-Follow upi.Would it be beneficial to you?
ii.Do you have any suggestions for sustainable crops?
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iii.Are they worth the change?
11. Do you have problems with salinity?
12. What should other farmers or people be doing? The government?
Water:
1. How do you use water day to day? For production?
2. What do you think about current water management?
–Follow upi.Who uses the most water?
ii.Are there any problems with the way water is being managed?
If so how?
3. What do you think about the future of water in the region?
–Follow upi.Which source are you more worried about? The river or
groundwater?
ii.Is it possible to run out of water?
4. Have you been affected by the way water is being managed?
–Follow Upi.Have you seen others be affected?
ii.Has the land been affected?
5. How can water be divided fairly?
6. How much water do you need for ideal production? Can this be reduced in
any way?
7. Is there anything you have done or can do about your water usage?
–Follow upi.What can others (farmers) do about their water usage?
ii.Do the cities have an impact?
8. Does the future of water frighten you?
9. What time span concerns you the most?
10. What do you think this region looks like in 20 years? 30?
–Follow upi.How much water is there?
ii.What actions can you take to prevent or modify this from
happening?
iii.What can others do? The government?
11.What are your main questions, interests, or concerns about water?
Explanation and Data Presentation Questionnaire:
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1. Caballo Reservoir Releases



What does this tell you about the future of your farm?

2. AGRICULTURAL USE






Can you see any changes in the agricultural use of water?
Do you have wells on your property? What is the volume on the wells?
When do you pump?
Do you consider the impact of your pumping on the major water unit?

3. AGRICULTURAL SURFACE WATER USE



What are your water sources? Have you seen any changes in the last years?
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4. Total Acreage (Sum of surface water and groundwater irrigated acreage




How much of your land is irrigated?
Where do you see yourself?

5. Farm Income




How do you see your income being affected?
Where do you see yourself?

6. SURFACE WATER FARM INCOME

Is cost of water important to your production? How important is the cost of water to
your production?

How will you be affected by increasing costs of water?

How much are you willing to pay for water before you quit?

Is changing crops an option?

What factors affect water used in production from returning to the aquifer?
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7. GROUNDWATER AQUIFER DEPTH







How do you see this affecting you?
Which aquifer concerns you more?
What does it mean to have deeper aquifer depths?
How do explain this graph?
How can we preserve our groundwater more effectively?

Final Questionnaire
Past:
1. When did you begin to worry about the availability of water?
2. How much water did you receive before?
–Follow upi.Best year of production, why? What crop?
3. Would you change anything about past water management with what you
know now?
–Follow upi.Would you produce something else?
ii.Would you continue farming? If so why?
Present:
1. From the various graphs presented and your own experience, which
scenario or graph can you see affecting you the most?
2. How do you think these future projections align with what you know about
water today?
3. What role do water future projections play in the allocation of water?
4. Are your main concerns about water based on availability, price or both?
a. --Follow up—
i.How important is the long-term availability of water for you?
ii.Is time an important factor for you? Does the future play an
important role in your decision making?
5. What immediate solutions do you think would help this situation?
Long- term solutions?
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6. Is there anything that should be done more broadly?
7. How do you interpret the current attitudes of agricultural producers
towards water?
Future:
1. How do you envision the data presented affecting you? Your children? The
community? The land? Any major problems?
2. How would you respond to the scenarios presented?
3. After seeing these formulated projections, have your views or concerns
about water changed? How so?
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